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During the last decades, document sharing has become vastly more available for the general public, with large document collections being made generally available on the internet and inside of organizations on intranets. In addition, each of us has an ever-increasing archive of private digital documents. At the same time efforts to enable more efficient document retrieval have only succeeded marginally. This makes finding the right document like looking for a needle in the haystack. Just now it is a bigger haystack. This lack of overview of existing document resources results in large amounts of scarce human resources that are still being used to create similar resources.

A key reason to why we are faced with this challenge is that few documents receive a sufficient metadata description in order to enable efficient retrieval. Too often the document metadata is insufficient or even incorrect. Few document creators are aware of describing their documents with metadata. Trained librarians and archivists can assist authors to create and publish metadata, but this is a costly and time-consuming process. Advanced metadata formats, such as the IEEE LOM, enable detailed and precise metadata descriptions. This format is challenging to use and the potential in the format is often not leveraged. Document formats that require such metadata, e.g. SCORM Learning Objects (LOs), are not being used to their potential due to the challenges of creating metadata.

This thesis shows how Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) can stand as a foundation for creation, publishing and discovery of document resources with rich and correct metadata descriptions. This thesis shows how high quality metadata can be created automatically using the documents themselves and contextual data sources. Finally, this thesis shows how metadata descriptions can be used alongside the original document to create SCORM LOs to enable sharing of educational resources with educational metadata descriptions.

The main contributions by this thesis are:

C1: Establishing an overview of research literature, projects and products using AMG and the quality of their generated metadata.

C2: Establishing that AMG efforts can be combined to expand the range of elements and entities that can be generated, but also to increase the quality of generated entities.

C3: Establishing that AMG efforts can generate high quality metadata from non-homogeneous document collections, vastly expanding the practical usefulness of AMG.

C4: Establishing that AMG efforts can contribute extensively in promoting sharing of knowledge with the creation of sharable SCORM LOs containing the educational resources themselves and extensive metadata descriptions to enable efficient location and use.
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### Abbreviations and key terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Abbreviation or description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ADEPT</td>
<td>Alexandria Digital Earth ProtoType</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADL</td>
<td>Advanced Distributed Learning Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND</td>
<td>ADEPT, DLESE, NASA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AI</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMeGA</td>
<td>Automatic Metadata Generation Applications project</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMG</td>
<td>Automatic Metadata Generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite document structure analysis</td>
<td>Heritage of metadata from related documents rather than other environmental sources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRF</td>
<td>Conditional Random Fields</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC</td>
<td>Dublin Core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC-ed</td>
<td>DC educational</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DDC</td>
<td>Dewey Decimal Classification system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DLESE</td>
<td>Digital Library for Earth System Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document content analysis</td>
<td>Analysis of the document itself in order to generate the metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document context analysis</td>
<td>Analysis of the environment surrounding the document in order to generate metadata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document usage analysis</td>
<td>Retrieval of information of actual document usage in order to generate metadata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DPI</td>
<td>Dots Per Inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DTD</td>
<td>Document Type Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DVHMM</td>
<td>Dual and Variable Hidden Markov Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Element set</td>
<td>The collection of the metadata elements that describe a document is known as a metadata element set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded metadata</td>
<td>Metadata which is present within a document.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIF</td>
<td>Exchangeable image file format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extraction</td>
<td>The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that has previously not existed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRBR</td>
<td>Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEM</td>
<td>Gateway to Education Materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GESTALT</td>
<td>Getting Educational Systems Talking Across Leading-Edge Technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPS</td>
<td>Global Positioning System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUI</td>
<td>Graphical User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvesting</td>
<td>Collecting embedded metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMM</td>
<td>Hidden Markov Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>HyperText Markup Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP</td>
<td>Hypertext Transfer Protocol</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE</td>
<td>Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFLA</td>
<td>International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>Joint Photographic Experts Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning Object</td>
<td>Any entity, digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, education, or training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMS</td>
<td>Learning Management System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LO</td>
<td>Learning Object</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOM</td>
<td>Learning Object Metadata</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOMGen</td>
<td>Learning Object Metadata Generator (project)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOR</td>
<td>Learning Object based Repositories</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LRE AP</td>
<td>Learning Document Exchange Metadata application profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTSC</td>
<td>(IEEE) Learning Technology Standards Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Machine learning algorithms</td>
<td>Rules created by computers for the task of creating rules and determining the weights applied to each rule.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGIC</td>
<td>Metadata Automated Generation for Instructional Content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata</td>
<td>Metadata, or structured data about data, improves discovery of and access to such information. The effective use of metadata among applications, however, requires common conventions about semantics, syntax, and structure. Individual resource description communities define the semantics, or meaning, of metadata that address their particular needs. Syntax, the systematic arrangement of data elements for machine-processing, facilitates the exchange and use of metadata among multiple applications. Structure can be thought of as a formal constraint on the syntax for the consistent representation of semantics.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata Quality</td>
<td>They categorized “metadata quality” into seven categories: (1) Completeness, (2) Accuracy, (3) Provenance, (4) Conformance to expectations, (5) Logical consistency and coherence, (6) Timeliness and (7) Accessibility.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metadata schema</td>
<td>The metadata schema is a systematic and orderly combination of elements used to specify valid element types, the entities that they can contain, and how these element types can be used.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MGS</td>
<td>Metadata Generation System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIME</td>
<td>Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS</td>
<td>Microsoft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NASA</td>
<td>National Aeronautics and Space Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural language</td>
<td>Language of the visual characteristics of the document presents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSDL</td>
<td>National Science Digital Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NTNU</td>
<td>Norwegian University of Science and Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCR</td>
<td>Optical Character Recognition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Portable Document Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality</td>
<td>Term based on the three category types: (1) Syntax: Analysis of the document formatting to see that it complies with the document’s format standard. (2) Semantics: Analysis of the...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
entities presented to see if they are valid and in accordance with the document format’s relevant metadata schema. (3) Pragmatics: Analysis to determine if the user-interpreted properties are reflected in the metadata.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule-based algorithm</td>
<td>Pre-defined manually created rules.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCORM</td>
<td>Sharable Content Object Reference Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source Code</td>
<td>Any sequence of statements and/or declarations that are written in some human-readable computer programming language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>URL</td>
<td>Uniform resource locator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UUID</td>
<td>Universally Unique Identifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XMP</td>
<td>Extensible Metadata Platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. **Introduction**

1.1 **Motivation**

Large amounts of scarce human resources are still being used to create similar resources, such as documents [65], partly because people are not aware of others’ work through lack of sharing opportunities, and the inability to retrieve available documents. During the last decades, document sharing has become vastly more available for the general public, with large document collections being made generally available on the internet and inside of organizations on intranets. In addition, each of us has an ever-increasing archive of private digital documents. At the same time efforts to enable more efficient document retrieval have only evolved marginally. This makes finding the right document like looking for a needle in the haystack. Just now it is a bigger haystack. The challenge consists of three factors:

- Describing documents accurately so that the querying user can receive the information required to distinguish documents
- Describing documents accurately so that the search engine can perform an accurate query based on the user presented input, and
- Promotion of document characteristics so that the querying user understands that the promoted document is the desired document

Search engines have grasped the challenge of locating large amounts of documents and promotion of a set of standard characteristics to the querying user through the query results. General purpose search engines commonly promote descriptive characteristics such as a document title, some document body text, a last edited date and document location. Scientific and other purpose specific search engines often also promote descriptions including the document author, keywords and subject. The search engines hence rely upon an accurate document description in order to perform as desired.

This brings us down to how document descriptions are to be created. Some search engines rely on computer programs to identify the document characteristics. Others base their efforts on human created document descriptions. Both methods face considerable challenges.

- With computer program created document descriptions, the accuracy of the descriptions are commonly low, documented in Chapter 2.3.5. In addition, only a few descriptive characteristics are registered, making accurate querying impossible.
- With manually created document descriptions, the number of described documents is limited by humans’ time and ability. In addition, there is the issue of human errors and inconsistency which can reduce the accuracy of the document descriptions.

Manual generation of accurate document descriptions, or "quality metadata", requires time and skilled human resources. Research has also shown that the general public also
has little willingness to manually create metadata [23, 27]. As a result, few documents receive high quality metadata descriptions:

> Manual creation of metadata is tedious, error-prone and doesn’t scale. As the amount of learning content continues to grow, it becomes less and less feasible to describe all available content manually. Moreover, the metadata humans create are not perfect. Therefore, we need a change in approach, trying to automate this process as much as possible.
>  
> Meire et al. [99]

The number of documents that need a good description is ever-increasing. And we cannot rely on manual efforts to create all the needed document descriptions.

From a scalability perspective, usage of computer programs to create document descriptions is the only viable solution. Though, the quality of the generated descriptions must be brought to a completely new level.

- The generated metadata must be more accurate, so that both the search engines and the querying users can rely upon the available information. And,
- The metadata descriptions must be richer and more detailed, so that the querying users can state more accurately what he or she is looking for and for search engines to present more of the vital information needed for the user to make the optimal document choice.

Many computer programs have been created that create metadata. In addition, there are a number of logical possibilities that has yet to be explored. There is a need to systematically review how metadata can be created using computer programs, in order to achieve creation of high quality document metadata.

There is a need to establish what to do and what not to do with our computer programs in order to enable automatic generation of high quality document metadata. This is the main focus of this research. To do this, this research focuses on exploring different approaches through Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG).

AMG provides methods for generating metadata without manual interaction using computer program(s) to interpret the document and possibly the document context. AMG is based on the observation that information that equals the desired metadata, directly or indirectly, may already be contained in the documents or in the context:

- **Visual descriptions**: By viewing the document through its native application or as a print-out, visual characteristics can be seen, such as the paper format and promotion of specific sections (e.g. some text with larger letters).
- **Technical descriptions**: By analysing technical information from the document or the system in which the document is stored, other characteristics can be obtained such as: file size, file format and storage dates.
• **Intellectual content descriptions**: By analysing the user specified textual content of a document, the intellectual content created by the user can be determined, such as the actual letters used to stipulate the document title.

• **Context descriptions**: Documents are not published at random. There is a link between the document which is created and the place in which it is published. E.g. published site and publisher role at that site.

The author of the document has hence directly or indirectly specified the desired content of many metadata elements. This can be utilized as AMG strive to avoid excessive manual efforts when similar metadata can be generated automatically based on existing data sources [21, 36, 42, 43, 44, 62, 99].

The domain of digital educational documents, or "Learning Objects" (LOs), is especially vulnerable to false or missing metadata. This is important since it is vital for the users of such documents to retrieve the correct information for e.g. curriculum reading or research. Due to this need for detailed and educationally accurate LO descriptions, the international educational metadata schema standard IEEE LOM has been created [74]. This metadata schema standard is extensive, enabling a rich and detailed document description. The LO together with a file with IEEE LOM metadata are the basis for the document package format standard SCORM [2]. Storing both the LO and the metadata which describes the LO in a single package file enable easier distribution of LOs with rich metadata descriptions; A combination which should be of considerable value for all educational purposes, as it would enable sharing of relevant LOs in a manner which we do not see today. A vital clue to why we do not see more SCORM LOs or other usages of the IEEE LOM is the metadata schema complexity. This complexity makes creation of IEEE LOM metadata a skill which has to be taught and demands plenty of time in the creation of LO metadata. Neither of these issues are currently the mainstream: Few people have the required knowledge to create IEEE LOM metadata, and of these people only a handful have the time to describe LOs with such metadata and packing them into a SCORM package. If IEEE LOM metadata could be automatically generated with the sufficient metadata quality, this would enable sharing and retrieval of educational resources in a scale we do not see today.

The current situation is illustrated at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). Here a Learning Management System (LMS) is used by students and lecturers to publish thousands of LOs yearly. This vast archive of educational resources does not promote sharing of LOs. No educational metadata is created. Hence, the search engine for LO retrieval does not have a data foundation needed to enable efficient sharing of LOs. Hardly any LOs in this LMS are reused. As a result, much human resources are used to recreate similar LOs each time there is a need for the LO. This limits sharing of knowledge within the organization. It limits sharing of knowledge with third parties. And it limits research and discovery of new knowledge by not enabling to build upon existing knowledge.

All of these issues would have been addressed if educational metadata could have been automatically created, especially if the metadata were to follow the IEEE LOM as this would enable sharing of LOs on a global scale. Still, we do not see the presence of
computer programs that can achieve such a metadata creation task. At the best, we see computer programs that enable generation of a limited set of metadata from a specific document collection, typically keywords from English documents in the PDF file format. Such strict requirements are not practical at NTNU. The published LOs do not share such homogeneous characteristics. At the NTNU, there is an extensive range of subjects and educational levels taught. There are a number of languages in use and hardly any restrictions in terms of document templates and file formats that the lecturers and students need to use. The LMS is designed to allow sharing of LOs regardless of file format and file content. As a result, the publishers of LOs have an extensive freedom to express themselves. This freedom is a major challenge for AMG algorithms, as there are no strict guidelines which characterize all the published LOs. Though, if such a set of AMG algorithms could be developed, this would make them usable within any educational context not only at this University, but on a truly global scale. There is a vast need for AMG algorithms that can generate rich, high quality metadata descriptions from non-homogeneous documents.

Even with such publishing freedom as described above, most of the published LOs at the NTNU LMS are Microsoft (MS) Office-based documents, such as MS Word, MS PowerPoint and MS Excel. At the same time, hardly any of the AMG based research efforts currently conducted is based on such file formats. Search engines also show that they have considerable challenges in accurately describing such documents. There is a vast need for AMG algorithms that can generate rich, high quality metadata descriptions from document file types which are actually used, rather than having to base efforts on a converted document version with characteristics that differs from the original document.

1.2 Problem Outline

Document collections at home, at work and “everywhere in between” seem to be growing explosively. This is while the efforts of enabling efficient retrieval of the right documents seem to be standing still. The existing research efforts in locating virtually identically formatted documents within a limited subject area just do not cut it when faced with our real-world challenges. We need efficient document retrieval regardless of how the documents look. We need efficient document retrieval regardless of what subject the document is about.

Metadata has been used for centuries by archivists and librarians to describe key characteristics of documents, in order to enable efficient document retrieval. Now everyone needs metadata in order to enable efficient document retrieval. For all types of documents. In all languages. For all subjects. The AMG efforts need flexibility and logics. This research expresses how such flexibility can be achieved and how this framework can be used not only to generate vast amounts of entities spanning a range of elements, but also how to achieve the high metadata quality essential for practical use of metadata for retrieval purposes.

When we have the desired metadata, we can exploit usages of metadata. One type of documents that are seldom shared with metadata descriptions are so-called Learning Objects; Documents intended for knowledge sharing by combining a document with technical and educational metadata of how and when the document is intended to be
used. Currently sharing of LOs is very limited. One major reason for this is the extensive complexity of the metadata schema and the high knowledge requirements metadata registration places on the author. This thesis will show how much of the required educational metadata can be automatically generated and packaged into a LO along with the document with a minimum of human efforts and limited user know-how requirements. By enabling this, this thesis’ efforts could vastly increase the practical usefulness of LOs and enable sharing of digital knowledge regardless of geography.

1.3 Research Context
This research was initialized with the title “Digital Library and Learning”. This thesis was soon guided towards metadata and the wonderful opportunities that arise for sharing knowledge when describing documents with rich metadata description. This brought us to the various metadata schemas which have been created for describing educational resources with general and educational metadata. Here this thesis faced its first challenge: We have simple and more complex educational metadata schemas, but hardly any documents are shared using such metadata. Often the datasets dedicated to a project or schema consisted of only a few handfuls of documents where the “largest” datasets were in the range of a few hundred documents. That is nothing compared to the millions if not billions of resources present on the Internet. So we have documents and we have educational metadata standards. Why aren’t these standards used to enable efficient sharing of educational documents?

This thread brought this thesis towards the topic of automatically generating metadata, and the need for a framework to scientifically determine the quality of metadata entities. This has become the cornerstone for this thesis.

This thesis was to a large extent conducted as an individual task with guidance from the supervisors, financed by NTNU for four years. After this period efforts were conducted voluntarily.

This thesis has been inspired by other AMG-related projects and by search engines. These projects have shown possibilities for AMG, but also how narrow their field of view is, restricting their usefulness to perform when not paired up with exactly the correct documents. As for the search engines, most are privately founded and regard their AMG efforts as a trade secret. However, this thesis has been able to evaluate their results. And in the eyes of this thesis, these results were not up to par. These results have since been documented using the framework for determining the quality of the generated entities.

There were no datasets available for this thesis to use that contained diverse documents. As a consequence, this thesis contacted all teachers at NTNU in order to grant this thesis access to their courses’ shared documents. This thesis is ever grateful to all the teachers who granted this thesis access, all of whom are listed in the Acknowledgement chapter.
A second dataset was retrieved from an Auditing firm in order to compare the quality of automatically generated metadata. In addition, the auditing firm was used to illustrate how to use document templates to promote desired usage.

Due to this being mainly a one-man research project, the human resources were limited. This thesis has chosen to focus on State-of-the-Art analysis and development of methodology for generating high quality metadata and LOs. This thesis’ efforts needed to be limited in terms of development of executable program code. Programming of actual search engines is also outside of scope for this thesis.

This research is focused on documents that are actually being shared. And as the dataset showed, most of these authors distribute documents in MS Office or PDF file formats. So why not explore the metadata of “other” file types with potentially more “exotic” flavours? Such as MPEG7, MPEG21 files, or OpenOffice (LibreOffice) files. Well, because in this dataset such files were not shared. This thesis can document that OpenOffice were not used to create any of the published MS Office files. Regarding the published PDF-files, there are possibilities of these being based on Latex or OpenOffice. Sadly, the converting process over to the PDF file format is not lossless and as the study has shown, the metadata included in PDF files are strongly polluted by false or questionable entities.

1.4 Research Questions

The goal of this research is to:

RQ1: Find methods to automatically generate metadata from non-homogeneous document collections for promotion of educational resources.

To do this, an analysis of the actual document file content, the so-called "document code", is central to learn about the content of each document. Basing AMG efforts around the document code can enable detailed, structured and correct metadata from non-homogeneous documents. To achieve the research goal, the following questions are answered:

RQ1.1: What is the quality of automatically generated document content (embedded metadata and document formatting)?

RQ1.2: Can AMG approaches be combined or selectively used on a document-by-document basis?

RQ1.3: Can AMG enable automatic generation of complex sets of metadata, enabling usage of advanced Learning Object document formats, such as SCORM?

1.5 Research Objectives

This research explores the following objectives:

RO1: Examine how commonly used content creation software (applications) use document code to store metadata, formatting data and intellectual content.
RO2: Document the kinds of metadata, formatting data and intellectual content that are contained in the document code of commonly used document formats.

RO3: Substantiate how document conversion between incompatible document formats influences the metadata, formatting data and intellectual content of the resulting document code.

RO4: Explore the possibilities for metadata extraction based on the document code and the consequences these efforts have on the quality of the generated metadata.

RO5: Explore the possibility of using the document code in combination with or directly as the data source for other extraction efforts based on visual characteristics and natural language AMG technologies, without the need for content presentation applications.

RO6: Explore the possibilities for using AMG technologies to assist in generation of advanced and complex to create resources, such as LOs in the SCORM format.

1.6 Research Design

This research needed to base its efforts on diverse documents in order to experience the effects of different document creation user environments and to gain documents with diverse visual and intellectual content. These documents were analysed in regards to their document contents and in regards to generation of metadata. The results of these analyses’ were evaluated using an existing framework for measuring “quality”.

The environment in which the document is created and maintained greatly affects the resulting documents. When you know what you are looking for it is often visible if the user that has driven the document creation process, or a system enforce environment control has been executing when the document was created and maintained. The commercial LMS called “It’s learning” [81], which is used by NTNU, has been used for this project. Such systems are also known as “e-learning” systems. “It’s learning” offers a system controlled environment where system-specific document types can be created and where stand-alone documents (documents created outside of a system controlled environment) can be uploaded by lecturers and students. This system provides access to documents created in a system controlled environment, some with content validation, along with uploaded, original and converted, stand-alone documents. The documents were published from courses in a multitude of subjects, including medicine, informatics, education and fine art.

An analysis was performed to document the characteristics of documents created in the system controlled environment. Such characteristics cannot be determined on this stage based on the stand-alone documents created and maintained in a user controlled environment.

A quantitative analysis of about 4000 LOs was performed to analyse the embedded metadata found in the retrieved documents. This was done in order to determine the availability and correctness of the embedded metadata. The quantitative analysis was concentrated on elements that could be partly or entirely judged as valid or false. This
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analysis revealed that virtually no documents shared on NTNU’s LMS contained either an educational metadata description or an informative description. So few documents had been given a semantic description besides the “Title” element, that it is highly questionable if the documents authors and publishers were aware that such content could be stored as part of the document. This research found it evident that a number of entities stored as part of the document were not created by the user. This includes technical elements such as file format and a number of time and dates. But it also includes elements like “Title” and “Creator” with entities with little or no resemblance to the title and creator name presented when viewing a print-out of the document. This research found considerable uncertainty regarding the quality of the gathered document metadata and regarding the awareness to metadata by document authors and publishers.

Ninety-one percent of the stand-alone documents uploaded to the LMS were in PDF, Word or PowerPoint document formats. The qualitative analyses of stand-alone documents consequently concentrated on these file formats. This analysis was performed to explore the possibilities for extracting metadata based on the document code. These extraction efforts were based on elements from the document that the embedded metadata did not reflect, or when no embedded metadata were present. By converting MS Word and MS PowerPoint documents into their Open XML formats, this research was able to gain full insight into the document code. This research therefore used the Open XML formats to analyse the range of possibilities available. These efforts were undertaken to explore the possibility of using alternative AMG approaches, where the document code was not suitable for generating the desired elements. The qualitative efforts were focused on the generation of the following elements: “Characters”, “Words”, “Pages”, “Slides”, “Creator”, “Title” and “General Language” (the language of the documents’ intellectual content).

The Open XML format was chosen as the case document format over the competing document format OOXML, because MS provides full functionality to convert from binary Word (DOC) and PowerPoint (PPT) document formats to Open XML. Such functionality is not available for OOXML. Using OOXML would require the use of a third party converter application, which would introduce increased uncertainty regarding the interpretation of the existing, proprietary document format and the use of the new OOXML format. Using the MS converter also avoids the risk of contaminating or changing the document’s content when it is converted.

The research results were evaluated using a framework for measuring “quality” presented by Lindland et al. [96]. This framework categorizes “quality” based on (1) Syntax, (2) Semantics and (3) Pragmatics. Additionally, supplemental quality terms were used based on Bruce et al. [17]. This framework supplements Lindland et al. [96] by including dedicated metadata quality terms for completeness, accuracy and provenance, conformance to expectations, logical consistency and coherence, timeliness and accessibility.

The international educational metadata schema standard IEEE LOM [74] was used to generate a common vocabulary and to define the content of specific elements and their
valid value spaces. However, this research is not restricted to this specific schema, and hence covers elements and aspects that are not included in this standard.

If the metadata descriptions and the LOs were distributed in a single LO-specific package, this would enable sharing of LOs with metadata descriptions. Many file formats have this option of including metadata descriptions, though rich description such as that is enabled by IEEE LOM is fare from common. Though, it is possible to include an IEEE LOM description to any educational document by creating a document package based on the SCORM standard specification [2]. This thesis presents how SCORM packages can be automatically generated with IEEE LOM metadata descriptions also automatically generated.

Topics from these research efforts have been sectioned into smaller subjects and presented as publications on various scientific conferences.

Figure 1: Timeline of main research focus and papers over time

Figure 1 illustrates the main research focus and papers over time. As it shows, this research has been through various phases, firstly to sketch over existing AMG efforts and their strength and weaknesses, secondly to retrieve a large dataset from NTNU LMS and analyse it, third to perform more in-depth analysis of selected documents and topics, fourth practical usage of AMG and the generated metadata, and fifth analysis of the second dataset from an Auditing firm and how to use document templates to promote desired usage.

1.7 Papers

This chapter gives a short introduction and presents the relevance of published papers and secondary papers. The primary, published papers have been published at respected international conferences. The secondary papers (SP) have either been published at NTNU or have yet to be published.

Relevance to this thesis: This article introduces the challenges of generating metadata required for efficient retrieval and re-usage of resources on the Internet and on Intranets. The usage of Embedded metadata is presented as a topic, though there are quality concerns regarding these metadata. There is a need for other means of generating metadata without making this a burden on the end users.


Relevance to this thesis: The Document Code can be used to retrieve user specified data from a document and use these data as metadata. This opens for extraction of metadata across diverse visual document characteristics. However, there are a lot of data in the Document Code that is informative content suitable as metadata. This paper explores data sources and what data content that can be trusted.


Relevance to this thesis: The majority of documents published at the NTNU LMS are of Word, PowerPoint or PDF-file formats. This paper seeks to verify the quality of Embedded metadata and Extractable metadata. This paper introduces the concept of using the Document Code to combine AMG efforts in order to achieve higher quality metadata results.

The dataset retrieved for this paper were also used to write a report regarding usage of the LMS at NTNU called It’s learning [88].


Relevance to this thesis: The Webist 2009-article used a visually and subject vice extremely diverse document collection. However, all document collections do not share these characteristic. This article focuses on a document collection
that should be strictly and precisely formatted: Conference papers. This article explores why high quality metadata are still not being generated.


Relevance to this thesis: We now know that AMG algorithms can generate high quality metadata from visually diverse documents. In this article we go one step further and explore how such metadata can contribute to sharing of educational resources. In order to do this, the automatically generated metadata is used to generate a SCORM Learning Object containing a resource usable for educational purposes, and a rich metadata description of the resource. Though, there remain challenges in terms of low metadata quality of selected metadata elements.


Relevance to this thesis: The number of authors of digital documents is ever-increasing. Most of these authors do not have any relationship to metadata. The amount of digital documents which each and one of us have created has also increased extensively. The amount of digital documents which this results in will only continue to grow in the future. The combination of an increased number of authors, increased number of documents and limited knowledge of metadata should promote an increased need for AMG in order to enable efficient document retrieval. Still, the research efforts on AMG for document retrieval seem to be decreasing. This article presents a re-cap of why we should be focusing efforts on AMG.

SP1 Line Kolås, Lars Fredrik Høimyr Edvardsen and Leif Martin Hokstad, “Use of It’s learning at NTNU – a quantitative and qualitative study”. Original title in Norwegian: “Bruk av It’s learning ved NTNU – en kvantitativ og kvalitativ studie”. Internal stand-alone study report at NTNU, conducted by the Program for Learning with Information and Communication Technology (Program for Læring med IKT (LIKT)) in order to review usage of It’s learning at NTNU. pp. 1-157. January 2008. Published at and by NTNU.

Relevance to this thesis: This rapport analyses the usage of the LMS It’s learning at NTNU. It reflects upon how the LMS is used in the various courses and faculties at NTNU. It illustrates large differences in usage between the different faculties. It also shows how the LMS is used. Importantly for this thesis, this rapport shows how Learning Objects are described with metadata when being published, or rather how extremely limited the metadata descriptions
are when the metadata descriptions have to be registered manually. This shows the need for including AMG efforts to automatically generate metadata, so that human creation of metadata can be kept at a minimum.


Relevance to this thesis: This article validates the results of using the State-of-the-Art AMG algorithms by using these on a document collection with vastly different characteristics than in the NTNU LMS and in Conference papers. This article presents how inclusion of non-visual Meta tags in the document templates can vastly increase the AMG algorithm’s ability to locate and retrieve user specified content of a particular type. Still, the obtained metadata quality is not perfect.

1.8 Contributions

This thesis has had the privilege to contribute with contributions including:

C1: Establishing an overview of research literature, projects and products using AMG and the quality of their generated metadata.

This thesis has conducted an extensive State-of-the-Art analysis of literature, projects and products that use AMG. These efforts have been combined with a framework for determining the quality of the generated entities to analyse the strengths and weaknesses of the various AMG efforts.

C2: Establishing that AMG efforts can be combined in order to expand the range of elements and entities that can be generated, but also to increase the quality of generated entities.

A major limitation of most AMG efforts is that they generate entities regardless of the data source. Hence, many AMG efforts generate low quality metadata due to usage of a low quality data source or usage of a less optimal AMG algorithm.

This thesis has shown how the Document Code can be used to gain direct access to the authors’ contributed contents to a document. This can increase the quality of the generated entities vastly. This while not generating entities when other data sources or other AMG efforts can be used to generate higher quality entities.
C3: Establishing that AMG efforts can generate high quality metadata from non-homogeneous document collections, vastly expanding the practical usefulness of AMG.

Nearly all research into AMG is done with nearly identically looking and formatted documents. The usefulness of the generated AMG efforts is severely compromised, as the developed algorithms could have limited, if any, usefulness when used on a different document set. In a real world practical scenario documents seldom share so many visual characteristics. Many authors base their efforts on a blank document template. In companies corporate templates are commonly promoted. In academics the various publishing sites and conferences use their own templates. However, it is up to the authors to comply with the specified templates. And quite often there are major differences between intended usage and practical usage. These issues severely lower the quality of the metadata traditionally created by AMG efforts.

This thesis wanted to show that AMG could be used to generate high quality and rich metadata descriptions to all documents, regardless of their visual characteristics. The developed framework for AMG has achieved this goal by generating high quality and rich metadata descriptions to all document types due to (1) selection of the best data source, (2) selection of the best AMG algorithm and (3) quality assortment and re-execution of AMG-efforts if needed. This thesis has demonstrated the high quality metadata that can be generated from large collections of poorly formatted documents. This thesis has also demonstrated how the quality of the generated entities and the range of desired entities can be vastly expanded by using the document template to promote a specific usage of the document template. By working with the document template, document sections can be re-located from any document regardless of language of the intellectual contents\textsuperscript{1} and visual characteristics. This thesis’ AMG algorithms hence generate high quality metadata from all document types regardless of contents. The algorithms could hence have usefulness in many contexts, not just with a dedicated dataset. Though, this thesis has documented that if common characteristics are known of the dataset, these characteristic can be exploited to increase the data quality and possibly the range of generated entities.

C4: Establishing that AMG efforts can contribute extensively in promoting sharing of knowledge with the creation of sharable SCORM LOs containing the educational resources themselves and extensive metadata descriptions to enable efficient location and use.

This thesis has demonstrated that AMG efforts to generate high quality and rich metadata descriptions can be generated for educational metadata as well. This includes

\textsuperscript{1} This thesis has documented successful AMG efforts on documents, even AMG efforts on individual document sections, in multiple languages, including various English languages, Norwegian, New Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, German, Greek, French and Spanish.
descriptions of intended use, targeted user group and skill level in addition to other technical and descriptive metadata. This thesis has demonstrated how the generated metadata could be formatted in accordance with simple as well as highly complex metadata schemas including schemas specially developed for describing educational resources. This thesis has documented usage of such automatically generated metadata combined with the original document in order to create shareable SCORM Learning Objects containing the educational resource itself and extensive metadata descriptions to enable efficient location and use. By using such efforts, the skill level required for creating SCORM LOs could be lowered extensively, while allowing more LOs with educational metadata to be shared.

All the research questions, Contributions and Papers are closely interrelated. Hence, all the research questions, Contributions and Papers contribute to each other in some way or another. The major relationship between the Research Questions, Contributions and Papers are presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Relations among Research Questions, Contributions and Papers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>Contribution</th>
<th>Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RQ1</td>
<td>C1, C2, C3, C4</td>
<td>P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, SP1, SP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>P1, P2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.2</td>
<td>C2, C3</td>
<td>P2, P3, P4, P6, SP2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RQ1.3</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>P1, P3, P5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.9 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 presents State of the Art. The main focus here is on clarifying what terms such as "metadata", "metadata schema", "quality", "Automatic Metadata Generation", "Learning Object" and "Learning Object System". This is done in order to establish a common view of current research and other aspects which affect the scope of this thesis.

Chapter 3 presents more of the contextual background of this thesis, including motivation for why these research questions were selected.

Results from this research include a number of publications presented in Appendix A and B. However, the publications can only scratch the surface of the research which has been performed. Chapter 4 is therefore used to present a detailed view of the research, including descriptions of how documents and LOs are commonly created and quantitative and qualitative analysis which have been the basis for the publications.
Chapter 5 is dedicated to conclusions and reflections based on this research. This includes:

- A main conclusion.
- A summary of major contributions within the research field.
- A comparison between the objectives set in the beginning of this research, and the actual results of the research.
- Recommendations reflect upon experiences gained though this research.
- The conclusion is ended by a presentation of recommended areas for future research work efforts.

Chapter 6 presents exclusively references.

Appendix A presents the published articles. The topics of these articles include: Challenges of generating metadata required for efficient retrieval and re-usage of resources on the Internet and on Intranets, how the Document Code can be used to retrieve user specified data from a document and use these data as metadata, addressing quality issues of Embedded metadata and Extractable metadata from documents published at the NTNU LMS, AMG-efforts based on strictly and loosely formatted documents and automatic generation of learning objects that include rich educational metadata.

Appendix B presents Secondary Papers. This section consists of the abstract from a report about usage of It’s Learning at NTNU, published at NTNU, and of a paper focusing on AMG efforts on documents retrieved from an Auditing firm. The second paper (SP2) was never published.
2. State of the Art

Chapter 2.1 presents definitions for “metadata” and “metadata schema” concepts, while Chapter 2.2 presents definitions for “quality” and “quality metadata.” Chapter 2.3 presents the AMG concept, followed by a presentation of the different AMG methods that have been developed, and of projects that use each specific type of algorithm as their main AMG approach. This chapter presents in detail how the document code can be used to generate metadata. Chapter 2.3.5 presents previously described projects and systems in more detail in terms of their efforts and reasons for using these technologies.

2.1 Defining “Metadata”

The handling of information in organizations has become a vital day-to-day challenge, as more and more information is archived in vast computer systems in the form of digital documents. Digital documents can be based on individual, stand-alone documents, such as Adobe PDF, MS Word and MS PowerPoint documents created and maintained outside of a system controlled environment, or be of system specific document types. Usage of digital documents has introduced many new sharing and efficiency opportunities for disseminating knowledge. However, the use of such systems can easily limit information sharing if the “correct” documents are difficult to locate. With a rapidly growing collection of documents, locating the correct document becomes ever more challenging.

Metadata can be used to give each document a description that includes the key properties of the document. These descriptions can be a part of the data foundation used for document querying and retrieval efforts by allowing new users to find out about the documents’ existence and their most central characteristics. The commonly used and simple definition of metadata is “data about data” \[13, 69, 111, 124\]. This is not an informative definition, however. Therefore, a number of more informative definitions have been developed [55]. This research bases its efforts on one such detailed and informative definition:

> Metadata, or structured data about data, improves discovery of and access to such information. The effective use of metadata among applications, however, requires common conventions about semantics, syntax, and structure. Individual resource description communities define the semantics, or meaning, of metadata that address their particular needs. Syntax, the systematic arrangement of data elements for machine-processing, facilitates the exchange and use of metadata among multiple applications. Structure can be thought of as a formal constraint on the syntax for the consistent representation of semantics.

Miller [104]

These metadata are based on a pre-determined and standardized metadata schema that presents possible description types (elements) and the valid content of these elements, called entities. The metadata descriptions can be a part of the data foundation used for document querying and retrieval by presenting the document and its most central
characteristics in query results. The creation of metadata descriptions is a major challenge because of high user knowledge requirements, timely metadata registration processes, high human costs and the on-going challenge of the publication of ever more documents. These issues can be reduced or even avoided entirely by enabling computer software to generate metadata instead of, or as a supplement to, manual metadata actions. Such technologies are known as Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG).

The collection of the metadata elements that describe a document is known as a metadata element set [111]. These element sets are commonly stored as a metadata record. A metadata record is commonly defined as “A syntactically correct representation of the descriptive information (metadata) for an information document” [69]. A metadata record consists of a set of attributes, or elements, necessary to describe the document in question [69]. Metadata records can be embedded as part of the document or stored in an external metadata record collection. Metadata records are frequently presented as the digital equivalent of the traditional library card created for library cataloguing systems. The syntactically correct representation of elements and entities is defined by a metadata schema. The metadata schema is a systematic and orderly combination of elements used to specify valid element types, the entities that they can contain, and how these element types can be used [69]. The metadata schema is therefore a collection of syntax, definitions and a presentation of the permitted value spaces.

Rodriguez et al expresses a concern regarding the quality of document metadata as more and more people contribute with shared documents on the internet and other shared networks and communities [120]. Rodriguez et al. propose usage of an algorithm for “inheriting” metadata from other documents with similar characteristics [120]. Similar research was performed by Naaman et al. for labelling photographs taken in a series shortly after each other [106]. Rodriguez et al.’s efforts [120] were based on identifying sections from documents of a similarly formatted bibliographical dataset, characteristics such as citations, author, organization and keywords were inherited between documents. This project received mean correctness rate results of less than 20 percentages on average. Given the advantage of similarly structured documents in the dataset (see article P3, p. 208), this results indicate a need for more research before quality metadata is achievable on text-based documents. However, on non-textual, multi-media based objects, the research of Naaman et al. shows promising results for heritage between objects [106].

The FAsTA project presents how manually created meta-tags on the internet (Folksonomies) can be used as data source for automatically generated document metadata [7]. Though, this paper does not explore the quality of the potentially generated metadata. Bateman et al. also studied usage of manually created meta-tags on the internet, though found it questionable if such meta-tags would be helpful to students even though experts had provided the meta-tags [12].

2.2 Defining “Quality” and “Metadata Quality”

Defining “Quality” is subjective. Many frameworks for defining quality have been developed that focus on different aspects of quality and the understanding of the
described resource. This research bases its efforts on the framework presented by Lindland et al. [96]. This framework categorizes “quality” into three category types:

- **Syntax**: “Relates the model to the modeling language by describing relations among language constructs without considering their meaning.”
- **Semantics**: “Relates the model to the domain by considering not only syntax, but also relations among statements and their meaning.”
- **Pragmatics**: “Relates the model to audience participation by considering not only syntax and semantics, but also how the audience (anyone involved in modeling) will interpret them.”

In terms of this thesis, these quality categories relate to the following issues:

- **Syntax**: Analysis of the document formatting to see that it complies with the document’s format standard.
- **Semantics**: Analysis of the entities presented to see if they are valid and in accordance with the document format’s relevant metadata schema.
- **Pragmatics**: Analysis to determine if the user-interpreted properties are reflected in the metadata.

Lindland et al. presented validation of syntax quality based on (a) prevention: exclusion of unwanted content, (b) detection: finding faulty entities that are used and (c) error correction: replacing faulty entities with correct entities [96]. Syntactic quality is determined based on compliance with the given document’s compliance with the format specification, along with compliance with the value spaces associated with the document format.

Semantic quality is measured based on two goals: validity and completeness. Validity relates to the schema definition for the valid entity of each element. The validity of the semantic content relates to whether or not the element presents an entity that is relevant to the document at hand. Completeness relates to the extent to which everything that can be said about an element or a collection of elements has been presented in the resulting metadata records.

Bruce et al. presented a more detailed definition of “metadata quality” [17]. Their framework focused on user expectations and less on technical aspects. They categorized “metadata quality” into seven categories:

- **Completeness**: Completeness reflects two issues: (1) The use of as many elements as possible; and (2) that the user’s desired elements are present in the metadata records.
- **Accuracy**: The entities should describe the document correctly and factually.
- **Provenance**: There should be a record of who created the metadata.
- **Conformance to expectations**: Assumes that the users’ expected elements are available.
Logical consistency and coherence: Logical consistency relates to compliance with the local metadata schema. Coherence relates to whether the elements are made available.

Timeliness: Timeliness relates to two issues: (1) Currency: when the document changes while the metadata remain unchanged. (2) Lag: when the document is disseminated (distributed) before some or all metadata is knowable or available.

Accessibility: That the metadata are available to users and understandable to users.

This research does not have a focus on specific end-user services, but rather on the opportunities that exist for generating a data foundation upon which end-user services can be built. The actual usability aspects of metadata are therefore not a subject for this thesis, and user accessibility and conformance to expectations are also outside of the scope of this research. Timeliness based on lag relates to when metadata are created and is an issue for manual metadata creation efforts. AMG algorithms can be executed as part of the document creation or publishing process, which means that timeliness related to lag is not relevant to this research.

Accuracy, provenance, logical consistency and coherence and timeliness based on currency are relevant to this research. These categories are the same as presented by Lindland et al [96], although with additional clarification. This research uses an extended vocabulary to increase the accuracy of quality based analysis.

This research has its main focus on syntax and semantic quality. This includes analysis of document formats and the entities of most restricted value spaces. However, because the evaluation of selected elements’ entities is closely related to the visual presentation of the document, pragmatic quality issues are evaluated for these elements. This relates to semantic elements, where there are visible properties against which comparisons can be made, and to the distinction between the number of logical number and technical number of document pages.

The quality scale is measured subjectively as:

- **Very high**: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness.
- **High**: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness, although more than a few exceptions were discovered.
- **Undeterminable**: The dataset could not verify either correct or false entities for the given element, so that a conclusion could not be drawn.
- **Low**: Systematic false entities were verified to be present.
- **Very low**: An extensive number of false entities were verified as present in the dataset.

### 2.3 Automatic Metadata Generation

There are two main methods for creating metadata: Manual creation and automatic generation. Manual metadata creation can be difficult to enforce due to high knowledge and time requirements. Since this is the current default practice, only a fraction of potentially available documents are described with learning object metadata.
AMG algorithms are sets of rules that enable access to data source(s), identification of desired content, and collection of these data and storage of the data in accordance with metadata schema. AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. This thereby allows the re-use of content that is already available, although the data is subsequently structured in accordance with the intended metadata schema. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting [62, 116]. The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that has previously not existed is known as metadata extraction [63, 66, 122]. AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that does not reflect the document. This places considerable demands on AMG harvesting and extraction algorithms to guarantee that they use available data sources in desired ways.

The following chapters present the main concepts behind the different AMG methods and data sources currently in use, along with a description of their main strengths and weaknesses. Most projects and systems use a combination of AMG methods and data sources for generating metadata. For each method section, a selection of projects or systems is presented that use each specific method as their main AMG method and data source. Chapter 2.3.5 goes into more detail for each project or system to present the methods used, what metadata were generated, the conditions under which tasks were performed and other contributions made by each work.

2.3.1 Data sources for Automatic Metadata Generation

There are two main data sources that can be analysed for the harvest or extraction of metadata; these are document-based data sources, and context-based data sources, as shown in Figure 2 (p. 21). The literature contains a number of alternative terms for “document-based,” such as “object-based” [99] and “document content” [21]. Meire et al. [99] also used the term “context-based”, while Cardinaels et al. did not present a term for “context-based” [21]. Instead, Cardinaels et al. described the context’s three main data types directly [21]. This research uses the phrase name “document”, which in turn results in the source types: “document context,” “document usage” and “composite document structure.”

AMG can be used to create metadata descriptions based on the document itself, by performing document content analysis. The document-based content consists of all content found in the document code, or the technical, document format or system based formatting, the intellectual content created by the user(s), and the embedded metadata stored as part of the document code.

---

2 There is currently inconsistent usage of these method names in the published literature: Here “extraction” is sometimes referred to as harvesting of existing metadata. This research will be using the definition given above; That this should be regarded as “harvesting,” not “extraction.”
AMG can also be based on context information. The context information is commonly collected from the document publishing system where the document was published. However, other external data sources can also be used, such as document description databases that are outside of the domain of the publishing system. Context-based content can be divided into three main categories based on its content type: Document usage descriptions (Document usage analysis); metadata collected from prior versions of the document (Composite document structure analysis); and other information provided by the document context (Document context analysis). Selected types of document content analysis algorithms use context information to generate document metadata that is influenced by the context, such as document classification. Some document formats include usage information stored as document metadata, which can be used as part of the dataset used by document usage analysis algorithms. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the document formats and their relationships to AMG algorithm types.

The following Chapters present information on Document content analysis, Document context analysis, Document usage and Composite document structure and projects using these data sources.

**Document content analysis**

This first approach is based on analysis of the document itself. Document content analysis is the traditional method of performing AMG by examining the document itself to create the metadata [60]. There are two approaches to document content analysis: the collection of existing, embedded metadata from the document, which is called harvesting; or executing algorithms to create metadata from data sources that is not based on metadata, called extraction. Each of these methods has its own strengths and weaknesses, which are presented in detail in Chapter 2.3.2.

Selected types of document content analysis algorithms use context information to generate document metadata that is influenced by the context, such as document
classification, and the generation of document keywords, which is based on predefined, subject-specific keywords located in a context outside of the document.

Document content analysis efforts commonly combine harvesting and extraction, where each metadata element is based on specific data sources that are combined with specific harvesting and extraction efforts. Figure 17 (p. 45) shows an example of a document content analysis effort that harvests the “Author” element and extracts the “Title” element based on visual characteristics.

Document content analysis was performed by all the projects and systems listed in Chapter 2.3.5: AMeGA [16, 49, 56, 57, 60, 64, 71, 82], The Jorum project [84, 85, 91, 94, 97, 98], MAGIC [92], Metadata Analyzer [125], Metadataminer Pro [121, 122, 126, 134, 135].

**Document context analysis**

The second approach is analysis of the environment surrounding the document. Document context analysis based AMG methods collects data from the user’s local environment for the creation of metadata. Such methods take advantage of the user being logged into a publishing service, such as a LMS, and the specific section of the publishing service where the publication took place.

Log-in information can be used to identify the publisher and the role that he or she plays in the context of the publishing sections that are accessed. This user profile can be used to generate a vCard consisting of possibly extensive information regarding the user and the user’s role in the specified context. A vCard is a standardized and structured collection of user related information, including the person’s name [80].

The context information regarding the specific section where the publication took place can describe a document on a more abstract level. These are descriptions that may relate to a collection of documents, such as all documents published in relation to a course, but not the individual document.

By applying differing levels of abstraction, increasingly document-specific descriptions can be introduced as the level moves closer to the actual document. These more specific descriptions are generated by including more elements, or by applying more appropriate entities from each abstraction level. As such, a tree of abstract levels can take the form like that shown in Figure 3. Here the entities set at Level 1 are transferred to the underlying level, Level 2, and so on.

The use of context descriptions offers special potential for educational documents, particularly because educational metadata are seldom retrievable from the documents themselves. This result in a need for alternative ways of generating metadata based on data sources other than the document content, while limiting the need for human interaction to generate the metadata. Context-based defaults can be used to specify default entities for a number of elements that reflect common metadata schemas, such as the IEEE LOM.
Level 1: Default values for the entire LMS.
Level 2: Default values for the specific University
Level 3: Default values for the specific Faculty at the University
Level 4: Default values for the specific Institute at the Faculty
Level 5: Default values for the specific department at the Institute
Level 6: Default values for the specific course run by the department
Level 7: Default values for the specific sub-section of the course LMS area (e.g. folders)

Figure 3: Increasingly specific levels of context data

Figure 4: Use of the value space for “Lifecycle. Contribute. Role” based on Friesen [52]

Statistics gathered by Friesen presented how some specific entities from the available value space for specific elements are more commonly used than others [52]. These statistical data were collected from existing LOs published though different publishing services. Figure 4 shows one such restricted value space where close to 80% of the registered entities were of one specific type. This specific element presents the role of the contributing person for the specific document. By using such content as default entities, human efforts can be shifted from generating identical metadata to correcting the entities where the default is not correct.

A combination of levelling of content and entities based on statistical data can be used to generate a range of context descriptive metadata. Table 2 shows an example of such a dataset. Here the default entities were set at different levels. Each level presents its own set of default entities, and describes the educational context in more and more detail. The example also illustrates the replacement of a higher level entity with another entity: The language of the document (visible or audible) when the document is opened is
corrected from being Norwegian at the University level to being (British) English, which is used as the official language for that specific course.

Table 2: Using local context to create global metadata

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Existing metadata</th>
<th>IEEE LOM metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A) LMS default</td>
<td>2.2 Status = Final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.3 Metadata schema = LOMv1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) LMS University context</td>
<td>1.3 Language = NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.6 Context = Higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.7 Typical age range = 18-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) LMS course context</td>
<td>1.3 Language = en-GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.5 Intended end user role = Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.8 Difficulty = Very difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.11 Language = NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) LMS course sub-section</td>
<td>5.2 Learning document type = Exercise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.9 Typical learning time = Pd7 ³</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No project has been found that uses this approach as its main AMG method. Projects using this approach as part of their efforts have been found for projects in the approach employed by Duval et al. (see Chapter 2.3.5 subchapter 1.1), the Jorum project (see Chapter 2.3.5 subchapter 1.4) and efforts by Jenkins et al. (see Chapter 2.3.5 subchapter 1.5).

In addition, context information is actively used as the data source for specific types of content extraction based metadata generators. In projects using this approach, the context information usually includes an extensive context description consisting of keywords, thesauri or ontology. This approach is therefore closely related to both the rule-based natural language approach and the machine learning method based on the natural language approach.

The major disadvantage of using document context analysis is that the metadata generated are not based on the document itself. Therefore, the metadata generated do not necessarily reflect the described document and hence may be incorrect as metadata for the specific document.

In addition, the different levels of default values need to be actively used to enable distinctions to be made between documents. As the number of elements that contain entities set at a high abstraction level increases, the likelihood that elements will differ among the metadata from the documents decreases. If these entities are incorrect, then the value of the metadata records is reduced. It is therefore important to correct

³ This is coded information representing the entity “7 days.”
elements that contain entities that do not reflect documents that are representative of the specified abstraction level.

An analysis performed as a part of this research has determined that a document’s heritage can also be shared among documents on the same “level”; for example, the document type “Note” is commonly used to describe all documents within the specific folder. Common usage includes creation of a description that explains how the user should use the documents in the folder. This data source can be used as an educational description. Similarly, document descriptions are assigned to the folder containing the documents, rather than the individual documents themselves.

When there is a relationship between documents, this relationship can be documented in the metadata descriptions, as when there is some relationship between documents in the same folder. Metadata relations can then be created between the documents in the folder. Similarly, all documents published in association with a course can be assigned relationships on a more general level.

Predefined relationships between documents based on explicitly created references are even more specific, such as “is part of.” Then the targeting document’s metadata can be automatically updated with the opposite document’s relationships (here: “has part”). Direct references also include hypertext links, such as “references,” and conversely, “is referenced by.” More advanced ways of detecting relationships include: (1) pattern-matching with predefined topics within a subject, (2) manually located links based on pattern-matching, and (3) where automatic links are placed between pattern-matching and manual links [9].

Document usage analysis
This third approach is based on retrieval of information about actual document usage in order to generate metadata. Some elements reflect document properties where the intended usage pattern differs from the actual usage. In regards to the IEEE LOM schema, this is reflected in the element “5.9. Typical learning time.” However, there can be extensive differences between intention and practice.

Computer systems can track and log actions performed by the user. These data logs can record the document’s actual user group, the actual typical learning time, and so forth, instead of the intended user group and learning time. For example, for educational video-based documents, the typical usage time can be set by harvesting or extracting the video’s play time. However, if the video is paused or stopped during the video presentation, then the usage time of the video will differ from the content-generated entity. For other document types, such as research papers, presenting an accurate entity for describing such properties can be difficult to set and can therefore end up not being used. In an educational environment where the differences between intentions and reality can be substantial, accurate document usage metadata can provide a valuable information source.

This research has not found related work that takes advantage of this data source. This is closely related to the fact that generating such a data source can be regarded as user
surveillance. For some element types, this entails recording the user’s actions, such as the identity of the person who accesses each document, and the role this person has. Other elements require permanent surveillance of the user throughout the learning process. Data that relate to this are most likely being collected by the LMS and other publishing systems, such as data on document access and the use of content packages that are exclusively used in the specific user environment. This last example is found in SCORM content packages used with an LMS. However, the collection and use of these data are generally undertaken for administrative purposes, not to enable enrichment of the document metadata. Using these data to generate metadata may encounter political and moral obstacles.

**Composite document structure analysis**

By using Document context analysis described previously default entities commonly specified in the publishing system are given to documents. The fourth and final data source for automatically metadata generating efforts is based on heritage of metadata from related documents rather than other environmental sources. The use of a composite document structure has the potential of transferring metadata from existing documents to new documents. By doing this, efforts to generate metadata from prior versions of a document can be transferred to new versions.

The composite document structure approach can also be used to establish a heritage of metadata from individual documents to larger documents containing multiple documents. In such cases, the larger document can accept entities collected from all sub-documents it contains. An example of this is a document that contains an entire course, for which metadata are inherited from the lecture and exercise documents that made up the course document. This is also relevant for content packages, such as SCORM. Here the sub-components can generate metadata that describe the resulting content package.

Using a composite document structure enables the reuse of existing metadata. However, if no metadata are available, then this approach does not enable automatic generation of metadata. This approach is therefore more frequently used in formal document repositories than in LMSs, such as Digital Libraries or digital corporate archives. Digital libraries or digital corporate libraries are mainly where the major initiative for this AMG approach is presently found. One example of this approach is where the ECHO project designed a digital library service for historical films owned by large national audio-visual archives [30, 39]. They adapted the IFLA-FRBR model to this task by creating 4 main levels (“Work,” “Expression,” “Manifestation” and “Item”) to increase the efficiency of generating metadata for new versions or sub-documents of existing documents [76].

Ochoa et al. express the need for using default entities and the heritage of entities from documents in an educational context [114].
Content of a document code

Current AMG efforts are based on one or more the previous four previously presented data sources. Hence, a fifth data source has been given very limited attention, commonly not even mentioned in AMG theory. That is, until now.

A document provides information not only from what the author presents, but also in how the presentation is executed. This is a form of information which is stored in the document file, though is not necessarily visually distinguishable from other document contents. Regardless of visible characteristics, if the data is part of the document, it must be present in the document file discoverable using document code analysis.

A “source code” is defined in computer science as any sequence of statements and/or declarations that are written in some human-readable computer programming language. Stand-alone document formats such as plain text (TXT), HTML and XML are sequences of statements and/or declarations that can be human-readable. These document formats are not computer programming languages, and hence do not comply with the definition of a source code. The main objective behind most document formats is not to obtain human readability, but rather to enable application usability. For example, the Open XML document format is XML-based, which allows human review. However, because of the potential complexity of XML-code, it is human readable only to a very limited degree. However, it does provide readability for the text-based content and the formatting of the sections where the content is located. Most current document formats are binary, relying on dedicated applications to interpret the document content before its intellectual content can be presented in a human-readable form, such as Word and PDF documents. Some document formats can contain applications, such as Word documents. The different properties of documents make the boundary between documents based on source code and not on source code blurry. Table 3 shows different properties of selected document formats.
This research uses the term “document code” to refer to all content of a document, similar to what is meant by referring to “source code” for applications. This is done in order to avoid classifying different document formats as source code, some source code, and not source code. The content of documents created with LMS is also referred to as document code.

The document code consists of all the documents’ stored data, based on the user actions performed, the template that was the basis for the document, and all data stored by the content creation software. In terms of stand-alone documents, the document code consists of all content within the document (file). System specific documents consist of all content that is present in the system’s definition of the smallest document type.

The document code of documents has traditionally been binary. Different document formats have used different binary coding. Gaining access to the document content has therefore required that the coding of the specific document format be understood. This has been further complicated by proprietary document formats for which binary coding is regarded as a company secret and is hence not fully revealed. This is true for commonly used stand-alone document formats such as MS Word, PowerPoint and Excel. Gaining access to the document content of such documents can therefore be very challenging. Figure 5 shows how some of the content of a Word document can be accessed, although all formatting and sectioning has been lost. Use of document code for binary document formats for AMG purposes has not been found by this research. However, commercial applications have been developed to harvest embedded metadata from stand-alone documents.

### Table 3: Common document formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Format name</th>
<th>Format extension</th>
<th>Binary document format</th>
<th>Standardized document format</th>
<th>Embedded metadata</th>
<th>Usage metadata</th>
<th>Text-based intellectual content</th>
<th>Formatted template content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MS Word</td>
<td>DOC</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS PowerPoint</td>
<td>PPT, PPS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MS Excel</td>
<td>XLS</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe PDF</td>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTML</td>
<td>HTM, HTML</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text</td>
<td>TXT</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open XML</td>
<td>DOCX, PPTX, PPSX, XLSX</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>JPG, JPEG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5: Binary document code for a Word document interpreted as text
Easier access to embedded metadata has been enabled by a number of binary document formats, such as later versions of Adobe PDF, JPEG and MP3. Here the document code is split into two logical sections: A text-based embedded metadata section and binary code of the remaining of the document, the document body. This enables access to the document metadata without the need to understand the remaining document content. Figure 6 shows the same document as in Figure 5, but converted into PDF to enable easier access to the metadata.

Open source document formats have come, or are about to come into common public use. This enables increased interoperability and reusability of documents. Here the entire document format has been made available and is possibly standardized. This enables third party applications to understand the entire document’s content. Open source document formats are also more easily read by humans, which makes it easier for humans to create applications for these formats. Such openness has allowed for many AMG projects that use a plain text HTML document format to harvest metadata, including the projects AMeGA [60], LOMGen [123] and by Xue et al. [134]. Plain text HTML has also been used to analyse the document to locate references to other...
documents, as done by Jenkins et al. [82]. Figure 7 shows the HTML header ("<head>"). which includes embedded metadata elements from the header sub-tags. Open source document formats have also been introduced to system specific documents, and are the standard for many online document publishing systems, e.g. Blackboard [15] and It’s learning [81].

```html
<html>
<head>
  <meta http-equiv=Content-Type content="text/html; charset=windows-1252">
  <meta name=Generator content="Microsoft Word 12 (filtered)">
  <title>Metadata challenges in introducing the global IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard in a local environment</title>
</head>
<body lang=EN-US link=blue vlink=purple>
<table class=MsoNormalTable border=0 cellspacing=0 cellpadding=0>
<tr>
<td><p class=MsoTitle><span lang=EN-GB>Metadata challenges in introducing the global IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard in a local environment</span></p></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><p class=Author align=center style='text-align:center'><span lang=NO-BOK>Lars Fredrik Høimyr Edvardsen and Ingeborg Torvik Sølvberg</span></p></td>
</tr>
</table>
</body>
</html>
```

**Figure 7: Document code for an HTML document**

The document formats for the MS Office content creator software suite are about to be changed to document formats based on Open XML or possibly OOXML. At present, the use of Open XML has been included in the MS Office 2007 suite, including a lossless conversion application for converting binary MS Office document formats into Open XML. In the context of this research, there is full backwards compatibility with earlier MS Office document formats. Hence, older documents can be re-saved in an Open XML document format while retaining their original formatting, and without contaminating the data sources used in this analysis. Examples of Open XML document code can be seen in Figure 16, Figure 60 and Figure 66.

Open XML documents are zip-compressed archives. They contain multiple text-based XML files, folders and other objects included in the document. There are dedicated XML files for document properties, including the embedded metadata elements, the main document, header, footer, slides and spread sheets. A special file (the "core.xml"-file) contains the embedded metadata elements, and uses the Dublin Core metadata schema standard. Additional document format specific properties and metadata are
available from the “app.xml”-file. This includes the Word document’s “Title” element
and headings, and PowerPoint slide titles. Each document format has a dedicated folder
where the main documents are stored.

2.3.2 Approaches for Automatic Metadata Generation

The previous chapters described data sources that can be used to automatically generate
metadata. This next chapter presents methods for using these data from these sources
and turning these data into informative metadata.

AMG algorithms are constructed to take advantage of one or more available data
sources. The algorithms are constructed based on rules that enable them to gain access
to the data source, identify desired content, and collect and store this information in
accordance with a metadata schema. These rules are executed when the AMG algorithm
is initiated. If these rules are manually created, they are referred to as “rule based
algorithms,” or if they are created by an application, they are called “machine learning
algorithms.” AMG algorithms that use existing, embedded metadata are referred to as
“harvesting” algorithms, while algorithms that create new metadata, are referred to as
“extraction” algorithms.

Document content analysis is the main approach used to generate metadata from
previously unpublished documents. These algorithms base their efforts directly on the
document code of the document or use a content presentation application to present the
desired document content before AMG efforts are undertaken. Current document
content analysis efforts are based on four different approaches:

1. **Harvesting of embedded metadata.** This approach uses embedded metadata
   created by the document creator software or by the user and stored as part of the
document [14, 57, 63, 121, 135]. These metadata are placed in a specific
location of the document, enabling harvesting algorithms to locate and harvest
the metadata without a need for interpreting of the content of the document. See
Figure 9 and Figure 10 for a dataset example and Figure 8 for an illustration of
the four different content analysis approaches. This approach is vulnerable to
generating false metadata if the data sources do not contain high quality
metadata.

2. **Extraction based on visual appearance.** This approach uses a special content
   presentation application to generate a visual representation of the document
before executing rules to extract content that is based on the visual appearance
of the document [49, 56, 85, 49, 91, 97]. The content presentation applications
commonly present the documents as if presented in the documents’ native
content creation software or as a print-out. The visual representation is used as
data source for rules adapted to identify and extract specific visible document
content. See Figure 11 for a dataset example. This approach is vulnerable to
generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible
appearance(s) for which the algorithm has been developed. Hence, such
algorithms only perform as desired on pre-determined document types.
3. **Extraction of metadata based on natural language.** This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed [16, 60, 82, 92, 94, 98]. Such algorithms commonly include collection of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. See Figure 12 for a dataset example. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages or document sections in different languages.

4. **Extraction based on the document code.** This approach uses the document code directly, without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics, regardless of visual characteristics and the language of the intellectual content. See Figure 13 for a dataset example. This approach requires that the extraction algorithm be able to interpret the content of the document. This can be a challenge due to binary document formats, proprietary, not standardized document formats and otherwise complicated document formats. Current, popular document formats are binary (PDF) or non-standardized (Word & PowerPoint). This has limited the research based on document codes to HTML documents [82]. With the emergence of new document formats, this thesis will explore the use of the document code from Word and PowerPoint document formats.

Figure 8: AMG content analysis algorithms and their data sources
Figure 9: Embedded metadata from a Word document stored as HTML

Figure 10: Embedded metadata from a Word document stored as XML

Figure 11: Visual characteristics of document content

Figure 12: Natural language of document content

Figure 13: Document code of document content
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Abstract: The world of closed Learning Management Systems (LMS) is being replaced by open systems for sharing and reusing digital Learning Objects (LOs) between users, courses, institutions and countries. This poses new challenges in describing these LOs with detailed and correct metadata. This information background is needed for querying services to perform accurate queries for LO retrieval. In this paper we present specific challenges when converting from a local LMS with proprietary metadata schema to a global metadata schema. We have uncovered extensive LO description possibilities based on the existing, local LMS, registered metadata, its LO types and the local context. Files can contain extensive metadata descriptions. To ensure that technologies developed as crosswalks are valid for usage in the project for a one-time metadata transferral. We have confirmed that technologies developed as crosswalks are valid for usage in the project for a one-time metadata transferral. However, transferring of all local metadata elements can result in incompatibility issues with other LMSs.

1 INTRODUCTION

The use of digital Learning Objects (LOs) such as slides, exercises, exams and videos are increasing on all educational levels.

Figure 9: Metadata challenges in introducing the global IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard in a local environment
The following chapters present the following methods for generating document metadata: Harvesting, Extraction based on visual characteristics, Extraction based on natural language and Extraction based on the document code.

Harvesting of embedded metadata

The approach of harvesting existing, embedded document metadata can be regarded as the easiest way to generate document metadata. A number of commonly used document formats can contain embedded metadata as part of their document code. See Table 3 on p. 28 for examples of some document formats and their embedded metadata. These metadata can be created by content creation software, by users, or by both. There are two main reasons for including embedded metadata:

- To allow content creator software to correctly identify the document format and enable encoding and interpretation of the document content in the intended way. For example, there are currently eight versions of the Adobe PDF document format where distinction between versions is based on version metadata.
- To enable more usability for the document creator. These embedded metadata are therefore also commonly displayed in different user interfaces to enable the user to more easily locate the desired document. For example, the song name, album, release date and artist name are frequently displayed for MP3 sound documents.

Specific document formats can contain extensive embedded metadata descriptions, such as MS Office document formats, which include logistical metadata regarding the creation date, last saved date and last printed dates, semantic metadata with the name of the user who performed the previously listed actions, title, keywords, description and technical elements regarding the number of characters, words, pages and slides of which the document consists. JPEG images can contain an XML-based section (EXIF) that can contain data regarding the camera settings when a picture was taken, geographic location (GPS coordinates) and technical descriptions of the image (resolution (dpi), dimensions (horizontal and vertical number of pixels), etc.). Adobe PDF documents can contain multiple metadata sections, allowing metadata based on multiple metadata schemas to be included in a single document. An extensive range of elements is thus supported.

A selection of content creation software automatically generates embedded metadata for semantic metadata, such as the author name, title and keywords. However, there can be problems regarding the correctness of the entities that they generate. For example, the MS Office suite of applications and Adobe Distiller (which converts original documents into Adobe PDF documents) generate elements that do not always reflect the document at hand. This is due to the use of default entities, which are elements that are not updated and elements that are replaced when the document is converted to an alternative document format. This has made use of the embedded metadata challenging for AMG algorithms to generate metadata that reflects the specific document at hand. This research has not found content creation software and document formats that store meta-metadata. As a consequence, the author of specific metadata elements cannot be determined based on meta-metadata.
Different document formats have different approaches regarding where in the physical file the metadata are stored, how these data are coded and the metadata schema they use. Gaining access to the embedded metadata therefore requires knowledge of the structure and interpretation of the specific version of the document format. There is therefore no general method of gaining access to embedded metadata. Projects using embedded metadata are therefore concentrated on specific document formats. The most common document format studied is HTML, because it is open source, is frequently used on the Internet and uses a text-based document code format. This makes it easier to gain access to the metadata and other document content than working with binary document formats, such as PDF and Word.

Initiatives that have used harvesting as their main AMG method include the Greenstone Digital Library [64] and the Jorum project [57, 84, 131, 135]. Special commercial applications have also been developed to harvest metadata from a range of different stand-alone document formats and their proprietary metadata schemas, such as Metadataminer Pro [126] and Metadata Analyzer [125].

**Extraction based on visual characteristics**

Metadata harvesting is limited to the specific elements that are present in the document. Content creation software (user applications) is known to systematically generate false metadata. This is a reason for why many document projects do not use this data source. As a consequence, many projects enforce extraction of metadata rather than harvesting.

This approach uses a content presentation application to generate a visual representation of the document. Such applications can attempt to present the document as if it were presented in its native content creation software or as a print-out. This representation is created based on the document formatting and the intellectual content created by the document user(s). The visual representation is used as the data source for rules adapted to identify and extract specific visible document content. See Figure 11 for a dataset example.

The algorithms based on visual characteristics use the visual appearance of the document to identify document content. The rules expressed in Figure 17 points (a) to (d) express visual conditions. The advantage of this approach is that rules can be created to identify multiple elements found in an individual visual document.
Figure 14: Visual characteristics of a paper

The example from Figure 14 is based on a standard template for scientific papers based on the guidelines for the LNCS format provided by Springer [127]. By identifying the visual appearance of a document based on this template, rules can be used to identify and extract each content section; in this example, this applies to the title, author(s), affiliation, e-mail address, keywords and abstract. Other, more universal rules have been proposed for use, such as using the first line of text as the title or using the text string with the largest font as the title.

The use of rule-based content extraction based on visual characteristics as the main AMG method has been attempted by Flynn et al. [49], Liu et al. [97], Kawtrakul et al. [85], Li et al. [91] and by GESTALT [56].

The major hurdles for AMG algorithms for extraction using rule-based visual characteristics are their complexity, general validity and preciseness.

- Different documents with different visual presentations require their own rules. These algorithms are vulnerable to extracting unintended content from documents that have visual characteristics that differ from the documents of the dataset for which the algorithm rules have been developed.
- Identification of each document type can be a considerable challenge.
- This AMG approach relies on using a content presentation application to interpret the document content before the extraction efforts can be performed. The document presentation algorithms give their own perspectives of the document content upon which the continued analysis is based. This makes for a
data source that differs from the original document content. Non-standardized document formats and document formats that are intentionally interpreted in different ways by different applications are particularly vulnerable to inconsistencies between the actual content of the document and the content presentation application’s presented content. This can be visualized by comparing Figure 11 (visual characteristics), Figure 12 (natural language) and the actual content of the document in Figure 13.

- The algorithms are vulnerable to collecting and analyzing content that is not part of the main document content, such as content from headers and footers.
- Different rules need to work efficiently together.
- There are issues regarding prioritizing of data sources and different rules.
- It is difficult to create a labyrinth of rules needed to successfully generate valid metadata entities for a range of document types.

There is therefore an extensive demand for human efforts to generate rules, determine rule weights and to adapt the rules to work together to generate the desired results. This is further complicated if the document formats are evolving, e.g. if a new content creation software version uses the document format in new ways. Then the AMG algorithms need to be updated to tackle documents created using both the old and new software. As a consequence, rules that were previously correct can become incorrect, or may require a re-shuffling of the labyrinth of rules to determine the best candidate entity.

The use of the natural language approach has its weakness in multi-lingual environments where documents can be of more than one language or may include document content sections that are in different languages.

Both the visual characteristics and the natural language approaches are additionally influenced by their reliance on content presentation applications that need to recreate the document in the dataset before any analysis can be performed. These applications distort the content of the document, as the content of the document code differs from the datasets generated. This can be visualized by comparing Figure 11 (visual characteristics), Figure 12 (natural language) and the actual content of the document in Figure 13. The document presentation algorithms give their own perspectives of the document content upon which the continued analysis is based.

**Extraction based on natural language**

Natural language rules have been developed as an alternative to rules based on visual characteristics. This approach also uses special content presentation applications to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed. Such algorithms commonly include the collection of unique words, and comparisons of the document vocabulary against a reference ontology for keyword generation placed in the document publishing system’s context information. See Figure 12 for a dataset example. Natural language based algorithms can function by comparing content from different sections of the document against each other and by weighting the value of specific words and phrases.
The natural language approach requires extensive local knowledge to adapt the algorithms to the way local users employ their language and vocabulary. The algorithms need to handle different forms of words, synonym words and synonym phrases without confusing or mixing documents. To cope with this, technologies such as thesauri and ontology are frequently used. However, the generation and maintenance of these technologies is manually labour intensive. It requires extensive knowledge of how the language is used. This makes the vocabularies that are developed case- or subject-specific, which limits their general use. This limits the use of such technologies to the specific subjects and local contexts for which they were developed. This is therefore a solution that has been adapted to subject-specific document collections. The use of rules based on the natural language approach is most common in generating entities for more general elements, such as summaries, descriptions and keywords, although this method has also been used to generate titles.

Rule-based content extraction using the natural language approach has been used a main AMG method by AMeGA [60, 82, 94, 98] and MAGIC [16, 92].

A sub-division of the rule-based approach using natural language was developed using “folksonomies.” Folksonomies practice collaborative tagging of documents, allowing multiple persons to create a reference and “tag” them with keywords. These are services usually aimed at general public use, and hence involve a user group consisting of other than professional metadata labellers. Since all the content is shared, folksonomies can be used to generate ontology based on the content specified by the community of users. This allows the use of more freely chosen keywords instead of a controlled vocabulary of traditional ontology [132]. Al-Khalifa et al. demonstrated the use of the folksonomy approach to generate IEEE LOM metadata [8]. The Melt project used folksonomies running under the European Schoolnet [37, 100]. These efforts are concentrated on semantic elements. The approach of using folksonomies is interesting, though still in an early development phase.

The major hurdles for AMG algorithms for extraction using rule-based natural language are their complexity, general validity and preciseness.

- The use of the natural language approach includes many sub-processes that increase the complexity of the developed extraction algorithms.
- This AMG approach relies on using a content presentation application to interpret the document content before the extraction efforts can be performed. The document presentation algorithms give their own perspectives of the document content upon which the continued analysis is based. This makes the data source that differs from the original document content. Non-standardized document formats and document formats that are intentionally interpreted in different ways by different applications, are particularly vulnerable to inconsistencies between the actual content of the document and the content presentation application’s presented content.
- The data sources used for comparisons for documents that are based on another language may be inappropriate; in other words, if a document written in
Norwegian were to be analyzed and compared to an English dataset, then the Norwegian words would not be trunked, masked or stemmed correctly. Algorithms such as the one presented by [82] would present only Norwegian words instead of subject-specific, unique words. Hence the wrong words would be analyzed. Similar issues would crop up if other document content types were to be submitted, such as a document written about informatics in a system that uses a dataset vocabulary developed for the discipline of medicine. The natural language approach therefore needs to be language- and subject specific in order to generate the best results.

- The algorithms are vulnerable to collecting and using document content that is not part of the main document content (“document body”), for example, collecting content from headers and footers.
- The different rules need to work efficiently together.
- There are issues regarding the prioritizing of data sources and different rules.
- It is difficult to create a labyrinth of rules that are needed to successfully generate valid metadata entities for a range of document types.

There is therefore an extensive demand for human guidance in generating rules, determining weights and adapting the rules to work together in generating metadata. This is further complicated if the document formats and subjects are evolving. Then the AMG algorithms need to be updated to address both new and old challenges. As a consequence, rules that were correct earlier can become incorrect or require a re-shuffle of the labyrinth of rules to determine the best candidate entity. In addition it is becoming more common for documents to be generated in multi-lingual user environments, which further complicates the situation for natural language based algorithms.

**Extraction based on the document code**

Extraction based on the document code uses the document code directly, without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content to create a usable dataset for AMG efforts. This enables full access to all document code content without the potential contamination from content presentation applications as a result of their interpretation of the document code. Basing AMG efforts directly on the document code avoids many of the challenges that face extraction algorithms based the visual presentation of a document. Using the document’s code allow the AMG algorithms to gain direct access to the user-specified document content. This avoids having to use technologies such as OCR or other conversion applications to gain access to the document content and its formatting. This is true regardless of the visual presentation and the language of the intellectual content used for the document and avoids:

- The need for judgment regarding the visual document content (such as font sizes and content placement). Instead, facts regarding the content can be used. Rules based on visual characteristics could hence be made more accurate.
- The unwanted analysis of data sources (such as headers and footers).
Additionally, the approach enables the collection of complete content sections, such as complete text boxes in PowerPoint documents, even when the text spans multiple lines.

Basing extraction efforts directly on the document code requires the ability to correctly interpret the content of the document format’s document code. This has until the present been a major obstacle due to binary document formats, proprietary, not standardized document formats and otherwise complicated document formats. These additional challenges in gaining access to the document content and in the interpretation of this content have limited the number of projects that have based their AMG efforts on this approach. The exception to this is the projects that take advantage of the easy access to the text-based content of HTML document code to harvest Meta-tags for embedded metadata, to extract hyperlinks, and as data source for other rule-based or machine-learning-based AMG algorithms. However, a document’s document code can be used to obtain much more detailed document descriptions. Due to the limited use of this approach, this research presents more details regarding this approach regarding opportunities and challenges.

The document code of commonly used stand-alone document formats such as Word, PowerPoint and PDF is enabled to contain extensive visual and non-visual formatting. Even HTML documents can provide extensive document descriptions based on the document code. The document code can contain information regarding the template upon which the document is based. Such template information is present in all MS Office documents and HTML documents created using MS Office applications. These facts enable AMG algorithms to be adapted to specific templates, and allow the AMG algorithms to perform more accurately because the document and its known template type are more closely related. This reduces the need to judge the type of document that the document actually is which in turn allows the correct identification and extraction of more elements if they are present in the template. For example, the general purpose “normal.dot” template for Word documents does not include any document descriptions that are usable in this context. However, other templates can provide extensive information regarding the document’s visual appearance and content sections, such as organization, journal and usage adapted templates. One example is the NTNU template “e_brev.dot,” which consists of the official department letter format, presented in Figure 15. Based on this template, specific content sections can be identified by analysing the document code’s template-standard section names and their section content. In this example, this includes extensive university, faculty, department and author information, references, dates and the number of pages. Figure 16 displays how a specific selection of the document content can be identified and its content made available for rule-based extraction. Here the “Our reference” section is located (visually in the upper right corner of Figure 15), and the entity “REFNUMBER 1234” is displayed for possible extraction. Similar efforts can be undertaken with scientific document content, by identifying journal or conference templates and performing extraction in accordance with the template used. The document code can also be used to gain access to other content created by the user, such as references, illustrations, figures and tables, all without relying on visual characteristics.
It is to be expected that other alternative AMG approaches could result in more desired results for specific elements. For example, algorithms developed based on the natural language approach can generate more representative keywords than the user-specified keywords available through the document code. The content presentation applications that are used by AMG algorithms based on visual characteristics and natural language can be adapted to present the document content in specific ways. These presentations can be better representatives of the document content than what is specified in the document code. Basing AMG efforts on the document code enables the extraction of content only if the specified content is available; for example, if no reference number were included in the example above, then no content would be available in the reference section of the document. Alternative means of generating metadata could then be executed.

The document code can be used to obtain document descriptions that are automatically generated, though not presented as metadata, as when the language used in the document is automatically included in MS Office documents to enable the use of spell-checkers. This can also be seen in Figure 16, where some sections are marked with “en-US” (English-US). The MS Office application practices automatic labelling of text-based content sections or even single words. It is therefore possible to distinguish between the specific content sections and the language used in that section. This would
be a valuable tool upon which to base natural language algorithms, since it can exclude content in languages not covered by the natural language algorithm. This can avoid one of the major challenges in introducing language-based algorithms in a multi-linguistic user environment, such as a university.

The potential of using this approach has been limited by the general understanding of document codes. This situation is currently changing, as commonly used document formats are being moved towards non-binary, standardized document formats based on XML code. Such formats have been introduced by Microsoft (MS) for their MS Office document formats (MS Word, MS PowerPoint and MS Excel). Their new document format is based on the Open XML standard. MS supplies a lossless converter application between the “old” binary and the “new” XML-based document formats. This enables full insight into the document code of these documents formats. This in turn allows for a range of AMG efforts based directly on all the content of the document code, but without document content distortion.

In contrast to efforts based on visual characteristics and natural language, extraction based directly on the document code does not have to result in an entity. If the extraction is undertaken of pre-specified content, then AMG algorithms that rely on document code may return no result if the desired content is not located. This allows for the efficient usage of alternative AMG algorithms in cases where the document code does not provide the desired result. For example, if the “Our references” section of Figure 15 is blank, the AMG algorithm should return a blank result. These section-specific properties reduce the need for judgment regarding the actual content of the entity obtained once a usage pattern has been determined.

The close reliance on the document code is also the greatest weakness of this AMG approach, however. If the document code semantics and formatting present something other than the desired content, then false content will be generated as metadata. Additionally, the content of the document code may have been generated by multiple authors:

- The user may have created the content. If this content is in compliance with the intended document schema, then this is often desired content.
- The content may have been inherited from a template, such as an old document. The document metadata and formatting can therefore reflect another document than the one that has been analyzed. For example, several NTNU document templates contain elements with predefined entities, such as Creator = “O. Rakel” and Title = “Line one.”
- One or more content creation applications may have been the author of metadata, semantics and formatting. MS Office documents can contain language formatting tags that are not used, as one example. Some applications can also be the author of content presented as part of the document’s intellectual content, such as in converter applications that include visual commercial document content.
Commonly used document formats do not include meta-metadata that describes the author of the document content. Distinguishing between desired content created by the author and undesirable content created by another party will then have to be based on other reasoning approaches.

Content created by the user can be falsely formatted, using the existing document template formatting to promote other content than the schema-specified content, as when the user’s name is included in the “Title” section and vice versa, which are then accessed as visible characteristics for these sections of the template in use. Analysis of the user’s actual usage of the document therefore needs to be undertaken to ensure that the user’s intentions are reflected in the metadata generated.

Efforts need to be enforced to obtain knowledge about the templates that are used, in order to avoid the use of false template-based content, such as collection of information that reflects other documents.

Use of the document code require extensive knowledge of how applications employ document formats in order to avoid data sources that present content that does not reflect the actual document. This includes new usage patterns that result from new applications or application versions.

2.3.3 Development of AMG rules

The previous chapters presented ways to automatically generate metadata using various data sources and approaches. However, generation of one specific metadata using one specific approach does not provide the rich and high quality metadata that this thesis strives for. To do so, the different data sources need to be exploited using the most suitable approach. Rules are such instructions that describe conditions in which the various data sources and approaches should be combined in order to generate the desired metadata. Such efforts can vary from simple one-source one-algorithm rules to complex multi-conditional rules based on artificial intelligence.

AMG algorithms are constructed based on rules that enable access to the data source and identification of desired content to collect this information and store it in accordance with metadata schema(s). These rules are executed when the AMG algorithm is executed. Such rules can be manually created, which are referred to as “rule-based algorithms,” or they can be created by an application, commonly called “machine learning algorithms.” The following chapters present the development of AMG rules based on rule-based algorithms, along with machine learning rules.

Rule-based algorithms

The manual creation of rules requires extensive existing knowledge of the documents at hand. The performance of these algorithms reflects the knowledge of the algorithm creators, their knowledge of the documents and their judgment regarding how their rules should be executed. This in turn results in the appropriate creation of rules, prioritizing of rules and selective use of rules. As a consequence, the rule-based approach is dependent upon having personnel who define the rules needed to achieve the desired results. This can require extensive local knowledge of how documents are used and how
the documents are presented, particularly if such efforts are based on visual characteristics or the natural language approach. This also requires redefining rules and their use as the dataset evolves. Figure 17 presents a set of rules that can be combined in generating metadata for the “Author” and “Title” elements. The metadata were generated by harvesting the “Author” element and extracting the “Title” element based on visual characteristics.

| a) | The author name is located in the document’s metadata section that is identified as the “Creator” element in this section. |
| b) | The title element is located on the first page of the document. |
| c) | The title element uses the largest font on the page. |
| d) | The title element is in 80% of documents written with bold letters. |
| e) | The title element is in 20% of documents written with italic letters. |
| f) | The title element shall not start the word “Draft.” |
| g) | The title element must start with letters, not symbols. |

**Figure 17: Example of rules for rule-based algorithms**

The rules used in extractions can be absolute or be given a “weight.” Absolute rules (or rules with a maximum or minimum weight) contain definitive requirements, excluding all content that does not conform to the set rule requirements. The points (a), (b), (e) and (f) of the example above are absolute. The rules can also be less strict, having a weight set to other values than the maximum or minimum. This allows for the retrieval of candidates before an evaluation takes place to select the most likely candidate entity as the metadata entity. Rules (c) and (d) are examples of this. If there are multiple candidate entities resulting from the algorithm, then these rules can be used to rank the candidate entities in order to select the best candidate entity.

Initiatives that have used rule-based algorithms as their main AMG method include: AMeGA [16, 49, 56, 57, 60], Greenstone Digital Library [64, 82], The Jorum project [84, 85, 91, 97, 98] and MAGIC [92, 121, 135].

**Machine learning algorithms**

Machine learning has been developed from the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) to avoid the need for human judgment in the task of creating rules and determining the weights applied to each rule. These algorithms gather statistical data that is then used to optimize rules and weights to maximize the end results. Machine learning algorithms first reach their potential with large document sets, when sufficient statistical data has been gathered in order to form the most favourable rules and weights. The rate at which the Machine learning algorithms gain experience depends on the algorithms that are used. A range of alternative algorithms, or models, has been developed that reflect the use of specific properties, such as the Super Vector Machine and the Variable Hidden Markov Model.
Initiatives that have used machine learning as their main AMG method includes: Hu et al. [71], Liddy et al. [94], Seymore et al. [122], Xue et al. [134] and Yahoo [135].

**Major challenges with rule-based approaches**

Both manual rule-based algorithms and computer-generated machine learning algorithms have high knowledge requirements for initial implementation. Both approaches also face extensive challenges as their dataset evolves. This implies getting to “know” the “new” documents and the development of new rules and weights without lowering the correctness rate achieved with the initial and traditional document formats.

This is a process that requires the human rule developers to gain experience with the new data, while the machine learning approach requires that the necessary statistical data be collected and analysed before the approach can be adapted.

2.3.4 **Conflict handling and trust**

In order to automatically generate high quality metadata, there is a need for execution efforts besides the AMG algorithms themselves. The AMG algorithms might generate more entities than the metadata schema allows. And the generated entities might not be up to the desired quality requirements. Additional execution efforts are often needed to select among candidate entities and if the prime candidate element(s) should be used.

When there is the potential of obtaining more than one return for an entity, there is a need for a conflict handling function. Multiple, alterative entities have the potential to be present for all available data sources and between data sources. For example, the document that was the basis for Figure 15 and Figure 16 contained two “Title” elements, one from the existing, embedded metadata, and one from the document code retrieved through metadata extraction. Some metadata schemas allow multiple synonym elements, though such elements can make logical inconsistencies and hence lower the logical consistency and coherence quality of the metadata records.

Establishing which data source to prioritize can be challenging, because many documents do not present meta-metadata regarding who has created the conflicting entities, when this occurred or a description of how the data were gathered. It can therefore be challenging to determine if an entity was created by a user or by an application and if the entity reflects the latest or earlier versions of the document. Validation of the available data sources and analysis of how their entities are created is needed in order to establish guidelines for handling conflicts.

Meire et al. [99] proposed using manually operated “Conflict Handling Methods” to resolve such issues. The MAGIC system practices manual correction facilities after the AMG algorithms have finished executing [92]. Liddy et al. showed prioritizing of data sources when generating metadata [94]. The human generated entities were given the highest importance and hence were the most trusted. In a survey performed by Greenberg regarding the quality of metadata, she concluded:
“Results also indicate that extracting metadata from META tags created by humans can have a positive impact on automatic metadata generation”

Greenberg [62]

This is an issue of great interest, since few people are aware of the metadata being created. In the AMeGA project, 58.1% of the participating professional metadata labellers recognized that they had been using applications that automatically generated metadata [60]. That is a low number, considering that commonly used applications such as the MS Office package and Adobe Acrobat have been automatically creating metadata for many years, which include titles, author names, dates and statistical data. Most applications that generate audio and video (still image and moving image) automatically generate extensive metadata descriptions.

Figure 18 illustrates that metadata professionals believe that the metadata labelling process can be automated based on the DC schema. However, it also shows that there is a difference in trust regarding the entities that can be generated. The user groups therefore reported that they would like the ability to make manual corrections after the AMG processes were executed [60]. Such functionality would have to be adapted to the user group(s) at hand in order to satisfy local requirements and preferences.

![Figure 18: Degree of trust in AMG by metadata experts, from Greenberg et al. [60].](image)

2.3.5 Projects and systems using AMG

The label “AMG” is not particularly much used in computer systems and services. Still, a large number of research projects, search engines and document retrieval services are
extensive users of AMG technology. This chapter explores a number of computer systems and services using AMG.

Firstly we will look at complete document sharing systems that exploit AMG. Secondly we take a look at search engines and how they perform. Thirdly, we look at various research systems and projects which have explored usage of rule-based AMG efforts. Finally we take a look at research systems and projects utilizing machine learning AMG efforts.

**Development of the AMG system structure**

In this first of four subchapters, we take a look at complete document sharing systems that exploit AMG. These are commonly computer systems based research efforts for storing documents, automatically generating metadata and storage of the generated metadata in accordance with a specified metadata schema.

_Duval et al._

Duval et al. have been working to create the IEEE LOM standard, to ensure interoperability between educational schema and to explain and demonstrate how AMG can be used for generating IEEE LOM document descriptions. Their efforts are concentrated on creating a framework for AMG rather than specific algorithms. Cardinaels et al. presented how to create a simple-to-use AMG user interface and an internal, module-based program structure [20, 21]. They proposed using AMG methods for document content and context analysis before presenting the metadata to user for manual correction possibilities and conflict handling. This model was further explained and tested by Meire et al. [99]. They presented how this model can be used to generate metadata of multiple schemas. They concluded that a system like this, using the algorithms developed in previous papers, can generate metadata of equal quality to the metadata found in the ARIADNE document repository. They also stated that the most limiting factor for achieving quality metadata was using “not updated data,” or metadata that reflects a prior version of the document, and not the current version. This is results from many applications, including the MS Office applications, which do not update all their metadata each time the document is saved. All the metadata elements used in the in-depth analysis are vulnerable to containing data from prior document versions.

Related to this work, Ochoa et al. presented how closed LMSs with documents can be used to generate Learning Object Repositories (LOR) where the documents are freely available [114]. Their efforts are based on mapping content from an existing LMS with documents described according to standardized metadata (IEEE LOM or ARIADNE LOM). This group also presented a semi-automatic generation process, where the system generates metadata, and then presents them to a metadata author (person) who selects the elements that are desired for inclusion in the individual document. They proposed using default values for specific elements when no data source was found that could determine the “right” entity. Using default entities can be linked to the course section or other logical organizations for heritage of entities.

They concluded that such a framework can significantly reduce the amount of human documents needed to generate metadata. However, their approach requires humans to
decide and make corrections to false metadata. A higher degree of automation in the registration process would be desirable.

Duval et al. are involved with the MELT project, which is developing a system using folksonomies for describing Learning Documents [37, 100]. To do this, they are using existing tools developed by the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven/ARIADNE and the European Schoolnet. They have a goal of generating metadata that are language and culture independent. This project is on-going.

Greenstone Digital Library

The Greenstone Digital Library is a freeware digital library package that can be used as a basis for local digital library services [11, 64]. The main goal is to offer software that promotes digital library services. As part of this package, Greenstone has included tools for AMG that are intended for use as documents are placed within the DL. Greenstone converts all text-based documents into their Greenstone Archive format for storage. They use an extended version of Dublin Core as their metadata schema. Metadata are generated as a part of the converting process.

Greenstone uses the harvested modified date (“Moddate” or “Last Saved”) as the “Date” element [63].

The original “Title” element is harvested and used as “Title” for PowerPoint, Word and HTML documents. The file name is harvested and used as “Title” element for Excel documents. The first line of text is used as the “Title” element for PDF documents. Metadata extraction is used for PDF documents. Their “Title” element is generated by collecting the first line of text. Greenstone applies a filter to remove the entities “Page 1” and “1” from the “Title” elements from PDF and Word documents. If no “Title” element is registered (after filtering), then the first 100 characters of the document body are used as the “Title.”

Greenstone harvests the “Author” elements from PDF and MS Office documents before mapping them as “Creator” elements [63]. It also harvests the “Generator” element, which specifies the application that created the original document, although this element is only used in original HTML documents. The PDF document format uses the element name “Creator” for such data. MS Office documents use the element name “Application”, but no mapping is provided between the “Creator” and “Generator” and between the “Application” and “Generator” elements.

For PostScript documents, the number of pages is harvested, although no number of pages or slides is registered from other document formats. No number of characters or words is registered as metadata, although the application uses these data sources for generating other metadata entities. Greenstone provides services for generating key phrases and automatic classification. A composite metadata structure is demonstrated by having collection level metadata that describe multiple documents. Sub-collection level metadata are also available for describing smaller selections of the document collection.
AMeGA
The Automatic Metadata Generation Applications (AMeGA) project analysed current AMG initiatives, conducted a survey among metadata experts regarding AMG, and created a report of recommended functionality for AMG applications [60].

This project presents a range of metadata elements that can be harvested from commonly used document formats. They also present projects that are working on metadata extraction. AMeGA addresses the issue that extraction based on visual or linguistic characteristics results in local solutions that cannot be adapted more generally. They also address the issue that the document creators (individuals) usually have no professional training in metadata creation [61]. AMeGA says that: “Experimental automatic metadata generation research projects have had little focus on using the documents generated by content creation software as a data source.” This is not particularly accurate since there were several projects using harvested metadata from HTML documents. However, it is still correct for other document formats, such as PDF and MS Office document formats.

Based on this background information, professional metadata labellers were interviewed regarding their trust in automatically generated metadata based on the Dublin Core schema. As would be expected, AMeGA discovered data indicating that trust in AMG depended upon the specific schema element. AMeGA concluded that this user group would like to use automatically generated metadata, although 96% wanted the ability to make corrections after the AMG process. The AMeGA project recommended evaluation of metadata sources by using statistical data, and the use of an external data source for creator information.

Syn et al. extended AMeGA’s efforts by using the Metadata Generation System (MGS) to analyse metadata gained from harvesting Meta-tags from HTML documents, using different linguistic-based rules for subject and keyword extraction, plus descriptions of sub-components that made up the webpage [128]. They present the user with automatically generated entities, from which the user chooses in generating the metadata record for the webpage. They concluded that such a service can generate metadata of quality equal to manually generated metadata, and that such methods have special value when the user is not a professional metadata labeller.

Jorum project
The Jorum project developed an online repository service for teaching and support staff [14, 84]. Contributions could be made in the form of imported IMS Manifest content packages or as stand-alone documents. The IMS Manifest content packages contain professionally created metadata descriptions based on the IEEE LOM schema. These entities are harvested by their system.

Stand-alone documents go through multiple AMG efforts, with a title generated based on the file name. The researchers discussed the filtering of document format extensions such as “.doc” as an option for future research. The system generates entities for the “Identifier”; the automatically set date based on the system time; default entities for elements including “Language” (“EN”), “Role” (“Creator”), “Metadata schema”
(“LOM 6.2,” “IMS 1.2.1,” “JORUM”); vCards for publisher information; the “Format” based on the document format extension (which does not include the document format version); the “Size” (collected from the publishing system); and “Rights” based on default entities set by the institution associated with the user specified the user profile. Metadata usage (changes) is not registered. The user must manually specify in the metadata when he or she has made metadata corrections.

**Jenkins et al.**

Jenkins et al presented a project where they automatically generated 10 of the 15 metadata elements from the Dublin Core metadata schema [82]. This was done for HTML documents. Their main efforts were on generating a range of metadata elements and not specific elements. However, there were more extensive efforts performed to generate entities for the “Subject” and “Description” elements.

The “Title” elements were harvested from the HTML Meta-tag. They used the HTTP protocol to harvest data regarding the targeting document, including “Date,” “Format” (content) (MIME type, not file format version), and “Format” (extent) (the file size). They used rule-based algorithms based on natural language to specify keyword stored as the “Subject” element. They counted unique words and removed common stop words. Their algorithm gave words from the header extra credit and used words with the highest 10% of scores as the “Subject.” The first 25 words found in the body of the document were used as the document description. Hyperlinks were extracted to generate “Relation” entities. The number of document pages was used as a proxy for download time [82].

Additionally, the system provided entities for the “Identifier” element based on the URL. “Rights” and “Publisher” information were collected from a configuration document on the system server. The entity for the “Creator” element was collected from a document containing those entities that was located on the user’s home directory to the system. Jenkins et al. presented this as an easy and not particularly accurate solution for generating “Creator” elements [82]. Jenkins et al. did not describe how this model functioned in terms of a correctness rate [82].

In an earlier project, [83] showed automatic classification of HTML documents in accordance with the Dewey Decimal Classification system (DDC) [115]. They used a combination of harvesting and extraction to generate metadata. The “Title” and “Description” elements were collected from meta-tags. If no “Description” tag was present, then the first 25 words were used. Keywords were generated based on comparisons between the words of the document and terms found in the representatives for various DDC classes. The HTML documents were also classified based on their DDC keywords. The “Date” (modified) element was collected from the HTTP header. The classification date was set based on the system time. Word counts were conducted on all written content in order to describe the document extent, detail, and download time [83].
Hlava

Hlava describes two approaches for AMG of keywords [70]:

- **(Statistical) Machine Learning**: Use of the principle that if two words occur frequently together, then those words are related conceptually. To perform such a task, various algorithms have been used. Hlava continues by citing how large projects have not been able to generate metadata of sufficient quality in order to serve their purpose even with thousands of documents in which the used algorithms can perform “training” upon [70]. With a typical error rate of 40 to 60 present, the practical usefulness of the generated metadata is limited. An extensive amount of research is currently conducted based on Machine Learning in order to generate keyword, subject and context metadata, e.g. Heidorn et al. [67] and Kim et al [86].

- **Rule-Based**: This approach uses a pre-set list of terms; typically a thesaurus, taxonomy or authority file. Hlava states accuracy of about 60 present for “simple” algorithms that compare an input against their reference, and 85 to 95 present for “complex” rules where additional human included logics have been included in the algorithms [70].

This thesis have in many sense used efforts described above as “complex”, Rule-Based. This since harvested document contents have been compared based on pre-defined rules with additional logics, such as content filtering, in order to achieve higher quality metadata. However, as article P5 presents, higher quality metadata results can be achieved using the “simple” Rule-Based approach, which is not limited by human rule generation efforts, if accurate reference terms are present [P5]. By using University course specific descriptions as reference terms, published documents from courses could be given high quality metadata with only a need for simple, domain specific filtering.

**Search engines**

Commercial search engines use AMG algorithms to generate metadata for local resources and for content on the internet. The algorithms which actors such as Google, Yahoo and Microsoft use in their search engines are trade secrets. As such, it is not possible to point to specific issues which have been addressed over the last few years. However, it is possible to compare the results of these algorithms when performing identical queries. This thesis has been reviewing search engine performance over the last years without any major improvements in terms of the quality of the data presented in the search results.

**Google**

Google harvests the “Title” element from HTML and MS Office documents [57]. No filtering is performed to exclude false harvested metadata. Google has been using extraction to generate the "Title" element from PDF document. The company’s extraction algorithm is a trade secret. This researcher has observed that the Google algorithm focuses on extracting only the words with the largest letters on the first page for the “Title.” The “Title” element is the only element presented aside from the
document content in query results. More recently, Google has moved away from extracting titles from PDF documents and is now harvesting the “Title” element from PDF documents as well [58]. No filtering or quality enhancement seems to be performed on the metadata.

Google Desktop uses other algorithms: Here the “Title” element is harvested from PDF documents [59]. If no “Title” element is embedded, then the file name and possibly file path (depending on the length of the file name) is presented as the title. The “Title” element is harvested from e-mail messages made available through the MS Office-based application Outlook, although, titles from MS Office document formats are not harvested. Instead these documents are presented with their file name and possibly their file path.

Yahoo
Yahoo harvests the “Title” element from HTML documents [135]. Yahoo does not present a title for MS Office documents. Instead the web address is presented at the location where the “Title” is normally presented in the graphical user interface (GUI). Yahoo extracts the title from PDF documents. Their extraction algorithm is a trade secret. This researcher has observed that their algorithm focuses on extracting only the words with the largest letters on the first page for the “Title.”

Scirus
The scientific search engine Scirus uses HTML tags to harvest the “Title” element from HTML documents [121]. This service does not analyse Word, PowerPoint and Excel document formats. PDF document titles are harvested. If no “Title” element is embedded, then all text on the first page is presented as the title. No filtering is performed to exclude false harvested metadata. The “Title” element is the only element presented aside from the document content in query results.

Rule-based approach
In this third of four subchapters, we look at various research systems and projects which have explored usage of rule-based AMG efforts. These are typically smaller scale research efforts exploring generation of specific metadata elements using rule-based AMG efforts. First up are Flynn et al. and their usage of visual characteristics to classify documents.

Flynn et al.
Flynn et al. used rule-based visual characteristics to classify documents based on their visual appearance compared to category specific templates [49]. By first classifying each document into a specific document type, they demonstrated the use of rules based on visual characteristics that were fine-tuned to the specific document template. In this manner, more rules and more precise rules could be executed without having these rules generate false results for documents with another type of visual appearance. By doing this, this project managed to increase the correctness rate of the “Title” and “Author” elements.
LOMGen

The Learning Object Metadata Generator (LOMGen) project presented extraction of metadata from highly structured HTML documents in order to generate CanLOM metadata [98, 123]. They proposed using meta-tags for generating the elements “Title,” “Description” and “Keywords,” and use of a rule-based natural language algorithm to generate classification data. Results from their use of this approach have not been published.

MAGIC

The MAGIC (Metadata Automated Generation for Instructional Content) system generated metadata for SCORM objects [92]. These objects can consist of content in the form of audio, video and text data sources. The researchers used a range of different algorithms to generate textual content from these data sources. Graphical text documents, such as PDF and Word documents, are converted to plain text. MAGIC uses rule-based algorithms based on natural language for generating “Title,” “Keywords” and “Summary” entities. Their exact method is not published. This project shows the potential of using AMG to generate metadata for audio- and video-based documents in addition to plain text.

Kawtrakul et al.

Kawtrakul et al. demonstrated use of the rule-based approach based on visual characteristics [85]. They used documents with a well-defined structure as a data source. Their rules were then adapted to the local dataset. They showed extraction of their documents’ headers, consisting of a range of pre-made elements with a pre-defined visual structure:

<author-name> <year> : <thesis-title> . <degree-name>, <major-name>, <department-name>, <advisor-name>, <advisor-degree>. <page-number> pages.

Kawtrakul et al. stated that such a solution needs to be adapted to the local visual document structure to perform optimally [85].

Liu et al.

Liu et al. also applied the rule-based approach based on visual characteristics [97]. They used rules to locate tables within documents and for extraction of the table content.

Boguraev et al.

Boguraev et al. used rule-based algorithms based on natural language [16]. They employed lexical repetition to generate linguistically aware summaries of articles from The New York Times. They used rules based on visual characteristics to identify sections in which content was presented.

Giuffrida et al.

Giuffrida et al. presented metadata extraction efforts based on scientific papers as a data source [56]. These were collected from conference and journal papers that were
published in the PostScript document format. They used rule-based algorithms based on spatial visual characteristics to identify the document content, as in:

“The title is located on the upper portion of the first page and it uses the largest font on the first page; Authors are listed immediately under the title in a certain order; Affiliations follow the authors’ list;...”

Giuffrida et al. [56]

These rules were constructed based on the project authors’ knowledge of the dataset formatting. This project managed to receive correctness rates of 92% for “Title,” 87% for “Author,” 75% for “Affiliation,” 71% for multiple “Affiliations,” 76% for table of contents. To achieve this, they used 9 title rules and 12 author rules. However, the citation above is the only actual rule that was presented.

**Machine learning approach**

Finally we look at AMG efforts utilizing the machine learning approach. These efforts commonly strive to generate entities to one element or a small selection of elements. Compared to the rule-based approach projects, these machine learning approaches include a higher grade of complexity or execution logics.

First up is Liddy et al. which stands out from the crowd of machine learning approach efforts by attempting to generate a range of entities for their metadata elements.

*Liddy et al.*

Liddy et al presented the use of machine learning to generate metadata following the Gateway to Education Materials (GEM) metadata standard [53, 94]. This project showed that a range of metadata elements can be automatically generated. They used natural language-based rules to generate entities for all the elements of the GEM schema. They used existing lesson plans from their collection of pre-registered GEM documents as a data source. Sets of metadata descriptions were compared to manually created metadata records. The actual results from the automatically generated metadata were not presented, although the researchers stated that reviewers regarded these records to be comparable to the manually created records, scoring roughly 10% lower on a locally used scale for measuring satisfaction and expectations. However, the adaptations made to accommodate their dataset made their solution unsuitable for general learning object metadata registration.

*Seymore et al.*

Seymore et al. extracted metadata based on the heading of research papers as a data source [122]. They explored using the machine learning approach by making use of hidden Markov models (HMM) for the information extraction tasks. Han et al. used the same dataset for analysis of using an alternative model called the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [66]. Takasu used Optical Character Recognition (OCR) to extract content from bibliographies of books and academic articles [130]. Takasu used a Dual and Variable Hidden Markov Model (DVHMM) to extract metadata from the data source.
All these models used the visual characteristics of their data source to “teach” their system how to recognize different elements. The systems were used to generate metadata elements for title, author information, abstract and keywords. The results of all these projects all showed the potential found in such machine learning technologies. But the studies also demonstrated the major weakness with machine learning, which is the reliance on a pre-known, well-structured data source. These models were adapted to work in a specific context with close to standardized, very structured and strictly formatted scientific papers. Placed in a more general context where there is less common visual document appearance structure, these models will not provide quality metadata. There is a need for more generally valid tools for AMG.

**Xue et al.**

Xue et al. argued that the “Title” meta-tag in HTML documents is seldom representative as a title for the document [134]. They used of machine learning to generate “Title” elements. They presented the use of the Direct Object Model (DOM) tree for generating a formatted dataset along with two different models for metadata generation: The Support Vector Machines (SVM) and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) models. They showed promising results, although they also expressed how vulnerable machine learning models are to changes in the dataset. Results from using a standardized test-dataset showed a correctness rate of between 11% and 64% depending on the sub-section of the dataset. Xue et al. expressed a need for combining data sources to obtain better correctness rates [134].

Hu et al. presented usage of machine learning based on visual characteristics [71]. This project used a range of different algorithm models to generate metadata. This project reported a correctness rate of 83.7% for Word and 89.5% for PowerPoint4. They presented the document format features as the key to successful title extraction. They investigated the use of linguistics as a data source instead of visual characteristics. They concluded: “It does not work well. It seems that the format features play important roles and the linguistics features are supplements.” An error analysis showed the reasons why errors occurred:

a) One-quarter were caused by documents without a “true” title.

b) One-third was caused by documents with layouts that were difficult to understand.

c) The remaining (about 42%) was caused by confusion regarding titles and subtitles.

The issues stated in (b) and (c) can be addressed by analysing the document format.

In earlier work, this research group used the Support Vector Machines model [91]. They constructed a system for categorizing content from an Intranet to enable queries that

---

4 Word: Precision = 81.0%, recall = 83.7%. PowerPoint: Precision = 87.5%, recall = 89.5%.
distinguished between definitions, persons, experts and homepages. This service relied on having “Title” and “Author” metadata to make these distinctions. Li et al. examined Word and PowerPoint documents collected from Microsoft’s own Intranet systems [91]. These contained a greater number of visual differences than other datasets consisting of scientific papers. But these documents should still be regarded as being structured in a similar manner as compared to the general situation. They reported the correctness rate of the embedded “Title” element to be 26.5%, while the rate for the “Author” element was 12.6%. They used a machine learning and Support Vector Machine model for visual content analysis. Regarding their “Title” element, they achieved a correctness rate of 89.9% for Word and 95.1% for PowerPoint documents5. The results of their “Author” algorithm were not published.

Li et al. [93] undertook a project that was very similar to [82]. Li et al. also generated 10 metadata elements based on the Dublin Core schema [93]. Nine of these elements were generated in the same way. The exception was the “Subject” element that was generated by using another natural language rule-based algorithm. Their “Neural Network” algorithm used stopping, stemming and weighting of the document content. Stopping removed high frequency words with low content discriminating power, such as “to,” “a,” ”and” and “it.” Stemming was used to reduce the document content to only “root words.” This meant correcting the words “compares,” “compared” and “comparing” to the root word “compare.” The weighting was performed using two different models. Here the “EFT-IDF” model counted the number of times a word was repeated in a document relative to the number of words in the document. This list of words was compared to a total list of words in the specific dataset. The words that occurred least frequently were assumed to be of greater importance in order to distinguish between documents. The alternative “PCA” model was used to “increase feature variation and decrease feature space dimensionality.”

2.3.6 Summary
To sum up, each of the AMG algorithm approaches described above has its own strengths and weaknesses:

- **Harvesting:** Uses data that are easy to access and collects entities from embedded metadata stored as part of the document code. This approach’s main weaknesses are: (1) the limited amount of elements in practical use; (2) uncertainty about whether the elements selected contain entities that reflect the document; and (3) because the number of people who are aware of embedded metadata is so limited, few people work on generating and correcting this metadata.

- **Extraction using rules based on visual characteristics:** This approach can be used to identify and collect a large number of elements. Its intent is to collect content specified by the user. This approach’s main weaknesses are: (1) its requirements regarding knowledge of the documents used; (2) the requirement

5 Word: Precision = 87.5%, recall = 89.9%. PowerPoint: Precision = 90.7%, recall = 95.1%.
for standardized formatted documents; (3) the possibility that it will require a labyrinth of rules that need to work together; and (4) issues regarding multiple candidate elements.

- **Extraction using rules based on natural language:** This approach has the potential of generating semantic metadata, such as classification, subject, keywords and description, which even humans can find difficult to generate. However, its main weaknesses are: (1) it requires extensive knowledge of the document contexts, limiting it to specific subjects and specific languages; (2) it is limited to specific elements, requiring it to be used along with other metadata efforts for practical usage; and (3) it does not scale to a general purpose context or a multi-linguistic environment.

- **Extraction using rules based on the document code:** This approach can be used to collect all user-specified content from template sections regardless of visual document presentation or the language of the intellectual content. It enables blank AMG results if no section content is collectable, avoiding the generation of multiple candidate entities. It can be used to collect document descriptions that are part of the document code, such as references, language tags, illustrations and tables, and can provide extensive descriptions of the document, which in turn can be used to increase the correctness of other AMG algorithms. This is accomplished by providing a data source based on facts rather than software based on judgment and by providing direct access to the main document content. Using this approach has the following drawbacks: (1) requires extensive knowledge of the specific document format and templates used; (2) requires extensive knowledge of how applications use the document format and template; (3) is vulnerable to misuse if a new application or application version uses the document format in an unanticipated manner; (4) access to document content is difficult for humans to understand, because of the binary document formats; and (5) there are very few scientific efforts at present.

- **Document context analysis:** This approach can be used to generate default elements that are correct for most of the documents in a collection, and to generate element types that are not commonly harvested or extractable, such as educational elements. The use of this approach requires that: (1) the default entities be actively corrected to sub-collections in order to provide value; and (2) the user recognize that the approach is not adapted to describe the individual document, rather collections of documents. Hence less accurate metadata may be among the results.

- **Document usage:** This approach can be used to gain knowledge of actual usage instead of intended usage and to gain knowledge of usage patterns that do not have other potential AMG data sources, such as typical learning time for papers. The use of this approach requires: (1) registration and logging of user actions (surveillance); and (2) that the LMS be used for “all” document related usages. Once a document is used outside of the LMS, then the LMS is not able to register the document usage.
• **Composite document structure**: This approach allows new documents to obtain metadata from existing documents that are closely related. However, it requires that the first version be generated manually or by using other AMG methods. This limits the extent of systems where such algorithms would have practical effects, because few documents within the observed LMS have been re-published. Instead they are replaced by new documents.

### 2.4 Learning Objects

#### 2.4.1 Introduction

We now have a framework for specifying quality and tools to perform AMG. And we need a document collection in which we can validate various AMG effort results. This thesis therefore went on a hunt to locate the best document collection in order to perform its analysis. There were a number of candidate document collections including:

- **Library records**: Very strictly formatted documents which metadata should follow a strict and limited metadata schema. This gives the AMG algorithms less of a challenge, as it is known what the AMG algorithms should look for and where the desired content is located; the document diversity is missing. However, there are a number of document collections available to perform research upon.

- **Medical records**: Very strictly formatted documents which metadata should follow a strict but larger metadata schema. This can give the AMG algorithms more challenges to place located entities, though the AMG algorithms should to a large extent still know what to look for and where the desired content is located. Here too is the document diversity missing, and there are a number of document collections available to perform research upon.

- **Academic publications**: Very similar to medical records in terms of metadata schema complexity and visual appearance of the publications. As with library and medical records, the document diversity is missing, and there are a number of document collections available to perform research upon.

- **Documents on a company intranet**: The guidelines vary from company or organization, though commonly documents following a guideline published without or with limited metadata. Here we find the desired document diversity, but missing the metadata schema to populate with entities. Document collections are also not freely available.

- **Documents on an open educational network**: By choosing an educational network where documents for a number of subjects are shared, and where the users actively share “whatever they want”, we get the desired document diversity. And for educational documents there are a number of highly detailed educational metadata schemas which could be populated with entities and allow us to explore the various types of AMG algorithms. However, gaining access to
such documents can be a challenge, as pre-made document collections are not present.

Of the various candidate document collection types, educational documents from an educational intranet were chosen in order to gain access to highly diverse documents in terms of visual characteristics, technical formatting, subjects and even language of the intellectual content. And there are usages of documents and their metadata descriptions that can be combined in order to enable sharing of document with their metadata descriptions – A task very seldom seen, as manual generation of the educational metadata takes an extensive amount of time. On the other hand gaining access to such documents can be challenging since the documents need to be located, retrieved and made into a document collection. In addition, the extreme document diversity is extraordinary challenging for AMG efforts, which could be one of the reasons why AMG research efforts seem to avoid diverse document collections.

This thesis sticks to documents from an educational network in order to explore the possibilities and limitations of various AMG algorithms. Documents that in this educational context is commonly referred to as Learning Objects (LOs).

With the presence of descriptive metadata there is a potential of efficient document sharing and retrieval without having to inspect each and every document each and every time a query is performed. This potential is however only available if:

1) The desired metadata is registered
2) That these descriptions are correct
3) That the metadata descriptions are understood correctly by the querying application or person.
4) That the document is available!

The first issue in the list above is addressed in Chapter 2.3 with its presentation of techniques to automatically generate descriptive metadata using various data sources to create a range of different metadata.

The second issue is addressed in Chapter 2.2 with measures to ensure that the quality of the metadata is sufficient.

The third issue reflects on what metadata descriptions that are desired generated and how the generated metadata should be stored. Metadata schemas are used for such tasks by giving a description of what and how such metadata should be registered and the intentions for doing so. There are a number of different metadata schemas created to standardize metadata within one or more fields. Chapter 2.4.3 reflects upon this by presenting various metadata schemas, from one of the most general standards (The Dublin Core) to subject specific standards including ADN and SCORM.

The value of metadata is reduced dramatically if the objects which they describe are not available. Chapter 2.4.5 reflects upon a real-world, large scale system where documents
are published and where tens of thousands of users try to locate the right documents for them. This chapter describes the NTNU Intranet called It’s learning, which is used for sharing educationally related documents at the University, without any restrictions to document contents or formatting (besides an upper size limit). Hence this is a prime example of a system with an extensive range of document types and subjects made available, and where the documents should be described using the same metadata schema in order to enable discovery of documents using search methodology. By using this system as a test system this thesis gains access to a large number of non-homogeneous documents made available for sharing. This thesis will work with such documents and AMG methodology in order to generate standardized metadata in accordance with metadata schema with metadata entities in accordance with quality goals.

This thesis is not limited to “documents”. A more precise definition of the objects or resources that this thesis will be working with is given in Chapter 2.4.2.

Chapter 2.4.4 presents how standardized metadata and published educational resources can be combined in order to enable sharing of educational resources with rich technical and educational metadata descriptions.

### 2.4.2 Defining “Learning Object”

The field of digital educational documents is relatively new. This is reflected in the many different expressions used to identify these types of documents and in the many definitions that have been presented. The literature is full of suggestions for names for these documents, such as: “Knowledge objects” [102], “Components of Instruction” [110], “Pedagogical documents” [10], “Educational software components” [45], “Online learning materials” [101], “Documents” [6], “Instructional components” [119] and “Learning object” [72]. From this list of candidate phrase names, the expression “Learning Object” has become a standard phrase due to the adoption of the IEEE LOM metadata schema, presented in Chapter 2.4.3. The IEEE Learning Technology Standards Committee (LTSC) defines a Learning Object as:

> Any entity, digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, education, or training

IEEE LTSC [73]

This definition covers content such as curriculum lists, personal lists, notes, books, printed and digital articles, presentations and multimedia elements, to name just a few. By using such a broad definition, learning objects in all educational subjects can be described with this model. This definition does not differentiate between candidate Learning Object types, in that there is nothing in the definition that describes what a LO can be and how extensive it can be. In this sense, all the content listed below should be regarded as individual LOs:
The whole LMS with all its content.
Each course section with all its content.
The document created within the course section.
The stand-alone documents uploaded as part of a system specific document type.

We need to examine the idea behind the concept of a LO in order to create boundaries for where one LO stops and where another begins. There is an agreement regarding LOs that they should be components that can be put together to create the educational material needed for a teacher to perform specific educational tasks. In this sense, the LMS should still to be regarded as a LO. However, the LOs need to be set in an educational context to identify the LOs most suitable for the task at hand. As there is the possibility to use far smaller components as an educational document, the primary focus of an LO should be on smaller components of data. By going to the specific educational section, there is a still an extensive need to segment the data source in order not to mix up content that does not logically belong within a single object. Wiley developed taxonomy for defining five different LO types: Single-type LO, Combined-intact LO, Combined-modifiable LO, Generative-presentation LO and Generative-instructional LO [133].

Table 4: Taxonomy of Learning Object Types, based on [133]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LO characteristics</th>
<th>Single-type LO</th>
<th>Combined-intact LO</th>
<th>Combined-modifiable LO</th>
<th>Generative-presentation LO</th>
<th>Generative-instructional LO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of elements combined</td>
<td>One</td>
<td>Few</td>
<td>Many</td>
<td>Many – Few</td>
<td>Few – Many</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of object contained</td>
<td>Single</td>
<td>Single, combined-intact</td>
<td>All</td>
<td>Single, combined-intact</td>
<td>Single, combined-intact, generative-pres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reusability of component objects</td>
<td>(not applicable)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common function</td>
<td>Exhibit, display</td>
<td>Pre-designed instruction or practice</td>
<td>Pre-designed instruction and / or practice</td>
<td>Exhibit, display</td>
<td>Computer-generated instruction and / or practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extra-object dependence</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes / No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of logic contained in object</td>
<td>(not applicable)</td>
<td>None, or answer sheet based item scoring</td>
<td>None, or domain-specific instructional and assessment strategies</td>
<td>Domain-specific presentation strategies</td>
<td>Domain-independent presentation, instructional and assessment strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for inter-contextual reuse</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potential for intra-contextual reuse</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The individual documents created within the case LMS would therefore be regarded as “Single-type Learning Objects,” since these are the smallest LO components within the system. Stand-alone documents should be permitted as LOs, according to the LO definition. However, the case LMS does not allow stand-alone documents to be published outside of an existing LO. The LOs that contain attached document(s) could therefore be regarded as either “Combined-intact LOs” or “Combined-modifiable LOs.” In order to avoid inconsistencies regarding terms, this research uses the phrase “document” to refer to LOs and other resources that are discussed in this thesis. The phrase “LO” is only used in this and the following chapter.

2.4.3 Learning Object Metadata schemas

Metadata schemas are systematic descriptions of which metadata elements which can be presented and how these elements can be presented.

A wide range of metadata standards is in use today. Of these, the Dublin Core (DC) standard is the most widely used and in many communities serves as a general de facto standard for describing the global properties of objects, including the title, creator and subject [28]. Other metadata standards have been developed with a finer grain than the DC’s 15 metadata element structure, making them able to give more precise and specific metadata descriptions. In terms of learning object description, the IEEE LTSC [75], IMS [79], ARIADNE [10] and NSF [113] are major players who have made important efforts to provide a finer-grained tool to describe learning objects. These efforts include information about how to use a learning object, where it has been used and what kind of learning material can now be stored. What we see today is a trend of merging standards in order to share a fine-grained and structured metadata schema, build exchange capabilities between systems without losing fine-grained functionality, and to increase their functionality. This chapter gives an overview of different educationally related metadata schemas, and the contexts in which they are employed.
Dublin Core

A wide range of metadata standards is in use today. Of these, the Dublin Core (DC) metadata schema standard is probably the most widely used and in many communities serves as a general de facto standard for describing the global properties of objects, including the title, creator and subject [28]. The DC metadata schema [28] is designed to be a simple metadata standard [27]. It has been designed to let document authors and publishers to create metadata descriptions without requiring pre-training. It offers a metadata schema for describing 15 basic and commonly used metadata elements. These are all recommended elements that can be used if the author or publisher chooses to.

The DC schema offers the use of “Qualifiers” that allow for more detailed metadata descriptions [24]. Qualifiers are used for two purposes: (1) To specify encoding schema(s), e.g. standards for presenting dates (such as “DD.MM.YYYY”), and (2) to specify element refinement(s) (e.g. the “Date” element can, with qualifiers, be extended to describe the “Created,” “Valid,” “Available,” “Issued” and “Modified” dates).

DC has been widely adapted by actors in the computer industry. DC metadata have been included as part of the metadata schemas of commonly used document formats, such as MS Word and Adobe PDF. It is also compatible with a number of different metadata schemas. However, since the schema is quite basic, a number of projects have been initiated to expand the schema to local and subject-specific needs.

Dublin Core Extension

One such effort is in describing Learning Objects. The original DC metadata schema lacked basic elements for describing document use in an educational context. An extension of the original schema has therefore been developed, called the DC-ed (DC
This extended schema includes metadata elements for: “Audience,” “Instructional Method,” “Conforms To,” “Education Level” and “Mediator.”

In addition, this schema extension includes requirements regarding obligatory elements. The DC-ed is a project under development. Efforts are underway to extend the compatibility between the DC-ed and an even more extensive metadata schema, the IEEE LOM [26].

Table 5: Timeline of educational initiatives and standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>DC Initiative</th>
<th>IMS</th>
<th>IEEE LOM</th>
<th>ADN</th>
<th>ARIADNE</th>
<th>NSDL</th>
<th>GEM</th>
<th>DC-ed</th>
<th>European Schoolnet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>DC initiative started</td>
<td>v1</td>
<td>D1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>v1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>DC v1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ADN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>DC v1.1</td>
<td></td>
<td>IEEE LOM D8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>IMS v1</td>
<td></td>
<td>ADN</td>
<td></td>
<td>ADN v.0.6.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The metadata schema Gateway to Education Materials (GEM) also uses DC elements plus 8 educational elements [53]: “Audience,” “Instructional Method,” “Cataloguing,” “Duration,” “Essential Documents,” “Provenance,” “Rights Holder” and “Standards.” There are common elements among the extensions made by DC-ed and GEM. However, GEM has a bit of a different focus; the DC-ed describes the document itself, whereas GEM describes more of the educational context of the document.

The National Science Digital Library (NSDL) has also generated an educational metadata schema based on DC [112]. They have extended their schema to include the element “Audience,” which is an element that has since been included in DC-ed. In addition, they have included the original IMS meta-data schema standard elements of “Interactivity Type,” “Interactivity Level” and “Typical Learning Time,” which are now also present in the IEEE LOM schema.

The European Schoolnet developed their EUN metadata model based on the DC with additional elements for rights, approval, release, user level and version [37, 95]. The European Schoolnet’s model has over time evolved to include more elements and mandatory elements. In its latest version, their metadata schema, now called the Learning Document Exchange Metadata application profile (LRE AP), is presented as based on the IEEE LOM [48]. Several national initiatives for learning object creation and distribution are based on using the European Schoolnet standards, such as the Norwegian Skolenettet [124] and the Swedish Skolnet [47].
Even though “Creator” is the element name commonly used in metadata schemas for identifying the user that has created the document, it is not the name used in PDF, Word and PowerPoint document schemas. Here the element name “Author” is used instead. In PDF documents, the “Creator” element is reserved for the creator application name rather than person name. PDF documents can contain multiple sub-schemas, such as sections containing the elements “DC. Creator” and “XAP. Author.” These elements can be used as alternative data sources within PDF documents. Word and PowerPoint documents can contain a “Last Author” element with metadata, which describes the last person to edit the document. Using harvested, existing metadata requires knowledge of the document format’s schema and the destination schema.

IEEE Learning Object Metadata

On the other side of the scale we find the complex educational metadata standard IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) and its “cousin” the ADN. These are extensive and complicated metadata schema. Both describe so-called “Learning objects” or as the mother organization IEEE LTSC states;

*Any entity, digital or non-digital, that may be used for learning, education, or training*

IEEE LTSC [73]

In the context of this thesis, LOs are documents published on the NTNU Intranet, called “It’s learning”.

IEEE Learning Object Metadata Extension

The IEEE LOM is an extensive and complicated metadata schema. It has 9 different metadata element category branches, where each category includes between 3 and 11 elements. There are 45 basic elements, although a number of these elements have sub-elements that make them suitable for multiple usage areas.

The IEEE LOM has been developed by the IEEE LTSC [75], IMS [79] and ARIADNE [10]. These actors have been working to build an extensive metadata schema for detailed educational descriptions. The standard is based on the IMS metadata standard from 1998, which was accepted as an IEEE specification, known as IEEE LOM in 1999 [78]. Since then the standard has gone through several versions. The main structure has remained unchanged, though selected elements and specific value spaces have been added. The use of elements has also changed, allowing more element descriptions and eliminating obligatory elements.

The IEEE LOM schema is used as the metadata schema for the Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [2] specification of the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative [3].

The IEEE LOM has the support and potential to be the standard for learning object metadata exchange in the years to come, making it a central point when studying learning object metadata standards. A variety of local, national versions of the IEEE LOM has been or is under development, including the UK LOM [22], NORLOM [46],
SWELOM [51] and CanLom [19]. Friesen and Neven et al. present a range of different LMSs or Learning Object based Repositories (LOR) in a survey of LOM-based repositories [52, 108].

The IEEE LOM allows the creation of meta-metadata, which are metadata that describe both the metadata contributor (generator) and specific elements and entities. This enables the inclusion of multiple identical elements with different entities without logically corrupting the metadata records. Such differences can occur when users have different opinions regarding the document. Meta-metadata enable the use of the metadata records as feedback channels from the document users. Such metadata are called “non-authoritative” metadata [118]. Metadata published by the document creator or publisher are called “authoritative” metadata. The IEEE LOM schema does not provide elements that distinguish between actual and intended usage, the number of pages, and the number of characters, and does not provide any assessment of the document quality in the form of the publisher’s role. This schema does not provide elements for distinguishing between publications by students, lecturers or other administrators. The IEEE LOM lets the user create custom elements in its “Classification” section. Though, this can result in compatibility issues with other systems that use the IEEE LOM schema. The IEEE LOM has proven to be amenable to change if new ideas are presented that could provide additional functionality that is currently not supported. One example of this is the GESTALT project [54], which needed increased functionality for its users [50]. They then added new technical metadata, and a much more detailed metadata structure for describing personal contact information, including e-mail, post address, fax and telephone. These changes have since been incorporated into the IEEE LOM schema.

Possibly the most major drawback of using this schema is that it requires extensive user pre-training and that it is labour intensive to generate metadata records [92]. IEEE LOM metadata records are known to take more than one hour to manually label [52].
The other major player in the development of digital repositories for educational documents is the American NSF with their Digital Library Initiative (phase 2) [34]. NSF decided to streamline their metadata structures by merging the existing metadata standards previously used by their projects. ADEPT [1], DLESE [33] and NASA Earth Science Enterprise [107] therefore combined efforts in 2001 on a project called ADN [32]. This metadata framework was created to describe educational documents in the American educational system and to fully comply with the requirements of all involved.
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agencies [32]. ADN is based on the same IMS standard as IEEE LOM. However, the development of these two schemas has taken different approaches in regards to extendibility; The ADN schema is highly adapted to its specific use and uses an extensive network of sub-sections in an object-oriented manner, whereas the IEEE LOM allows local adaptation for increased usability with less defined custom extensions.

The ADN presents itself as a stricter schema that is highly adapted for the exclusive use of professionals for metadata creation on a national level. The extensive use of elements also makes use of the schema for those querying documents more challenging since it is difficult to specify and interpret this level of detail without professional knowledge of the subject. The ADN schema cannot be regarded as usable in a general educational context or outside of the American educational system. As a consequence, American projects commonly employ the IEEE LOM schema instead of the ADN, including the efforts of the DC Educational Community [26]. This thesis has hence focused on IEEE LOM rather than ADN.
Figure 21: The ADN metadata schema
Figure 22: The ADN metadata schema (continued from Figure 21)
ADN Extension
ADN shares 7 of the 9 metadata sections in the IEEE LOM schema, excluding the sections “Annotation” and “Classification.” These elements are not needed in the ADN schema (this will be explained shortly). The structure of the ADN standard is influenced by the IFLA FRBR model when describing learning objects [76, 77]. IFLA developed this model because they felt that a fundamental re-examination of the bibliographic record was necessary, largely to balance potentially divergent views and to respond to meeting an increasingly broad range of user needs and expectations [18]. ADN has done this in order to gain an extensive range of sub- and sub-sub elements. This has allowed the provision of a finer-grained schema for describing learning objects. To assure that the available learning objects are in accordance with American legislation, a special central committee evaluates learning objects before they are made available to the public. The metadata are professionally created. It is not possible for individuals to include local learning objects or make local comments without going through the central committee. This is why there is no need for the “Annotation” and “Classification” elements: The publishers and document users are not allowed to make annotations, and there is no room for local adaptations. The ADN presents itself as a stricter schema that is highly adapted for the exclusive use of professionals for metadata creation on a national level. The extensive use of elements also makes use of the schema for those querying documents more challenging since it is difficult to specify and interpret this level of detail without professional knowledge of the subject.

The schema has been implemented and is used in the DWEL project [32, 38]. This project has shown that combining efforts from different document providers can result in an information service with properties that suit a larger user group, in this case students and teachers at a K-12 school level. This has been done while ensuring that the learning objects is in accordance with legislation and with quality assurance. This project and the ADN are subject-specific. The ADN schema cannot be regarded as usable in a general educational context or outside of American framework. As a consequence, other American projects commonly employ the IEEE LOM schema instead of the ADN, including the efforts of the DC Educational Community [26].

SCORM
The Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) specification is a collection of technical standards and specifications for Web-based e-learning of the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative [21, 22].

The “Shareable Content Object” refers to how SCORM defines how to create LOs which can be reused in different systems and contexts. The “Reference Model” reflects upon the fact that SCORM is not a standard but a specification. SCORM is like an umbrella which uses a multiplex of existing industry standards. The SCORM specification references a range of existing standards and tells developers how to properly use them together in order to gain the desired compatibility. This includes works from the AICC, IMS, IEEE and ARIADNE. The purpose of this specification is to enable “plug-and-play” compatibility between e-learning systems so that they can
perform efficient sharing of LOs. By complying with the SCORM specification, this enables the LOs to be used at any e-learning system regardless of make or version as long as it is compliant with SCORM. This vastly extends the potential user group of each LO.

SCORM LOs can be anything from single files (such as a PowerPoint presentation), to complex educational systems based on packages consisting of multiple files (such as a web-page with separate images, video and sound) with interactive content. SCORM supports interactive, run-time communication, or data exchange, between the LO and the LMS. This enable e.g. questions and replies to be promoted through the LMS based on specifications stated in the LO. This enables interactive user experiences. Combined, this enables a full range of LOs to be shared.

Figure 23: A SCORM LO imported into the NTNU LMS

Summary

For metadata in general and for metadata exchange, there has been an extensive focus on the Dublin Core. For educational documents, current efforts are now concentrated
around the IEEE LOM standard. There are no compatibility issues between the Dublin Core and IEEE LOM schemas. This research has used the IEEE LOM schema as its starting point for describing documents and their metadata.

Many metadata schemas contain element names that are multiple words joined together as one element name, such as “Copyright and Other Restrictions” from the IEEE LOM’s “Rights” section. This is a way to avoid the problematic issue of spaces for digital record processing. However, it is not ideal for humans to read. This research has therefore decided to present the element names with spaces. To clearly define where the element name begins and ends, this research uses quotation marks around the whole element name. If the element is part of a metadata section, then the section name is included in the element name presented. The element described above is hence presented as “Rights. Copyright and Other Restrictions.”

In order to achieve the purpose of the specification, there are a number of different aspects which needs to be specified. SCORM specifies how the LOs should be packed, how the content should be executed and how it is recommended used.

A SCORM LO consists of a:

- ZIP compressed file with all the content of the LO and the description files which specifies how to use the SCORM LO – both from the learner’s perspective but also from the computer execution perspective.
- The “imsmanifest.xml” file contains the information required by the LMS to import and launch content without human intervention. This file specifies which files that should be executed.
- The “imsmanifest.xml” file is also used for submitting advanced metadata using the IEEE LOM standard.
- The actual LO(s).

SCORM LOs are extremely user friendly in terms of providing the educational audience extensive information regarding the LO’s usage and educational context. However, manual creation of these is not developer friendly. As a result, there is a lack of SCORM object even though the LOs are available.

SCORM does not create educational resources for you. There is hence a need for manual efforts to specify what to present, and how the presented material should be used by the LMS and by the user. Nearly all LOs published at the NTNU LMS are not complex educational systems but rather individual files with the LMS and user actions pre-specified. Here the LMS is used as a distribution channel with the possible user interactivity included as part of the LO. E.g. PowerPoint presentations with interactive content. This standardized property of the LOs enable usage of default content in the “imsmanifest.xml”-file to specify LMS and user behaviour. There is, however, a need for LO specific IEEE LOM metadata to promote the actual LO content and the context in which the LO has been promoted used at.
2.4.4 Learning Objects and creation of Learning Object Metadata

Koutsomitropoulos et al. expresses how the IEEE LOM standard can be a valuable tool for describing learning objects as a tool in order to help students find the most desirable learning objects available on record [89]. They address the issue of regarding complexity and cross-metadata language compatibility in educational metadata standards, finding the need for ontology in order to generate mappings between the IEEE LOM and DC-ed. This project collected metadata from an existing metadata repository and hence did not have to address the issue of generating the initial metadata.

Di Nitto et al. addresses the issue that current Learning Object metadata standards are young and still needs to develop in order to gain the needed elements for describing education resources [31]. However, the introduction of more elements will increase the complexity of the metadata standards, and increase the amount of time it takes to describe each Learning Object with a complete metadata record.

The JISC MOSAIC project expresses the benefits of having extensive metadata descriptions. Some AMG efforts are imposed, such as extraction of technical metadata, such as file format, size, creation date, from files [35]. Automatic generation of non-technical metadata and addressing metadata quality issues has yet to be presented.

The Metaspeed project addresses the importance of metadata:

> In today competitive business environment the proper management of organizational digital resources is crucial for making timely decisions and responding to changing business conditions. ...
> However digital resources are increasingly being recognized as a very important organizational asset au par with finance and human resources.

Peneva et al. [117]

The Metaspeed project is working to address issues regarding cross standard compatibility between metadata standards and automatic metadata generation [117]. A detailed task description and project results have yet to be published besides their efforts in working with SCORM and MPEG-7.

A primary concern within the Learning Object community should be the availability of Learning Objects, or the lack of such. The amount of Learning Objects available for download on the internet seems to be on level with the amounts we experienced a few years back, even though the amount of documents on the internet has extended significantly. Meyer et al. propose usage of Wikipedia articles as basis for generating Learning Objects [103]. They used a Machine Learning approach for generating classification.

Motelet et al. propose usage of a Graphical User Interface (GUI) where standard or common entities of IEEE LOM elements are promoted to users [105]. This is done in order to speed up the metadata creation process. Once the metadata has been created,
the system generates a finished Learning Object based on the IEEE LOM specifications, similar to the SCORM creation process presented in Article P5 (see p. 239).

2.4.5 It’s learning - The NTNU LMS Intranet

The use of LOs in Norway is increasing on all educational levels [87]. At NTNU, the current LMS lets its more than 30 000 users create LOs based on predefined templates. These templates contain predefined property sections where the user fills in content in order to create the LO. There are templates available for creating exercises, tests and inquiries, as just a few examples. In addition, users can upload stand-alone documents from their personal computers to be included as part of the LMS’s LOs. The documents submitted are very diverse, both regarding their educational content and visual appearance. The span in diversity ranges from documents based on predefined official administrative templates created by university employees, to documents without any apparent structure created by students on private computers.

This LMS is not made for LO sharing, and hence sharing of LOs is not allowed. As a result, large collections of valuable educational documents are each year locked away and hence made unavailable for the vast majority of potential users. Currently only the handful of people who attended the specific course in the specific year and semester in which the LOs were published have access to the LO. This set-up also lacks the ability to make efficient queries and is thus a vast waste of valuable documents, which has direct influence over the LMS users’ practices:

- Users are not able to locate their own previously published content.
- Users cannot share LOs with other students, lecturers and guests without having to perform a work-around or creating new a LMS user.
- Users cannot use the LMS to locate existing documents made by others.
- Documents must be continuously recreated, because it is not possible to build on existing documents.
- Research is curtailed or limited because documents cannot be shared, which discourages cooperation between educational disciplines.

A new LMS or a new LMS version is being evaluated in order to enable the sharing of LOs at NTNU and between other universities and university colleges in Norway and throughout the world. This would enable a large number of document authors and document users to share documents, knowledge and experience across larger physical differences and between technical and organizational boundaries. The targeting of such a large user group, which does not share the same user background, requires more descriptive information about document content in addition to existing identifiers. A proposal has been made to use an international metadata schema with extensive LO description possibilities, the IEEE LOM [74] or the Norwegian version, which is NORLOM [46]. These schemas include more than 60 unique descriptive elements. Generating entities for these elements will to a large extent have to be performed by AMG algorithms. AMG can be used to collect or create metadata by:
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- Harvesting embedded metadata from existing documents.
- Generating new metadata from a document based on an analysis of the individual document.
- Generate metadata based on the publishing context of the document.
- Inheriting metadata from existing, prior versions of the document.

The majority of documents in the case LMS are published once, limiting the value of using the document’s heritage as a source for a primary AMG method. The context descriptions can provide valuable information regarding collections of documents, but they do not describe the specific document particularly well. AMG methods will therefore have to be based on the document itself, either by harvesting or extraction. Harvesting metadata can be used to generate a number of elements, by collecting the metadata created by the user and the user’s content creation software. However, such elements should only be used if they actually reflect the specified document. False entities should be avoided. The diversity in published documents, in regards to document formats, visual appearances and the multi-lingual environment, reduces the effectiveness of existing AMG extraction efforts. To tackle the challenge of generating correct metadata, any AMG effort needs to be based on a more reliable data source.
3. Context and Research Design

The following Chapter gives a more in-depth description of the context of this thesis. Firstly, Chapter 3.1 gives more insight into why reaching the research goals are of importance. Secondly, Chapter 3.2 presents the process in which this research has been conducted.

3.1 Reaching the Research Goal

As described in Chapter 1.3, this thesis started with the challenge of metadata in an educational context. However, it soon shifted towards looking at why people “don’t create metadata” and how metadata could be created by computers as a supplement to manual metadata creation efforts.

The most basic form for creating metadata without human interference is to retrieve metadata that already exist within the documents. This lead to the first research question:

*RQ1.1: What is the quality of automatically generated document content (embedded metadata and document formatting)?*

Nearly all end-user applications automatically generate metadata. All common Word processors, spread sheet applications, presentation applications and image processing applications generate vast amounts of metadata. In addition, vast amounts of metadata could be inherited from previous versions of the document if a document is based on a template. A vast amount of metadata is of little value if the elements registered are not relevant to you. In addition, the quality of the relevant metadata is vital in order to provide value to the user of the metadata.

As the State-of-the-Art presented, related AMG research and commercial products have been heavily focused on one document type with similarly formatted documents. In this thesis’ view this does not reflect upon real-world scenarios particularly well. People in general are notoriously known for being less structured, having a hard time of sticking to technical specifications and of having creative will to do “things” in their own way. This is a vision of the document authors that the AMG algorithms should be designed around as a basis for their efforts. Without such flexibility to expect the unexpected in the published documents, the usefulness of AMG in a general context vanishes. Or to put it in another way: AMG algorithms created in one context seldom generate valid metadata if they are moved to a new context or if a different type of document is submitted. If the document type changes, then the AMG algorithm need to be changed as well. If a new user type is to use the AMG algorithm, they cannot do this, since it can’t handle multiple data sets. You cannot include documents created in another department since you haven’t used the document template.

Such restrictions make extensive restrictions to the usefulness of existing AMG algorithms. The AMG algorithms must be constructed to expect the unexpected. And regardless of the document content be able to locate the specific content that is essential in order to identify the document and to create relevant metadata. The AMG algorithms
must handle each document individually, maybe even combined in order to generate the best results. This led this thesis to the second research question:

**RQ1.2: Can AMG approaches be combined or selectively used on a document-by-document basis?**

If such functionality could be achieved, then this thesis would pave the way for fare increased usability of AMG algorithms in document collections where there is little or less document structure – non-homogeneous document collections. This movement away from document collections based research documents and library collections would be significant in order to introduce active usage of AMG in contexts such as company intranets, on MS SharePoint sites and in personal document archives.

To do this, an analysis of the actual document file content, the so-called "document code", is central to learn about the content of each document. This thesis needed to find common lowest common denominators among all documents, regardless of the document’s visible content. Through analysis of the document code of common file types, such lower common denominators were located, enabling identification of the document’s intellectual contents created by its users rather than template contents and contents of questionable quality created by content creation software (and user applications such as MS Word, PowerPoint etc.). Basing AMG efforts around the document code can enable detailed, structured and correct metadata from non-homogeneous documents.

At this stage this thesis knew how AMG could assist in creation of high quality metadata that describes each and every document in the dataset. Still, in the educational context there are few documents, or Learning Objects, that are shared as metadata only. LOs are commonly shared as a package consisting of both metadata and the LO. So, could AMG assist in creation of such packages of metadata and LOs?

**RQ1.3: Can AMG enable automatic generation of complex sets of metadata, enabling usage of advanced Learning Object document formats, such as SCORM?**

Of the various LO document formats, SCORM is a particularly exiting format as such objects consists of the original LO plus a metadata file packed within a single ZIP-file. This is of essence, as the original LO remains unchanged and the original applications still can be used, while educational LO metadata are present.

All of these research questions contribute in order to address the main research question:

**RQ1: Find methods to automatically generate metadata from non-homogeneous document collections for promotion of educational resources.**

This research question is extensively addressed throughout this thesis. This thesis has shown a range of candidate data sources that can be used for AMG efforts, how various AMG efforts can be executed based on conditions on a document-to-document basis in order to achieve the highest possible data quality, and to generate the final LO that the user strives to distribute and enable efficient retrieval.
Combined these methods and techniques achieve this thesis’ motivation: To enable more efficient sharing of knowledge through distribution of LOs that contain extensive and high quality metadata to maximize the LOs potential of being located and reused. And doing this without placing technical or metadata knowledge requirements on the LO author or publisher.

3.2 Research Process

This thesis started by studying metadata and metadata schemas. With highly advanced and detailed metadata schemas available for describing LOs, this thesis wanted to grab hold to existing LOs and their descriptions. But there were hardly any LOs and associated educational metadata to retrieve. Further analysis reviled that only a few hundred LOs with associated educational metadata had been created worldwide. This while there were millions of LOs being published without associated educational metadata. Sharing of educational resources was clearly not helped by the presence of educational metadata. Or maybe that was a reason why there are so many similar LOs on the Internet – Because existing LOs are not efficiently reused since other teachers do not know of these and hence need to create their own LOs.

When looking at the local LMS at NTNU, It’s Learning, the world view did not become significantly more positive. Several small-scale qualitative studies were conducted of It’s Learning where published LOs were analysed in terms of presence of metadata and the quality (correctness) of these metadata. The analysis also showed that It’s Learning had support for importing LOs with educational metadata descriptions in the SCORM format. On documents were located that were based on SCORM.

This way of looking at sharing of LOs is not very positive. But it became a motivation for creating the first paper: “Metadata challenges in introducing the global IEEE Learning Object metadata (LOM) standard in a local environment” [REF].

In the hunt for the lowest common denominators among the shared documents from It’s Learning, the contents of the document code started to take the stage. By decomposing the documents into their document code, contents created by the users, inherited from the document templates and included by end-user applications became visible. But often not labelled. Extensive research were conducted in order to determine what characterized content created by the users, inherited content and by applications. This is a major challenge reflecting upon the resulting data quality, as contents can be created by one, two or all three actors in various documents.

A side effect of basing AMG efforts on the document code is presented firstly in paper P2. This is the ability for the AMG algorithm to not generate entities. If the desired content is not located, the AMG algorithm should return no result. Other State-of-the-Art AMG algorithms consistently create entities regardless of the content of the document, resulting in a lot of false data when conducted on a non-homogeneous document collection. This ability to be restrictive to creation of entities is very significant, as it enables AMG efforts based on the document code to be the first AMG effort in a sequence of efforts, guiding document contents to further processing in order to achieve high quality metadata.
In the hunger for more educational metadata, all possible data sources were evaluated including

1. The file itselfs based on
   a. The document code
   b. The documents’ visual appearance
   c. Intellectual content
   d. Non-visible formatting
2. Contextual information from the publishing site
3. User profile information from the publisher
4. Connections to third-party systems for extending the publisher information
5. Registration of actual usage of the documents based on information of
   a. Who downloaded the Los (including their user information) and
   b. Statistical information of use

Of the list above, the two first sources became the main basis for future data sets. Information regarding who downloaded each file, connections to other systems and statistical information were either not obtainable due to privacy concerns or were simply not registered in the system logs. Several sequences of AMG efforts were created in order to determine an optimal way of conducting AMG efforts.

A real challenge still remained though; How to evaluate what was a good and what was a bad result. In other words, the scale to use in order to determine the quality of the generated entities. Luckily the thesis supervisors were familiar with the works of Lindland et al., which in time became the framework for this thesis to determine the quality of entities.

The initial quantitative results were published in paper P3, while paper P2 performs more in-depth analysis in a quantitative study based on papers from the same data set.

This thesis gained access to a vast amount of content on the NTNU LMS It’s Learning. The SP1-paper was created in order to review and document how It’s Learning was used for educational purposes at NTNU.

Similarly, this thesis gained access to a second dataset from an Auditing firm in order to compare the quality of automatically generated metadata. In addition, the auditing firm was used to illustrate how to use document templates to promote desired usage. This thesis gained experience in making changes to corporate templates in order to enable more efficient document retrieval. This by promoting the document content which were of special importance for the Auditors, without changing the visual appearance of their familiar documents. The paper SP2 were created, but it was not published.

Metadata is of limited value if the metadata is not being used. Based on knowledge of how high quality metadata can be automatically generated, this thesis explored how AMG could assist in various situations. Firstly, a study was conducted for automatically generating metadata based on published papers. This study was conducted in order to promote that AMG can be used, even though the data set is virtually homogeneous.
(very visually similarly formatted documents all with intellectual content in the same language). This study was published in paper P4.

Next, the constraint of homogeneous documents was once again lifted, and focus on the educational was enforced. How could we promote sharing of educational resources or LOs? This thesis knew how to use almost random documents to create educational metadata. And of the educational data formats in practical use, SCORM were among the most commonly used. It was also the only LO “package” of LO and metadata that was supported by It’s Learning.

In paper P5 this thesis shows practical usage of AMG to generate LOs consisting of an educational resource and extensive educational metadata descriptions, all created with an absolute minimum of requirements placed on the human user of the application. These both in terms of knowledge requirements and in terms of time needed to create metadata.

The various threads and angles created in the various papers were merged and put into a common perspective in paper P6.

In sum this thesis has had a practical focus for metadata and educational resources. Standards and technologies are of limited value if they are not used. This thesis has shown how new and existing technologies can work together in common benefit in order to promote sharing of educational resources.
4. Research results

This chapter dives into the research results. First up is Chapter 4.1 which explores how the environment in which the document is created influences the resulting document. Here we find a clear distinction between documents created in the system controlled environment and stand-alone documents. The documents created in a system controlled environment show a unique consistency: All the documents are created from a small number of pre-defined templates, there can be enforcement of mandatory sections, and though usage of log-in features the system controlled environment can be certain who the document author is. However, these characteristics do not ensure that the desired metadata quality is achieved, only that the created content shares a multitude of characteristic.

Stand-alone documents can be created in an infinite number of ways. Still, statistically people use the same applications to create their documents. Due to this, there are considerable similarities between most documents regardless of their visible appearance or intellectual content. This chapter presents how the source code of documents (“the document code”) can reveal hidden structures and how converting between document formats might corrupt visible and non-visible contents from documents.

Chapter 4.2 explores quantitative characteristics from stand-alone documents retrieved from NTNU’s intranet. Here we find a combination of documents created in a system controlled environment and in a user controlled environment. The stand-alone documents were all initially created in a user controlled environment, but were shared in a system controlled environment which enforced the user to act in specific ways in order to be allowed to publish the document. For this analysis, this research gained access to 424 published LOs, of which there were 289 stand-alone documents. As these documents were gathered during the pre-study phase of this thesis, these documents are referred to as the “pre-study dataset”.

The majority of the uploaded documents are in Adobe PDF, MS PowerPoint or MS Word document formats. Virtually no documents contained either an educational metadata description or an informative description. It is evident that the document authors and publishers use minimal efforts in giving the document a semantic metadata description. So few in fact have given a semantic description besides the Title element, that it is highly questionable if the documents authors and publishers are aware that such content can be stored as part of the document.

Quite worrying is the fact that a number of entities were misleading or directly false. Some elements even had multiple, conflicting entities registered. This reflects on both semantically and technical elements which are not user specified. There is considerable uncertainty regarding the quality of the gathered document metadata and regarding the awareness to metadata by document authors and publishers.

Chapter 4.3 explores the details of selected elements by performing a qualitative analysis. For this analysis, this research gained access to about 11% of the courses at NTNU and in total 3483 stand-alone documents published from these courses. These
documents are referred to as “the final dataset”. These efforts of the analysis are threefold:

Firstly, the impressions from the quantitative analysis are confirmed: Embedded metadata from documents contain a high latent possibility for false entities. Without any central control over a document, the document’s content is highly influenced by the local applications used to create it. These analyses have confirmed that automatically generated entities generated by document applications frequently contain false entities.

Secondly, the effects of existing AMG harvesting and extraction algorithms are explored as the algorithms show just how limited most existing AMG efforts are when being executed on a diverse document collection. Most of these AMG algorithms generated entities regardless of document content which resulted in a vast number of false or partly false entities. Or when combined with other AMG efforts; a high number of candidate entities.

Thirdly, we look at this thesis’ new approach of using the document code as basis for AMG efforts. This section shows how the document code can be used to guide the right AMG efforts to their optimal content while avoiding known content of lower quality. Hence, we can explore usage of multiple previously developed AMG task- and subject specific logics as part of the same AMG rule set, as the AMG efforts based on the document code guides all the other AMG efforts to their optimal data source. And is vast contrast to previous AMG efforts, if the optimal data source is not found, then the AMG efforts are not executed. This type of logical selection and prioritizing document sections has previously not been possible to achieve on a document collection like this with extremely diverse documents.

Though, first up is the process of creating educational documents.

4.1 The process of creating educational documents

In theory every document can be created in its own unique way. In practice there are extensive similarities in the actions taken by users and software to create a document, even though the intellectual content of the document itself may be unique. This chapter presents how user environments affect resulting documents in regards to semantics, consistent properties, content validation and embedded document metadata. This initial analysis is based on 3600 LMS documents and their attached stand-alone files collected from 55 different courses. The content of a document is strongly coloured by the environment in which it was created. The fully controlled and the not-controlled environments are the two extremes in user environments. Here the fully system controlled environment represents a system without any opportunities for individual adaptations of the documents, while the not-system controlled environment enables the user to make all decisions regarding use of application(s), document templates and document content.

Chapter 4.1.1 presents more detail about the differences between these user environments.
Chapter 4.1.2 presents more detail about how documents are created in a system controlled environment, by analysing the case LMS and how documents are created in this specific system controlled environment and the effect this has on the resulting document code.

Chapter 4.1.3 presents how stand-alone documents are created. This analysis uses the creation of Word documents as an example of a document format. This chapter continues by analysing the influence of a conversion process on the document code when converting a Word document to the non-compatible document format of a PDF document.

### 4.1.1 Different document creation user environments

The case LMS is a representative of a system controlled environment with fully controlled features. The LMS is accessible to the user by logging in over a network connection. The LMS only allows a specific application to be used to create documents, though the user is allowed to choose the pre-specified document templates upon which to base the new document. The LMS conducts content validation of specific document content, such as presence of a document title and validation of dates. The available templates are task-specific with a limited set of pre-specified document properties. The user needs to select the correct template in order to obtain the task-specific properties of the document type. Such document templates make users aware of specific properties of the document and encourage them to describe the document in a standardized way with content that is visually present [36]. This ensures the creation of documents with identical syntactic structure. The templates are used nearly exclusively in accordance with their intended use because other possibilities are restricted. These properties give each document a structure and consistent properties that are present in all of the documents created based on the LMS document templates. In addition, the LMS provides context information describing the user, the publishing system, storage section information, and other context information regarding the section published. The LMS thereby provides AMG algorithms with multiple data sources containing systematic and consistent properties. Chapter 4.1.2 presents more detail regarding the properties of the system controlled environment, the properties of the document templates and the content of the finished documents.

Figure 24: Documents from a system controlled environment as data source for AMG efforts
The restricted properties of LMS documents make stand-alone documents a popular alternative: close to 75% of all publications contain one or more uploaded stand-alone documents as an attachment to the LMS document. Stand-alone documents are created in a not-system controlled environment. This gives the user the freedom to choose application(s) and templates, and the freedom to choose how to use these resources. These qualities give the user extensive freedom of expression at the expense of systematic and consistent document properties. Stand-alone documents are frequently converted before being published, e.g. from Word to PDF document formats. This affects their content:

- Content can be added, altered or removed; non-visible formatting data is commonly discarded.
- The converted document can contain metadata that reflect the converted document but not the original.
- Documents can be subject to security restrictions, which prevent AMG algorithms from accessing their content.

Additional uncertainties regarding converted documents increase the vulnerability of metadata harvesting to generate false metadata. The LMS shows extensive varieties in regards to published stand-alone documents, as all such documents are accepted for publication. This research found 41 document formats, a range in content types (texts, spread-sheets, presentations, etc.), content qualities (from informal notes to papers) and intellectual content in a multitude of languages. The stand-alone documents have a diverse visual appearance, ranging from being based on predefined official administrative templates used by university employees, to documents without structure created by students on private computers. The structured properties and consistencies found in the LMS documents are hence not found in stand-alone documents. Chapter 4.1.3 presents in more detail the properties that characterize these stand-alone documents.
4.1.2 Creating documents in the system controlled environment

Basing documents on pre-defined templates

Learning Management Systems (LMSs) are commonly used to provide additional services that stand-alone documents cannot provide or to provide document types that are easy to create and administrate. Such systems usually enable sharing of educational content in a standardized way and where the user’s technical barrier for creating publications is low. This enables a larger user group to employ the system without having to undergo extensive training. Most LMSs are system controlled environments. This means that users need to follow pre-ordained rules to use the system. These are requirements set by the system provider or system administrators.

The case LMS uses document templates to enable users to create desired document types. Document templates make the user aware of the document’s specific properties and encourage the user to describe the document with visually present content in a standardized way [36]. This allows more users to create documents with the desired properties. In the system controlled environment, the user is guided and forced to comply with the opportunities and restrictions that are provided by document templates and enforced by the content creation software.

The case LMS has restricted publishing possibilities based on the user profile: The user must log in to the LMS before he or she can publish a document. Publication can only take place in sections where the user is allowed access, meaning specific courses.

The process of creating documents based on templates

In a system controlled environment, the user is only allowed to create documents based on existing document templates. The user is not allowed to create his or her own templates. Instead there is a third party who is the only one allowed to create templates. These templates are different from templates for stand-alone documents, in that they enable use of administrative tools that are provided through the LMS. Common central administrative tools include user group access control, time restrictions regarding document availability and management of student deliveries.

These templates have pre-defined sections intended for specific content described in a schema. The restrictiveness of the document schemas is used to encourage the user to use the template in accordance with the system’s schema. This is typically done by providing special template-specific visual characteristics in the resulting document or special administrative tools for that specific document type, such as administration of delivery dates. By complying with the system’s schema, the user then has something to gain that cannot be obtained by using other document types.
When a new document is to be created, the user is faced with the choice of deciding which template to use for the document. Based on that decision, the user is presented with a specific template with template-specific properties and possibilities. In the case LMS, the user can create documents based on these specific template types:

- **File** (“Fil“): Used for uploading stand-alone documents to the LMS.
- **Link** (“Referanse“): Consists of a single hyperlink.
- **Note** (“Notat“): An undefined template consisting of a single text section.
- **Exercise** (“Oppgave“): Can consist of an exercise text, multiple uploaded stand-alone documents, with exercise delivery possibilities and grading and correction possibilities.
- **Image with description** (“Bilde med beskrivelse“): Consists of an uploaded image and a description.
- **Process oriented document** (“Prosessorientert dokument“): A document type that is adapted to the users’ actions though multiple sub-steps.
- **Explanatory sequence** (“Forklaringssekvens“): A sequence of steps designed to explain a concept step-by-step.
- **Test** (“Test“): This is an online test that can contain the test, give the test to students, allow instructors to grade the test, and present the results to students.
- **Inquiry** (“Undersøkelse“): An inquiry where the interviewees answers questions.

In addition to documents, the case LMS allows users to customize their own course-specific section of the LMS by creating folders (“mappe”) in which documents can be kept.
Figure 27: Percentage of use of document types in the case LMS

Figure 27 shows use of the case LMS’s document types. These observations are in line with other analyses of the LMS and its usage [88]. Use of the case LMS document types was recorded during the pre-study phase of this research. Analysis of the LMS content from 55 courses showed that two-thirds of documents created in the case LMS were of the “File” type. Only 12.8% of these documents contained a content description. Instead, the “Title” element was often used to give a short description for identification based on the educational context given through other published objects and lectured content. Close to 75% of the published documents have the ability to include one or more uploaded files. Of the other available document types, “Link” is frequently used to publish hyperlinks, while “Note” is used to present all types of plain-text content. Document types and document content that were not intended for public display have not been collected for this research.

Template type content

In a system controlled environment, templates can be used to manage the content specified by the user, because the application can enforce compatibility with the given template schema. The user is only allowed to submit content for the document through the pre-defined sections of the template. These sections are commonly named and presented to the user to indicate what type of content should be included in the specific section. These template sections can be governed by the publishing system. Enforcing this functionality ensures that the document vocabulary used complies with the template schema, thus avoiding conflicts with controlled vocabularies [141]. This means that the application can enforce the use of mandatory template sections and validate restricted value spaces. If the schema requirements are not met, then the application can refuse to store the document. If the applications do not enforce the schema requirements, then it is up to the user to ensure that the schema requirements are met.

Templates can be presented as a dialog where the user supplies content to the fields that are presented. This enables dynamic, multi-stage templates to actively guide the user.
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through the document creation process in smaller and easier steps than creating the entire document with all its properties at once. Such applications are commonly referred to as “wizards.” These must be adapted to the mental model of the user group’s understanding of what the application should do [146].

In addition to the user-specified document content, there is the possibility of including centrally administered context descriptions:

- Firstly, descriptions of the technical placement of the new document must be recorded, such as placement in a specific subject, within a folder, subfolders and so on.
- Secondly, descriptions of the subject’s context, in which specific elements can be collected from a centrally administrated course profile, can be included. The LMS can in turn base its course profile on a course profile retrievable from another centrally controlled computer system.
- Thirdly, if the user logs in, then user information can be included: These user profiles can contain full name of the user, the user’s role in the course or possibly a complete vCard. The user profile can in turn be based on harvested data from a centrally controlled user registry.
- Fourth, the LMS can base its timer on a centrally controlled clock. The time of creation and modification is then not affected by local time variations that can occur as a result of differences between users’ personal computers.

In the case LMS, all published documents are automatically labelled with administrative data and data specific to the document type. The administrative data includes the publisher description, published date, placement data (course, semester and folder(s)). For each document template type, there is a template-specific creation tool that displays available document content elements and enforces compliance with mandatory schema regulations (value spaces). These elements can be seen in Table 6. It is mandatory for all document types to have a title, which has to be provided manually. Aside from this element, the user decides how to use the remaining elements.

Selecting the right document type gives the publisher the ability to specify valid administrative document properties. For each of these administrative properties there is functionality within the LMS that administers the usage of the document in accordance with the described elements. Specifying the document type and its properties has a direct influence over the potential usage of the document. For example, the template type “Exercise” in Figure 29 enables the use of administrative properties for enforcing delivery dates and grading of student exercises. These are functions that are not available for other document types.

Restricted value spaces are displayed as Boolean alternatives or as a pull-down list when the document is created. It is not possible to specify entities other than the ones listed. In the creation of the document, these elements are assigned a default value. This value is a valid entity. Because of this, it is not possible to distinguish between elements that are not used by the publisher and elements which were given the correct entities by
using the default value. It is therefore not possible to evaluate the degree of actual usage of these elements without questioning the publishers.

The system controlled environment does not enforce correct usage of all template sections. The document type “Link,” presented in Figure 30, allows the creation of hyperlinks to content outside of the LMS. The LMS does not validate if the user-specified URL complies with the schema definition for valid content of its “URL” element. It is therefore not certain that the entity complies with the LMS’ schema. Because of this, the entity of the “URL” element cannot be fully trusted to be valid, even when it is deliberately specified by the user.

Table 6: LMS document types

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The LMS document types</th>
<th>LMS type</th>
<th>Course name</th>
<th>Course semester</th>
<th>Publisher name</th>
<th>Published date</th>
<th>Title (one text line)</th>
<th>Description (multiple text lines)</th>
<th>Stand-alone document as sub-element</th>
<th>Mandatory (Boolean)</th>
<th>Delivery deadline (date &amp; time)</th>
<th>Acceptable tries (number)</th>
<th>Anonymous delivery (Boolean)</th>
<th>File name</th>
<th>File size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Note</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Image with description</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exercise</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>U</td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process oriented document</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory sequence</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(A = Automatically created, M = Manually creatable, U = Uploadable)

---

This element has multiple synonyms depending upon the LO type. For example, the LO type “File” calls it “Comment” (“kommentar”), while the LO types “Note” and “Image with description” call it “Text” (“Tekst”).

Available for lecturers. Displays delivery information that includes who has delivered their assignment, the delivery time (day, hour, minute) and the delivery as a file (LO type “Exercise”) or online answers (LO types “Process oriented document,” “Test” and “Inquiry”).
Templates can pollute data as a result of template content and default values, such as when several of the case LMS’ document types are given default document properties when created. Elements such as “Mandatory” (for exercises) are set to “Yes” at default. Properties of the document can therefore reflect other interests than those of the user.
Uploading stand-alone documents into the system controlled environment

Users can have many reasons for wanting to upload stand-alone documents instead of creating documents based on LMS document types. The most common reasons are:

- To enable usage of application functionality that is not supported by the system controlled environment, such as spell-checker, document merging facilities and increased formatting possibilities.
- To allow distribution of existing documents, such as pre-made exams or print-outs or articles and lecture slides.

Stand-alone documents cannot be imported into the case LMS as a document type. Instead, stand-alone documents can be uploaded as part of a LMS specific document type. These documents need to follow the schema regulations as do all other document types, although the content of each uploaded stand-alone document is not analysed by the LMS. Rather, stand-alone documents are commonly included as an attachment to the system specific document type. The stand-alone documents can therefore keep their original properties.

Figure 31: Uploading stand-alone documents to an existing system document

4.1.3 Creating documents in a user controlled environment

Document templates are the basis for creating stand-alone documents in the user controlled environment as well as the system controlled environment. The distinction
between the two environments is their use of content creation software, the number of available document templates and enforcement of the template.

![Image](figure32.png) **Figure 32: Blank Word template**

![Image](figure33.png) **Figure 33: Blank PowerPoint template**

![Image](figure34.png) **Figure 34: NTNU lecture slide PowerPoint template**

![Image](figure35.png) **Figure 35: NTNU thesis PowerPoint template**

In the user controlled environment it is up to the individual user to decide which content creation software to use and how to use these tools in order to generate the document, including its metadata, formatting and intellectual content. The templates can include or be without visual content. Figure 32 shows the MS Word default template “blank.dot,” while Figure 33 shows the MS PowerPoint default template “blank.pot,” which contains visual content. Organizations can use templates to create a common identity and to standardize the appearance of official documents, as in the templates in Figure 34 and Figure 35.

The content of templates can be a disadvantage in regards to AMG if undesired or unintended content in the template can be inherited by documents that use the template. For example, several of NTNU’s stand-alone document templates contain elements with pre-defined entities:
Creating a new stand-alone document

To illustrate the processes involved with the creation of a new, stand-alone document, this research presents the creation of a Word document. The creation of Word documents takes place in the user-controlled environment of his or her local personal computer. To do this, the user uses the personal computer to access the MS Word content creation software application. This application automatically opens its default template when creating a new document. This is normally the “blank.dot” template, which does not contain visual content. However, it does include page layout information, template identification and text formatting styles.

Figure 36: Creating a new stand-alone document

After the template is opened and presented to the user through the graphical user interface, the user is allowed to make changes to the new document. This is where the user first experiences creating document content. Here the user is allowed to use his or her creativity to develop the new document content and present its intellectual content.
Saving the stand-alone document

When the user gives the application the command to save, a number of actions are automatically performed:

- If there is no “Title” element recorded, then an algorithm is executed to generate this element. This algorithm collects data from the first line of text. The “Title” element is also used as the default document name. The file name may be changed, although the “Title” element is not automatically changed.

- The system clock is used to generate the “Creation date” element. If the user has printed the document, a “Last printed date” element is included with the collection of data from a temporary recording of the system clock at the time of printing.

- The application’s user profile is used to populate the “Author” and “Company” elements.

- Technical metadata are generated by algorithms that analyze the document to retrieve entities for elements such as the number of “Characters,” “Words” and “Pages.” Other technical elements are collected from the template including page size (e.g. “Letter” or “A4”), margins and orientation (“Landscape” or “Portrait”).

- All the metadata are placed within the document’s metadata section.

- The intellectual content included by the template and the user (excluding metadata) is placed in the main document section of the document code. Extensive formatting descriptions are included so that all the properties of the document are kept. This includes text style formatting, language, imported content, etc.

- The document format extension is automatically changed from the template format (“.dot”) to document format (“.doc”).

This shows that there are a number of different factors that influence the content of each document’s metadata elements and document content:

- The actions performed by the content creation software application
- The document template
- The user’s performed actions
- The application’s user profile
- The system clock
- The application’s metadata generating algorithms
Figure 37: Saving a new document

Editing an existing stand-alone document

Based on the saved document, all the characteristics of the document should be retrievable from the document code. When opening an existing document for editing, the document code is used to bring all the document’s characteristics back into the application’s domain. The main document is presented to the user ready for editing. Selected metadata elements and their entities are presented through the graphical user interface, normally the pages element (e.g. “Page: 3 of 5”), Words (e.g. Word: 680) and Language (e.g. English (U.S.)). The entities for these elements are automatically updated as the user edits and navigates within the document.

Figure 38: Editing an existing stand-alone document
Re-saving an existing stand-alone document

If the user gives the command to re-save the document, then a number of actions are performed to place the application’s information about the document back into the document code. However, this saving process is not identical to the first time the document was saved:

- The title-generating algorithm is not executed since the document already has a metadata “Title” element. User-specified updates of the visual title of the document are not used to update the existing, embedded metadata “Title” element.
- The system clock is used to generate the “Modified date” element. If the user has printed the document since it was last saved, then the “Last printed date” element is updated.
- The application’s user profile is used to update the “Last Author” element.
- The application once again executes an algorithm to collect and update the existing, embedded technical metadata elements.

Converting a stand-alone document

Many document creators choose not to publish their original documents. The reasons for this may include a desire to restrict usage and editing opportunities, and to ensure that the document is presented in a specific way. There are multiple ways in which a conversion can take place.

Within the case LMS, 87% of PDF documents were confirmed converted using a converter application running on the user’s own computer, 7% used an online web application, 2% were scanned print-outs and 4% were missing “Producer” metadata. A total of 137 applications and application versions were recorded as having been used. Converting PDF documents using a web application differs from traditional applications.
by requiring the user to store the original document before the conversion process can take place. Documents that are not stored before being converted (on the user’s computer) do not go through the initial storage process, and hence the metadata-specific storage processes described in Chapter 4.1.3 are not necessarily executed. This increases the uncertainties regarding the content of the converted document’s resulting metadata. The remainder of this chapter presents a conversion process as if executed from the user interface of the original document format’s native application.

**Figure 40: Converting a previously saved document**

When the user gives the command to convert a document into a PDF document, this starts a new sequence of events. The document content and metadata are collected as if the document were to be saved (see Chapter 4.1.3) or re-saved (also see Chapter 4.1.3). However, instead of placing these data in a document, they are transferred to the domain of the converter application. It is then up to the converter application to decide what
should be kept as document content and metadata, and what should be changed. In this process the user may be allowed to make adjustments, e.g. specify security restrictions.

The main task of the conversion application is to generate a PDF document with a visual appearance as similar as possible to the original document. Since a conversion process changes the characteristics of the document, many of the embedded metadata elements do not reflect the converted document. It is therefore common practice for the embedded entities to be discarded and replaced by metadata generated by the converter application. As with the original document creator application, the converter application can collect data from a range of data sources:

- New semantic metadata are created based on another “Title” algorithm.
- New technical metadata are created based on the new technical characteristics of the document.
- The converter application’s user profile is used for creating “Author” elements. Online converter services commonly use alternative data to be included in the “Author” element.
- Some converter applications allow the user to make corrections to the semantic metadata elements.
- The system clock is used to give a new time of when the converted document was created.
- The document content is re-formatted to the new document format. Existing non-visual formatting (e.g. formatting styles and language tags) is discarded.
- Finally the new document content and the new metadata are placed as document code within a new document.

Converted documents therefore reflect both the original document creator application and its application domain, and the application and the application domain of the converter application. As a result, there can be extensive differences between the content of the original document and the converted document. This reflects both the document’s metadata and the content of the main document content section.

4.1.4 Summary

There is a clear distinction between documents created in the system controlled environment and stand-alone documents created without system enforced control. In the system controlled environment, the user is required to use system-specific applications that are not influenced by the user’s personal computer or local software. All documents are based on predefined, system-specific templates. The application can enforce mandatory elements and restricted value spaces. To some extent, such applications can validate text-based entities provided by the user. Through log-in features, the system has full control over who the user is, the sections in which the user is allow to create documents, and hence the context in which new documents are created. This does not assure that all data sources from the system controlled environment are correct, high quality entities. However, the system controlled environment ensures consistency in the created documents while avoiding local interpretations and variations. This ensures that countermeasures can be effectively enforced if false content is detected.
Stand-alone documents can be created in an infinite number of ways. The source code of these documents reflects the computer system of the creator, the content creation software, the templates that were used and the actions performed by the user. Validation of the user’s actions is not undertaken. Converting documents between non-compatible document formats further increases the uncertainties regarding the document code. As a result, stand-alone documents can be quite diverse with different document codes, even though the visual appearance of the documents is identical. In order to find common structures and consistency within the pre-study dataset of stand-alone documents, this research examines entities from such documents in Chapter 4.2.

4.2 Quantitative element analysis
This chapter analyses selected embedded metadata elements from published, stand-alone documents. It is based on the stand-alone documents discovered though the initial analysis presented in Chapter 4.1.1.

Chapter 4.2.1 presents the results of the pre-study dataset. It is mainly based on the element types developed by Dublin Core and IEEE LOM, although other elements are also described if they are present. The pre-study dataset is based on courses that this researcher had access to as a result of his own course of study, or courses that were made available by PhD colleagues. No documents created or published by this researcher have been included in the dataset.

Over time, this researcher was able to gain access to more course sections, spanning a range of the university’s subject courses. After the pre-study, this research built a more extensive dataset that was the basis for the qualitative analysis presented in Chapter 4.3. The final dataset proved to contain properties that differed from the pre-study dataset. Chapter 4.2.2 presents the specific elements from the final dataset that differed from the pre-study results.

4.2.1 Uploaded stand-alone documents as part of system documents
The quantitative analysis was performed on documents downloaded from the case system. The documents’ native content creation software can present metadata that are created when opening the document and not present in the document. This research therefore used a dedicated metadata harvester application to obtain embedded metadata from the documents without opening them.

The pre-study dataset
Stand-alone documents are not changed when uploaded to the case LMS. The documents therefore keep their initial properties, with the exception of the “Created date” element. When uploading stand-alone documents, the file name and file size are automatically harvested and displayed as part of the LMS document type. From the collection of 424 LMS documents, 289 stand-alone documents were retrievable. As these documents were gathered during the pre-study phase of this thesis, these documents are referred to as the “pre-study dataset”. These documents were downloaded from the LMS and analysed.
This research has chosen to treat compressed documents as one compressed document, rather than as the number of uncompressed documents, because the document was shared as compressed. The statistics show that the majority of published stand-alone documents were of the PDF document format. Fully 59.5% of the published stand-alone documents were PDF documents, followed by Word documents (DOC and DOT) with 13.8% and PowerPoint (PPT and PPS) with 14.7%. DOC and DOT and PPT and PPS documents have been analysed as one document format since they are identical. The different document format names are used by applications to identify how the document is intended to be used when opened: DOT documents are templates that will be stored with the DOC file name after being edited. PPS documents should be opened as a slideshow in full-screen slideshow mode.

The stand-alone documents submitted are diverse, ranging from being based on predefined official administrative templates created by university employees, to documents without any apparent structure created by students on private computers. Examples of document appearances can be seen in Figure 35, Figure 51, Figure 57, Figure 62 and Figure 65. This dataset differ extensively from other AMG-related projects.

Some content creation software generates metadata elements without entities. Elements without entities (content) do not provide a value. Empty elements have not been collected or analysed. Some document formats section the metadata. Metadata elements located in a section are presented with their section name first, e.g. “EXIF. Date Time Original” from JPEG images and “DC. Title” from the Dublin Core (sub)-section of PDF documents. Elements that are not sections are referred to as “General elements.”

Educational metadata

No documents contained dedicated educational metadata. The metadata elements of the IEEE LOM schema’s “Educational” section would therefore have limited ability to
harvest entities from these documents. The exception is the element “Typical Learning Time,” which to some degree can be regarded to be the same as the playing time of a movie or the length of a slide show if there is a timer for the slide show. No video document formats or slide shows with a timer were found in the pre-study dataset. This shows that there is a need for using alternative data sources for generating such elements, e.g. by using context information as described in Chapter 2.3.1.

Common metadata elements

Some stand-alone document metadata can be collected from the file system. Hence, these elements are generally present for all stand-alone documents regardless of their format or other metadata content:

Table 7: Common stand-alone document metadata elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>The file name</td>
<td>Husleier september 2006 til studenter.xls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full name</td>
<td>The file name and its physical location as presented on the user’s computer</td>
<td>e:\Husleier september 2006 til studenter.xls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short name</td>
<td>The file name with a maximum of 8 characters and file format extension</td>
<td>HUSLEI~1.xls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extension</td>
<td>The document format</td>
<td>XLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>When the document was created</td>
<td>2006/10/26 08:20:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Saved</td>
<td>When the document was last saved</td>
<td>2006/10/26 08:20:26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>How many bytes the document consists of</td>
<td>16896</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some document formats contain the “Creation” and “Last Saved” elements as a part of their embedded metadata. If such metadata were present, then the harvester application automatically uses these data instead of the file system’s data. This reflects the MS Office document formats. PDF documents use synonym element names: “Creation Date” and “Mod Date.” PDF documents are therefore presented as containing all four date elements. Of these, the “Creation” and “Last Saved” elements only reflect the time at which the document was downloaded to this researcher’s computer.

Semantic elements

Title element

All Word and PowerPoint documents contained a “Title” element. So did 83.7% of PDF documents and 33.3% of HTML documents. No other document formats were observed to contain a “Title” element. This includes Excel documents. Applications such as MS
Word\textsuperscript{8}, MS PowerPoint\textsuperscript{9} and Adobe Distiller\textsuperscript{10} automatically generate “Title” elements for created documents. There are therefore four potential creators of the “Title” element: the user, the template creator, the original document creator application and the document converter application. Selected PDF documents contained multiple metadata “Title” elements because they used a General element section and a RDF-based section containing DC, PDFX and XAP metadata elements.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.5\textwidth]{similarity.png}
\caption{Similarity between "Title" element candidates (PDF, Word, PowerPoint and Excel document formats)\textsuperscript{11}}
\end{figure}

The title presented when viewing the document through its standard user interface or print-out is referred to as the visual document title. There were extensive differences between the embedded “Title” entities and their visual titles. Common “Title” element content includes standard values, such as “Document1,” and commercial content from online PDF converter applications. These elements do not reflect common metadata schema definitions nor are they representative of the visible content of the document.

\textsuperscript{8} Application versions up until, but not including, MS Word 2007. MS Word applications were recorded as having been used to create 100\% of the dataset’s Word documents.

\textsuperscript{9} Application versions up until, but not including, MS PowerPoint 2007. MS PowerPoint applications were recorded as having created 98.9\% of the PowerPoint documents. Just 1.1\% of the documents were recorded as without content creation software name metadata.

\textsuperscript{10} Application versions up until Adobe Distiller 4.01. Adobe Distiller was recorded as creating 63\% of the PDF documents.

\textsuperscript{11} This comparison was only performed on file formats that can contain or retrieve all the candidate data sources. Hence JPG, Java, GIF and ZIP file types were not a part of this comparison.
The numbers displayed in Figure 42 indicate that the different candidate data sources contain very different data and that these data sources frequently differ from the visual document title. With a degree of similarity of only 14.1% between the visual and metadata titles, there is an extensive need to generate higher quality metadata “Title” entities. Efforts to do this are presented in Chapter 4.3.3.

A strong connection between candidate elements was discovered for GIF document images. Here 92.3% of the documents had the identical file name and LMS Title. This shows that there are differences between document formats regarding the correctness of using candidate data sources.

*Creator element*

Only the document formats for PDF, Word, PowerPoint and Excel contained elements that reflected the document creator. A range of elements was found that reflect this element, including “Author,” “DC. Creator,” “Last Author,” “PDF. Author” and “XAP. Author.” Validating the entities for these elements is a challenge, since only 45.9% of PDF, 22% of Word, 30.3% of PowerPoint and none of the Excel documents contained a visual creator name upon which a comparison could be based.

Twenty-seven PDF documents (15.7%) contained extensive amounts of false data in the “Author” element, e.g. “Lars Edvardsen) /Creator (PowerPoint) /CreationDate (D:20060329110418+02'00’’”12. This text string presents the “Author” element at the beginning, before the “Creator” (application) element. Such false formatting is an issue that is found in all the PDF documents created using the application (metadata element “Producer”) “Mac OS X.”

All PowerPoint documents contained the “Author” and “Last Author” elements. These elements were the same 72.7% of the time. Only 15.2% of the time did one of these elements match the visual creator’s name. Fully 18.2% of these elements were the same as the LMS publisher name. All Word documents contained the “Author” and “Last Author” elements. These elements were the same 73.2% of the time. However, because only 22% of Word documents contained a visual creator name element, comparisons are difficult. Only two documents had entities equal to their visual creator name and the LMS publisher name. All Excel documents contained the “Author” and “Last Author” elements. Of these, only two were the same. None of the “Author” or “Last Author” elements were the same as the LMS publisher name. Entities from Word, PowerPoint and Excel documents frequently contained name shortenings, software license registration user names, and default values.

For PDF documents, 76.2% had a “Creator” element, while 45.9% had a visual author. However, only 1.7% of these elements were the same. These extensive differences were influenced by entities that were altered by the converter application. The most commonly used conversion application (Adobe Distiller) has been observed by this researcher to discard embedded creator information, replacing it with its software

12 The author names have been changed to make the real author(s) anonymous.
license registration user name. Such actions were also performed by online converter services where commercial content was included instead of the user’s embedded metadata. All told, 8.1% of the visual author records were the same as the LMS publisher name.

There is much uncertainty regarding the Creator element for these document formats, partly because there are so few documents with a visual creator name, and elements based on user names and commercial content rather than user names. The dataset also contained many different ways of writing author names, such as with a surname, excluding middle names or without a first name. As a result of this, the Boolean comparisons undertaken in this chapter have not been able to distinguish correct and false elements. Determining this requires a deeper comparison between these elements, where manual judgment must be used in order to determine equality. This is has been done in Chapter 4.3.2.

**Subject element**

Three PDF documents contained a Subject element. These entities were all commercial content from an online PDF-converter service, and hence were all false.

**Description element**

No documents contained a “Description” element. The Word, PowerPoint, Excel and HTML documents contained the element “Comments,” which can be used in the same way. No documents were found with entities for their “Comments” elements. This element seems not to be in use. Instead, the LMS is used to give document descriptions:

**Table 8: Documents described in the LMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DOC</th>
<th>PPT</th>
<th>XLS</th>
<th>HTML</th>
<th>GIF</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>ZIP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Described individually</td>
<td>4.9%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>7.6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described as part of a LMS document</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>26.2%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Included in a blank LMS document</td>
<td>12.2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described either individually or as part of a LMS document</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>15.2%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>33.7%</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Keywords element**

“Keywords” can be included for Word, PowerPoint, Excel, HTML and PDF document formats. Only three PDF documents included “Keywords” elements with one or more entities. All of these were commercial content from an online converter application. All entities were hence false.

**Publisher element**

No documents contained a “Publisher” element. However, since all stand-alone documents were published though the LMS, publisher information can be collected from the LMS. The data source for the publisher element is regarded as a trusted data
source since the publisher needs to log in to the LMS before being allowed to publish a document.

**Contributor**

No documents were discovered with a “Contributor” element.

**Technical elements**

**Date elements**

An analysis of the created date element was only possible for stand-alone document formats that contained an embedded created date element. This was the case for MS Office and PDF documents. The other document formats proved to not contain a created date element(s). This was the case for TXT, HTML, GIF, JPEG and ZIP documents. These document formats were given elements with entities from the harvester application by collecting storage information from the file system. This assigned time reflects when the documents were downloaded to the computer used for this thesis, and not the actual creation date. The created date for these document formats has therefore been regarded as corrupted and has not been analysed. JPEG documents can contain date metadata from their EXIF metadata section. However, no JPEG documents contained this type of metadata section.

A range of date elements can be collected from PDF, Word, PowerPoint and Excel documents. This includes “Created,” “Last Save,” “Last Access,” “Last Print,” “Creation Date” and “Mod Date.” From this list, the “Created” and “Creation Date” elements and the “Last Save” and “Mod Date” elements are synonyms. The “Last Access” element refers to the date when the document was last accessed. This date is therefore the same as the time at which the metadata were extracted. As such, this element does not provide value for this research. The “Last Print” element has not been analysed since it reflects usage information and is not document description metadata.

Less than a handful of documents contained a visible date element. The dataset was therefore regarded as too small to analyse.

Two formatting issues were discovered regarding the date entities from PDF documents:

- Two PDF documents (1.2%) contained “Creation Date” elements with entities that were falsely semantically formatted. The entities were dates, though not formatted like other PDF documents. These elements were collected from an old version of the PDF format (v1.2). No other PDF documents used this version of the document format.
- Twenty-seven PDF documents (15.7%) contained extensive amounts of false data in the “Author” element (see Chapter 4.2.1). These data included the “Creation Date” element.

Both these issues can be identified based on the document format version or the producer element (application version). It would be possible to adapt the AMG
harvesting algorithm to identify the specific application versions and document format versions in order to execute custom algorithms to perform corrections to the date entities. For the remainder of this chapter, this research has treated these elements as if they were correctly formatted.

Entity for the “Creation Date” element were missing for 8.7% of the PDF documents, while 77.7% of PDF documents contained “Creation Date” and “Mod Date” elements that were the same. None of PowerPoint documents and 22.0% of Word documents had the same elements. This show that these document formats are used differently: PowerPoint and Word documents are being worked with and re-saved multiple times before being published. In contrast, a large portion of the PDF documents are converted into this format after the editing process has ended. A large portion of the PDF, PowerPoint, Word and Excel documents contained entities that indicated that they were published the same day they were created or modified. This was true for 50.6% of PDF documents, 57.6% of PowerPoint documents, 80.5% of Word documents and 80.0% of Excel documents. According to the metadata, the oldest document in this dataset was from 1997.

All date entities created for stand-alone documents are based on the timer (clock) of the user’s local computer. There is no information stored as part of the document or from the LMS that can confirm that this timer was correct when metadata were generated. The correctness of these entities cannot be confirmed. However, a few elements can be used to determine if entities are false. These actions can confirm if selected entities are false, though they cannot confirm if the entities are correct. This is true for comparisons between:

- Conflicting document entities: The “Created” and “Modified” elements. A document cannot be modified before it is created.
- Conflicting stand-alone document entities and LMS document entities: “Created” or “Modified” after the document was published to the LMS. The LMS does not allow stand-alone documents to be created or modified within the LMS. Hence, this situation cannot occur.

Fully 5.2% of the PDF documents had entities indicating that they were modified before being created, while 3.2% of the PDF documents had entities indicating that they were published before they were created or last saved. This situation was also found in one PowerPoint document. One Word document was recorded as modified after the document was published. These observations confirm that date entities from stand-alone documents cannot be fully trusted as quality metadata.

**Format**

The document format can be identified by the file name extension. This data type is available from all stand-alone documents as part of the descriptive elements that can be collected from the file system of the computer system in which the document is stored.
**Type**
No documents were discovered that contained this element, although it is possible to infer the “Type” element from the “Format” element. This is because most document formats have a dedicated primary usage area. These usage areas can be used to give default entities based on the value space of the “Type” element from the Dublin Core schema [29], e.g.:

- Text: DOC, TXT, PDF
- Dataset: XLS
- Moving image: Animated GIF
- Still image: JPEG, GIF
- Interactive Document: HTML, PPT
- Software: Java
- Collection: ZIP

**Identifier**
Close to half of the PDF documents contained internal identifiers. These identifiers described the document as an identified object and for sub-content (such as images) that were found in the PDF document. These metadata can be collected from the “RDF About” and the “XAP, MMDocumentID” elements. These elements contained entities based on the Universally Unique Identifier (UUID) standard [131], such as “uuid:ab14519a-2206-4e38-847f-5742eb64aa7d.” This standard was designed to allow users to create documents on their local computers with a globally unique identifier without central coordination. The Word, PowerPoint, Excel and JPEG document formats also support use of this or closely related identifier schemas, though no such content was discovered in the pre-study dataset.

**Language**
No documents were discovered containing embedded metadata relating to the language of the intellectual content of the document.

**Source**
No documents were discovered containing embedded metadata relating to the “Source” element as defined by the Dublin Core schema or “Relation” of the IEEE LOM schema.

**Relation**
No documents were discovered containing embedded metadata relating to relationships with other documents, aside from the HTML references to format and schema definitions.

**Coverage**
No documents were discovered containing embedded metadata relating to the “Coverage” element as defined by the Dublin Core and IEEE LOM schemas.

**Rights**
User rights and security restrictions can be specified as part of the metadata of PDF documents. All the registered documents contained rights metadata indicating “no restrictions”.
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Characters, Words, Pages and Slides

Measuring the amount of intellectual content in a document is close to impossible, because there are so many different ways to express yourself, and there are an equal number of different ways in which the document itself can be understood by the user [90]. The numbers of characters, words, pages or slides are among the few technical elements that can be visually verified by comparing the document’s metadata and their visual characteristics. These elements can offer indications regarding the quantity of the document’s intellectual content and what type of document it is, as in a flyer, a brief paper, a term paper, a book chapter or a completed book.

The Word and PDF document formats contained metadata describing their number of pages. PowerPoint documents also included metadata regarding the number of slides and Excel documents regarding the number of sheets. There was agreement between the visual number of PowerPoint slides and Excel sheets and their entities.

Table 9: Elements available in the different document formats

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Characters</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Words</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slides</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Word documents showed an error rate of 69% for the software’s embedded “Pages” element. All these issues resulted from too few pages being recorded in the metadata. Most Word documents had entities indicating a single page, with 17 of the 20 documents with the highest number of characters and words all recorded as having one document page. This indicates inconsistency within the metadata. All the Word documents with page errors were created with MS Word 10 or 11 (otherwise known as MS Word 2002 and MS Office Word 2003). These applications stood for the majority of Word documents with a correct number of pages as well. These applications can therefore create both correct and faulty metadata.

The error rate for the embedded “Pages” element of PDF documents was 25%. Unlike the Word documents, the PDF metadata had entities with numbers that were too high and too low: 7% were too high, while 18% were too low. There were extensive differences between the creator applications for these documents. The most commonly used application (Adobe Distiller) had an error rate of 3%, while documents created by Mac OS X had an error rate of 45%.

The PDF documents also showed the additional challenge of having multiple visually present slides, or “logical pages” per “technical” page. The amount of information per slide does not change when multiple slides are printed on one page. With up to 9 logical pages or slides per technical page, there can be a substantial difference between what is
perceived by the users and the number of pages that this element indicates. The number of pages element can therefore be misleading even though it is technically correct. Making a distinction between the number of visual slides or pages and technical pages by using “qualifiers” (as in Dublin Core) or separate elements would avoid this issue. The inclusion of problems caused multiple pages increases the error rate for PDF documents to 32%.

This research conducted an in-depth analysis of the issues around potentially false “Characters,” “Words,” “Pages” and “Slides” elements, found in Chapter 4.3.1. This required an in-depth analysis of stand-alone documents. Since the number of characters, words, pages and slides are closely logically related and visually verifiable, these elements were analysed together.

Template information
The Word and PowerPoint document formats can contain metadata that presents the identification of the template upon which it was based. For example, 95.2% of Word documents were based on the blank template “normal.dot.” This is the template that is the default for MS Word when a new document is created; see Figure 32 (p. 94). This template does not include any visual content, which indicates that users commonly use the blank template document and adapt it to their specific needs instead of using a task-specific template. This has an additional effect on the document code in that template sections are not formatted with template-based styles. As a result, there are numerous different usages and little consistency within the dataset.

The blank, default template for PowerPoint documents (“normal.pot”) contains visual template sections as presented in Figure 33 (p. 94). A direct consequence of using this template is that more users take advantage of available template sections, as has been documented in Chapter 4.3.3. The name of this default template is not stored as part of the document code. Instead, only alternative templates are recorded, if in fact they are used. A template was recorded for 18.2% of PowerPoint documents, but all were different from the default “normal.pot” template.

The official NTNU document templates were published only in a very limited way. The dataset contained only a single Word document and two PowerPoint documents that were based on a NTNU template.

4.2.2 The final dataset
In total, this research analysed the content of 166 course sections in the case LMS. This counts for approximately 11% of all courses at NTNU [88]. In total 3483 stand-alone documents published from these courses. These documents are referred to as “the final dataset”.

The pre-study showed that much content is reused when a course is offered multiple times, e.g. in the spring of 2005 and later in the spring of 2006. To avoid duplicate documents created by the same publishers, this research excluded courses with identical course names, with only the most recently offered course analysed. In addition, courses that were related to this research were excluded from the final dataset. In total 32
courses were excluded from analysis due to these two issues. This includes some courses that were used in the pre-study phase.

**General statistics**
The final dataset consisted of 3483 documents. There were a total of 41 different stand-alone document formats that had been published. Of these, three document formats dominated the statistics: Adobe PDF documents (1943 documents, 55.8%), MS Word (DOC) (745 documents, 21.4%) and MS PowerPoint (PPT and PPS) (475 documents, 13.6%). These document formats comprised 91% of the documents in the dataset. This research effort was thus concentrated on these document formats.

![Registered file formats](image)

**Figure 43: Stand-alone document format types (number of documents for each document format)**

![Stand-alone document types](image)

**Figure 44: Stand-alone document types based on the document formats' primary usage area and Dublin Core “Types”**
Figure 44 shows the published document types based on the types as presented in Chapter 4.2.1.

Videos are included in the LMS only to a very limited extent. Instead there is extensive use of hyperlinks to external video sources. To create such references, the LMS “Link” document type is frequently used.

In total, 164 different element types with entities were harvested from the documents in the final dataset. These elements were located in the sections presented in Table 10. A number of these elements reflected the same issue of interest. For example, at least 5 elements reflected the “Title” element\textsuperscript{13}. Even when duplicate elements reflected the same document, all entities do not have to be identical. This issue is further discussed in Chapter 4.3.

Table 10: Recorded elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element section</th>
<th>Number of elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General elements</td>
<td>33 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dublin Core</td>
<td>5 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIF</td>
<td>40 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPTC</td>
<td>12 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>11 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDFX</td>
<td>15 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photoshop</td>
<td>4 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF</td>
<td>8 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIFF</td>
<td>11 elements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XAP</td>
<td>21 elements</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All stand-alone documents were given at least seven elements regardless of document content, as discussed in Chapter 4.2.1. The average document contains 21.35 elements, with as many as 61 elements collected as the maximum. The majority of documents contained between 16 and 30 elements, see Figure 45. The use of elements varied extensively between document formats. The PDF, Word, JPEG and PowerPoint document formats contained the greatest number of elements, see Table 11.

\textsuperscript{13} “DC. Title,” “iptcbylinetitle,” “PDF. Title,” “Title” and “XAP. Title” plus possibly “Name.”
In addition to the elements presented in Table 10, the most common elements were “Author” (76.8%), “Pages” (75.9%) and “Title” (73.8%). These are all elements that are common in multiple document format schemas. A number of the sub-schema sections presented in Table 10 refer exclusively to technical issues. For example, the EXIF, IPTC, Photoshop and TIFF sections only contained content referring to photo technical properties. The majority of sub-schemas were located in JPEG images and PDF documents. The TIFF documents present the same opportunities for metadata descriptions as JPEG documents. Still, TIFF documents only contained just above the minimum of metadata elements. No TIFF images contained TIFF metadata (!). Only specific PDF documents contained TIFF metadata (PDF documents can contain full-word TIFF and JPEG images). The entities included issues such as the camera brand, shutter speed, white balance and colour settings. These elements contain entities that this research cannot verify. These elements have not been included in the analysis efforts.
Use of elements with differ from the pre-study dataset

The “Description” element was not found in the pre-study dataset, although this element was used in the final dataset. The first chapter presents these observations. The “Keywords” element was observed in PDF documents that presented commercial content. The second describes other observations regarding this element based on the final dataset. More document formats were observed using identifiers. These observations are presented in the third chapter. The other elements analysed in the pre-study were in line with the final dataset. These observations are not presented, as they appear to be almost duplicates of the pre-study results.

The Description element

The final dataset contained a number of elements that reflected the “Description” element in the IEEE LOM schema and the “Subject” element in Dublin Core.\(^{14}\)

One Word document (0.1%) contained a “Comments” element, which was a date, although no other information was provided with it. This limits the usability of this element since there is insufficient information to interpret the data. This date was not identical to any of the other embedded data elements. The document was based on an official NTNU template that does not contain this entity. This indicates that the user has specified this entity, though it is not possible for this research to determine what this entity refers to.

Nineteen PowerPoint documents (4.0%) contained a “Comments” element. These all referred to the document templates upon which the documents were based.

Twenty-four PDF documents (1.2%) contained a “DC. Description” element:

- Five entities were valid entities created by the user. These entities contained keywords from the subject at hand.
- Fifteen documents contained entities that were number codes (e.g. 725-403) or default values (e.g. WithoutName-7). These documents were created using the “Adobe PageMaker 7.0” application. The number code entities were all identical to the “Title,” “PDF. Title,” “Subject” and “DC. Subject” elements. No templates were recorded for these documents. However, based on extensive visual similarities, it appears that these documents were based on the same template, which was a building legislation template. There was only one section that was visually the same as the “DC. Description” entity. This section only contained strictly standardized number codes. The variations discovered in the “DC. Description” element was not found in this section. This researcher concludes that the user has specified this element, although it is not possible to conclude which element was the original or correct element. All the documents

\(^{14}\) Elements: “Comments,” “Notes,” “PDFX Comments,” “DC Description,” “XAP Description,” “Subject,” “DC Subject,” “PDF Subject,” “PDFX EmailSubject,” “Category,” “iptccaption” and “iptcbyl ine.”
were renamed to receive standardized document names based on the number codes (e.g. “725403”).

- Three documents contained the entity “Image,” which was automatically recorded by a scanner application.
- One document contained an entity with content intended for other elements. This has been recognized as a problem for PDF documents that have been created using the PDF converter application included in the Mac OS X operating system. This results when the converter application specifies metadata that are not in accordance with the PDF standard.

Eighteen PDF documents (0.9%) contained a “PDF. Subject” element.

- Fifteen documents that were created using “Adobe PageMaker 7.0” contained entities identical to their “DC. Description” element.
- The three remaining documents were created using the most common PDF creator application “Acrobat Distiller 5.0 (Windows).” These “PDF. Subject” entities contained keywords derived from the subject at hand. One of these documents was created using a non-standardized driver. This was the only document that contained a “PDF. Subject” element, but no “DC. Subject” element.

A single PDF document (0.1%) contained a “PDFX. Comments” element. This was an extensive description of the actions performed by the user. This element was not repeated in any other elements, not even the “PDF. Comments” element. A commonly used application and application driver were used for document creation in this circumstance.

**Keywords**

Thirteen Word documents (1.7%) contained a “Keyword” element. All these elements referred to the document template that was used.

Seven PDF documents (0.4%) contained a “Keyword” element. All these elements referred to the document template that was used or commercial content from the converter application.

Two PDF documents (0.1%) contained a “PDF. Keywords” element. These elements referred to the document template used, and were identical to the “Keywords” element.

These observations confirm that the embedded “Keywords” element is not used by users. This element is instead used to distribute template information and commercial content. As the entities did not reflect the documents at hand in accordance with common metadata schemas, the embedded entities related to “Keywords” elements are hence of very low semantic quality.

---
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Identifier
In the pre-study dataset, identifiers were only located in PDF documents. In the final dataset identifiers were located in selected JPEG and PSD image documents as well, as shown in Table 12. The percentage of use among PDF documents is almost the same in the pre-study and final datasets.

Table 12: Identifiers within stand-alone documents (both datasets)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>rdfabout</th>
<th>xapMMDocumentID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JPEG</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>35.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>33.3%</td>
<td>53.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSD</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Quantitative Summary
In this chapter this research has presented an overview of what is commonly present in document files from NTNU’s intranet. There are primarily Adobe PDF, MS PowerPoint and MS Word documents that are shared. Virtually no documents contained either an educational metadata description or an informative description. It is evident that the document authors and publishers use minimal efforts in giving the document a semantic metadata description. So few in fact have given a semantic description besides the Title element, that it is highly questionable if the documents authors and publishers are aware that such content can be stored as part of the document.

It is evident that a number of entities stored as part of the document is not created by the user. Technical elements including file format, a number of time and dates and the number of pages are typically automatically generated. We see a worrying issue here, as a number of the elements with entities created probably without the user’s awareness, contains a number of flaws. We commonly find Title elements with little or no resemblance to the author created visible title. And we found Creator elements certainly not created by the “Creator”. In some documents we found a number of several contradictive entities describing the same document.

There seems to be consistency in terms of what documents types that are shared, and to some extent how documents are created. However, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the quality of the gathered document metadata and regarding the awareness to metadata by document authors and publishers.

4.3 Qualitative element analysis
This chapter presents an in-depth analysis of problematic elements resulting from stand-alone documents, as described in Chapter 4.2. For this analysis a new dataset was collected, consisting of 3483 stand-alone documents from 166 different courses, referred to as “the final dataset”. A random selection of documents was selected from this dataset for in-depth analysis in each of the following chapters.
Common content creation software generates extensive metadata descriptions of stand-alone documents. Chapter 4.2 described how several elements could not be verified or that there were uncertainties regarding synonym elements. Chapter 4.3 goes into more detail about specific elements that can be verified in order to determine the best candidate elements and data sources for generating desired entities. This chapter uses the final dataset and focuses on PDF, Word and PowerPoint documents, which make up 91% of the dataset. Chapter 4.3.1 presents an analysis of three automatically generated technical elements, “Characters,” “Words,” “Pages” and “Slides.” Chapter 4.3.2 presents an analysis of the semantic element “Creator” (user), with multiple potential metadata creators. Chapter 4.3.3 presents an analysis of the “Title” elements from Word and PowerPoint documents. The chapter continues by presenting an alternative algorithm to generate “Title” elements, plus the result of using this algorithm. Chapter 4.3.4 describes how the language of the documents’ intellectual content can be automatically determined without the need for evaluation of the document content.

4.3.1 The “Characters,” “Words,” “Pages” and “Slides” elements

The document content

This chapter presents an analysis of the “Characters,” “Words,” “Pages” and “Slides” elements, which are among the few automatically generated technical elements that can be visually verified for correctness. The analysis is intended to determine whether commonly used document creation applications generate high quality technical metadata. For this in-depth analysis, 245 PDF, Word and PowerPoint documents were selected at random. These elements are of special interest to this research because their entities are always automatically generated by the creator application, which means these elements can be used to visually validate the correctness of fully automatically generated metadata entities.

A complicating factor regarding the number of pages is multi-page documents: Some document formats allow multiple logical pages on each printed page. A common example is when slide show presentations are printed with multiple slides placed on a single printed page. This reduces the number of pages in printouts, but does not reduce the amount of content in the document. The amount of information per slide does not change when multiple slides or pages are printed as one page. This

Figure 46: Example of a multi-page document with 6 logical pages on one technical page
can cause a mismatch between the user’s understanding of how many pages in the
document and the amount of print-out pages that the document actually has.

**Table 13: “Page” and “Slides” elements**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technical page/slide errors</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-page documents</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document attachment</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security restrictions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 46 shows an example of a document where 6 logical pages were placed on a
single print-out page. Any reference to the amount of printout pages in the “Pages”
element can therefore be misleading. This enables two types of “Pages” element errors,
technical and logical errors.

- Technical errors occur if there is disagreement between the metadata “Pages”
element and the visual number of pages from a printout.
- Logical errors occur if there is a mismatch between the correctly listed technical
number of pages and the number of logical pages.

**The analysis**

This research examined a total of 41 different document formats collected from the case
LMS. Of these, only Adobe PDF, MS Word and MS PowerPoint documents proved to
have metadata schemas with embedded elements that related to the “Character,”
“Words,” “Pages” and “Slides” elements, as shown in Table 9 (p. 110). Some
PowerPoint documents contained the “Pages” element. This was unexpected since
PowerPoint works with slides, not pages. Both these elements have been analysed.
None of these document formats proved to contain metadata schemas that differed
between the number of technical and logical pages. Only the technical number of pages
has been included in these documents and their metadata schemas.

A total of 90.8% of the stand-alone documents uploaded to the LMS are in PDF, Word
or PowerPoint document formats. PDF documents were the most common document
format with 1943 documents (55.8% of the final dataset), followed by MS Word (DOC
and DOT) (745 documents, 21.4%) and MS PowerPoint (PPT and PPS) (475
documents, 13.6%). Initially, 100 documents were randomly selected for analysis,
resulting in 66 PDF documents, 22 Word documents and 14 PowerPoint documents.
But the results of the “Pages” element analysis were so dramatic that an extended
dataset was needed to validate the results. In total 243 documents were therefore
analysed, of which 66 were PDF documents, 122 were Word documents and 57 were
PowerPoint documents.

This research used the latest version of the document formats’ native application to
retrieve the documents’ visual characteristics. These applications were also used to
collect the entities that were presented through the “Properties” user interfaces of the
application. A dedicated metadata harvester application was used as the primary tool to collect embedded metadata, called “Metadata Miner Catalogue 4.2.20” [126]. A dedicated document counter application was used to extract the number of characters with and without spaces and the number of words, called “Any Count 6.0” [5]. Other applications were used to verify the correctness of the application results. Additionally, this researcher manually counted all characters and words.

Special characters and symbols were not included when the number of characters was counted. In order to avoid words like “A” and “B,” a word was defined as consisting of two or more characters. This avoids having a number of meaningless “words” included in the counting. A consequence of this is that “I” and “å” (“to” in Norwegian) were excluded as words. Special characters, symbols and single letters were not counted as words. Consequently, the following data sources were used for each stand-alone document:

- The embedded “Character,” “Words,” “Pages” and “Sheets” metadata elements.
- The extractable data sources: The number of characters with and without spaces and the number of words counted by the counter application.
- The visual number of technical pages or slides.
- The visual number of logical pages per technical page.
- The document format’s native application - the number of characters, words, pages and slides presented.
- The manually counted number of characters, words, pages and slides.

In addition, data were collected regarding the formatting of each document format in order to determine the possibilities and alternative data sources.

The “Characters” element

Only the Word document format contained metadata regarding the number of characters, although it is not clear from the format whether or not its definition of characters includes spaces.

Figure 47 uses the manually counted entities as a baseline (with the value “100 %”) for comparisons against the other data sources. These statistics show that the data sources varied from counting only 44% of the correct number of characters, to 35% more or even 48% more when spaces were included in the count.

The entities gained from extracting the number of characters including spaces proved to be on average 17% higher than the number obtained from manual counting. The average number of embedded entities was also higher than the manually counted entities, which leads to the conclusion that the Word schema “Characters” element consists of the number of characters without spaces.

The entities presented through the application interface are not equal to the elements presented in the metadata document (!). This was confirmed by the use of test documents created for this research. The average results presented by the application and the extracted entities were on average slightly lower than results from the manual
count. However, as Figure 47 illustrates, a selection of entities was significantly lower than the manual count. An analysis of the documents showed that the entities that were harvested, the entities presented by the application and the entities that were extracted did not include text as part of:

![Figure 47: Number of Characters (Word documents)](image)

### Table 14: Issues affecting counting algorithms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A) Footnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Endnotes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) Header</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) Footer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E) All other imported content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Documents containing content presented in Table 14 were given entities that were too low.

In addition, this research has observed three different approaches to what should be regarded as a character: The application-presented entities and the entities that were embedded included all text as characters. This resulted in a higher number of characters than what was actually correct. The extractor application generated entities based on the number of letters excluding special characters and symbols, and hence provided a better basis for determining the number of characters in the document. On average, the harvested entities were closest to the manually counted entities, although there were entities that were also too high and too low.
The “Words” element
There were extensive differences regarding how the applications and their document formats performed in regards to “Words” elements. These document formats have therefore been analysed separately.

Word documents
The different data sources provided a variety of entities for the same documents. None of the data sources were particularly accurate when compared to the manual counting efforts. This was the result of the same issues as with the “Characters” elements, presented in Table 14. The extracted entities showed to be the most similar to manually collected entities.

![Number of Words (Word)](image)

Figure 48: Number of words (Word documents)

PowerPoint documents
The PowerPoint documents were also strongly influenced by the issues presented in Table 14, but two additional issues caused variations in the different entities:

- PowerPoint documents contain a “Slide master,” with template content that is presented on all slides and that is used instead of a header and footer in Word documents. The slide master appears to be used frequently, which resulted in fewer words being counted than what is visible.
- Not all applications included imported content when counting was undertaken. Only plain text content was counted. All other content were not counted.

Due to these issues, the application-based counting efforts did not tally enough words, on average.
The effect of this issue was especially visible for single slides with a great deal of imported content. Figure 50 shows an example of this, where much of the visual content is imported content:

The heading ("Textbenken – prinsipp"), course code (TFE4105 LAB) and slide number ("1") are based on a NTNU PowerPoint template, found in the slide master. The “NTNU” logo is an image and therefore should not be counted. The illustration was recorded as having been created as a Word document, though it is fully editable by PowerPoint: All the text-based content is editable. The manual counting efforts indicated that there were 147 words on this slide. However, the harvester did not locate any words, while the extracted and application-presented counts agreed that the slide
Research Results

contained 4 words. These applications perceived the phrase “Testbenken – prinssipp” as if it were three words. All the applications used added an extra word to the “Words” entity. This occurred with all documents, even blank documents without any content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data source</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harvested</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extracted</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application-presented</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manually counted</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 16: Entities collected from Figure 51**

Inconsistencies regarding the counting efforts of the MS PowerPoint application were also observed with plain text content. In the slide presented in Figure 51, all the visual text is plain text, not imported content or images. Here the extracted entity matched the manually counted entity, but the harvested and application-presented entities tallied only 12% of the manually counted entity. Here the main text section was evaluated as containing 10 words instead of the correct 105 words. The string of numbers on the bottom of the slide was counted as one word, all together. The heading was correctly counted as containing two words (“Gruppe” and “5”). This research has not uncovered any documentation that describes why these sections have been counted in different ways.

**Alternative methods of extracting the “Characters” and “Words” elements**

This research involved experiments to determine if it was possible to extract more accurate entities. A simple application, called “PDF Reverser v01.01” [68], was tested. The application copies all text located in PDF documents into a plain text document. It confirmed that the text-based content of both Word and PowerPoint documents were accessible as plain text even though the document content needed to be extracted from a PDF version of the documents. Using the dedicated counter application on the plain text document confirmed that correct entities can be generated: In the case of the single slide from Figure 50, the PDF extractor returned 521 characters and 152 words. By filtering out the one-letter “words,” along with special characters and symbols, the results included 504 characters and 140 words. Manual counting resulted in 147 words. The
filtering did remove some two-character words that had been incorrectly split apart by 
the extractor application. Compared to the original application-presented entity and the 
original extracted entity, the correctness rate still increased from 3% (!) to 95%. By 
using an algorithm that performs a more accurate text extraction, this correctness rate 
can be increased.

The “Pages” and “Slides” elements
There were different issues that affected the “Pages” and “Slides” entities of PDF, Word 
and PowerPoint documents. Each document format has therefore been given its own 
subchapter: The first chapter presents PDF documents, the second chapter presents 
Word documents and the third chapter presents PowerPoint documents.

PDF documents
The analysis of issues regarding the “Pages” element for PDF documents is split into 
two sections, with technical errors in the first subchapter and logical errors in the second 
chapter.

Technical Errors
There were technical errors in 4.5% of the PDF documents (3 documents). These 
technical errors were caused by security-restricted documents, in which the “Encrypted” 
element was positive. These are documents where the user has explicitly specified that 
access to the content should be restricted. As a direct result of the restrictions the 
harvesting application has not gained access to all of the document’s content data. These 
security-restricted documents also restricted access to a number of other metadata 
elements:

- **User information:** “Author”
- **Title:** “Title,” “DC. Title”
- **Dates:** “Creation date,” “Mod date,” “XAP. Create Date,” “XAP. Metadata 
  Date,” “XAP. Modify Date”
- **Application:** “Creator,” “PDF. Producer,” “XAP. Creator Tool”
- **Other element:** “DC. Format”

As a result of the security restrictions there are less embedded metadata available. 
Depending on the degree of security restrictions, there can be enforced restrictions on 
the ability to extract metadata as well, particularly if copying content in general is not 
allowed from the visually presented document.

The PDF document format allows multiple additional documents to be attachment to a 
single “master” PDF document. For example, the Adobe PDF Reference and Related 
Documentation consist of a single page PDF document with four sub-documents [4]. 
These documents consist of 1,334 pages. The master document only presents metadata 
about itself, which does not include its attachments. None of the PDF harvester or 
 extraction applications used and tested by this research was able to identify these 
attachments. There can therefore be more content in a PDF document than what is 
presented though the embedded and extractable metadata. The document presentation 
application “Adobe Acrobat v8.1” presents a dialog box when PDF documents with
attachments are opened. By opening all the PDF documents in the dataset, this research has documented that none of these contained attachments.

All PDF documents without security restrictions had the correct number of technical pages. Still, the “Pages” element of PDF documents should only be regarded as partly reliable. This is a result of potential attachments that can be allowed in PDF documents. The entity for single PDF documents should be regarded as reliable. For security-restricted documents, no entities could be harvested. The number of pages can be extracted by parsing the document and then counting the number of visible pages. It is therefore possible to obtain reliable entities for security-restricted documents as well.

Logical Errors
An analysis of logical errors was undertaken after the security-restricted documents were excluded. These documents lack embedded entities against which to base a comparison.

PDF documents were the only document format with multiple logical pages on each technical page. Multiple logical pages were present in 13 documents, or 21% of the PDF document mass. Fully 38% of the multi-page documents consisted of two or six logical pages, while 23% consisted of four pages. The average number of logical pages per technical page was highest for documents with eight technical pages. Each of these technical pages consisted of four logical pages, making the document a 32-logical page document. The dataset did not include any documents with a multi-page facility for documents with 15 or more technical pages.

![Figure 52: Difference between the logical and technical number of pages](image)

The PDF documents did not include metadata on the number of logical pages or pages from the original converted document. Metadata harvesting is therefore unable to create metadata that indicate the logical number of pages. However, metadata extraction can
be performed: All the dataset’s PDF documents with a multi-page facility proved to include a black frame around each slide, as shown in Figure 46 (p. 118). The number of these frames can be used to establish the number of logical pages in the document. Such a task can be undertaken either by analysing the document code directly or by using a content presentation application to recreate the visual appearance of the document before extraction efforts is undertaken.

Word documents

Technical Errors: Faulty “Pages” metadata
An initial analysis indicated that 45% of Word documents contained false “Pages” element entities. All documents with entities indicating more than one page were correct entities. However, documents with the entity “1” contained a false entity 82% (!) of the time. The degree of this error rate was far higher than expected.

Because of the unexpectedly high error rate, it was decided to reanalyse Word documents. A new selection of 100 random Word documents (DOC & DOT) was retrieved from the dataset. Ninety-seven had a “Pages” element with the entity “1” (one page). This element was correct for 31 of 97 documents. The entities indicated that no documents contained more than two pages. Forty documents contained more than two pages. This gives an overall error rate of 66%. The error rate for documents with more than one visual page reached 95.7% (!). However, all documents with an entity of more than one were in line with the visual observations. The entity “1” should hence be regarded as a default value for Word documents, which may or may not reflect the visual characteristics of the document. The number of pages presented through the normal user interface provided by MS Word applications is thus not useful in updating document metadata.

Figure 53: Comparing the "Pages" element with the visually correct number of pages
Extracting the visual number of pages

An analysis of Word 97-2003 (DOC) and Word 2007 (DOCX) document formats was undertaken in order to find alternative data sources for harvesting or extracting a correct “Pages” element. These document formats do not systematically include data about the visual characteristics of the documents. Manually created page breaks can be extracted, although other indications of where one page begins and ends are not stored as part of the document code. No documents in the dataset used this functionality.

The version of the MS Office Word 2007 application used in this research employs the visually presented number of pages as a metadata entity, and thus performs differently than the application versions that were used to create the documents in the dataset. It cannot be concluded that this is a new functionality since it has been observed previously, though not consistently. However, it does make it possible to experiment with documents as if this functionality was consistently present. For longer documents, the number of pages can be seen as a count in the lower left corner of the screen when a document is opened (tested on MS Word XP and MS Word Office 2007). If the document is not fully rendered when it is saved as a new document, the resulting metadata are wrong. For example, a document from the dataset consists of 87 pages and takes a few seconds to open on the computer used for this research, but when the same document was saved, the number of “Pages” element entities totalled “12,” “50” and “87,” depending on when the document was stored. False entities can thus be generated if the document is not fully parsed. When importing or copying new content into a document, the documents are fully rendered before the saving process is executed. The MS Word applications base their efforts on characters and words. The “Characters” and “Words” elements are therefore constantly kept updated whenever the document is saved.

The extraction of correct “Pages” elements requires the use of a content presentation application in order to interpret the document code. It is essential that this application be able to interpret all content contained in the document code and that the document is fully rendered before any analysis of the document’s visual appearance takes place. This procedure basically performs a virtual print-out of the documents using these characteristics as document metadata.

PowerPoint documents

All PowerPoint documents were found to have “Slides” elements with correct entities. However, it was noted that one of the documents also contained a “Pages” element. Further analysis of the final dataset revealed that the “Pages” element was present in 9.3%, or in 44 documents from the final dataset of PowerPoint documents. All these documents also contained a “Slide” element. The “Pages” element was not expected to be part of the metadata for PowerPoint documents as it is not a part of the document format’s metadata schema. To determine what caused this to occur, all PowerPoint documents with a “Pages” element were analysed.

None of the “Slide” and “Pages” elements was identical. There was no obvious relation between the two elements: The “Slide” element varied from being 44 times higher than “Pages,” to being 42 times lower than the “Pages” entity. All incidents did have one
thing in common: The “Slide” element was always the correct element. The “Pages” element did not contain the correct number of slides for any document. Further analysis revealed that all the documents involved were created using the application “PowerPoint 4.0” (anno 1994). All documents created by this application contained a “Pages” element with false entities. This research has concluded that this application generates false metadata “Pages” elements and entities. This shows that content creation software can generate metadata that violate the metadata schema of the document format and demonstrates the need to be familiar with the document format, its metadata schema and its practical usage before undertaking AMG efforts.

Summary

Chapter 4.3.1 has shown that some content creation software applications generate false entities, even including elements that are not present in the document format’s metadata schema. This has demonstrated the need for caution when using embedded metadata as a basis for document metadata descriptions.

All PDF documents contained a “Pages” element. The limited numbers of technical errors were all caused by documents with security restrictions, which denied access to the documents’ embedded metadata. PDF documents are frequently used to publish slideshows, in which multiple slides are commonly presented on each PDF page. This can cause a mismatch in the documents’ logical and technical number of pages. One-fifth of the PDF documents contained multiple logical pages. Multiple sub-documents can be included in each PDF document. The content of sub-documents was not presented through the master document’s metadata. The presence of sub-documents can cause logical and technical page errors. However, no such documents were found in our dataset.

All Word documents contained “Pages,” “Words” and “Characters” elements. The “Pages” and “Words” elements were presented in the MS Word application’s graphical user interface, although their entities were not necessarily equal to the entities that were used as embedded metadata. Technical “Pages” errors were found in two-thirds of the documents. Ninety-six percent of the Word documents with embedded metadata that indicated one document page contained false metadata. The number of document characters was inconsistently counted. Footers, footnotes, endnotes and headers were consistently not counted, resulting in too few records being recorded. However, too many characters were also counted. Similar observations were made regarding the number of words, which varied in an inconsistent manner.

PowerPoint documents should contain the “Slides” element instead of “Pages.” All “Slides” elements were visually correct. All PowerPoint documents created with the application “MS PowerPoint 4.0” contained both “Slides” and a false “Pages” element. This shows that common applications can generate metadata that violate the metadata schema of the document format, and demonstrates the need to be familiar with the document format, its metadata schema and its practical usage before undertaking AMG efforts. The “Words” element entities were on average lower than the visually present entities. These results were influenced by the content of imported content, such as illustrations, graphs and tables, which were not counted.
Word and PDF documents do not contain page break information (aside from manually created page breaks). These document types need to be fully parsed before the number of technical pages can be visually determined. The number of logical document pages can be determined by counting the number of logical characteristic page frames in the document. The number of words and characters can be determined by extracting this type of content, which is visible in the documents, and by counting the number of records.

This chapter has presented the value of combining use of the document code directly and use of content presentation applications to recreate visual appearance characteristics that are not explicitly stored as part of the document code.

### 4.3.2 The “Creator” element

The “Creator” element can provide important information about the origin of the document and can be regarded as providing quality information about the intellectual content of the document. This element should contain an entity with a single or multiple creator names, a group or organization name. A preferred person name consists of at least a given name and a surname. A person name can be formatted in a multitude of ways, e.g. by including abbreviations, middle names and the sequence of names as presented. Organization and group names can also be formatted in a multitude of ways.

Due to different formatting of creator entities, Boolean comparisons are not sufficient to determine if candidate entities or other data sources are identical. Manual evaluation was therefore needed in this analysis to determine if entities were in fact the same creator(s).

### The dataset

This analysis is based on PDF, Word (DOC & DOT) and PowerPoint (PPT & PPS) document formats. These document formats represented 91% of all the published stand-alone documents from the LMS used in this research. They support the inclusion of embedded metadata and formatted sub-sections of the document and can contain visible creator information. All the documents also have a full person name of the person who published the document to the LMS. From the final dataset, 100 PDF documents, 100 Word documents and 100 PowerPoint documents were selected at random for analysis.

### Presence of visible creator information

Visual data to verify element content were present in only a limited way, which increased uncertainties and the ability to draw conclusions regarding the embedded metadata and the extracted metadata. Only 9% of Word documents contained such information, while 27% of PDF and 44% of the PowerPoint documents contained visible information. The scarcity of visible creator information has two consequences:

1. It can be impossible to evaluate the correctness of candidate entities based on AMG efforts.
2. AMG efforts based on visible characteristics need to be extremely careful not to generate entities for documents without visible creator information.
Due to these issues, any AMG efforts based on visual characteristics would result in entities of very low semantic quality. This research continued by analysing available data sources.

**Harvesting creator metadata**

Word and PowerPoint documents can contain “Author” and “Last author” elements. PDF documents can contain a general “Author” element and an Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) section with “DC. Creator” and “XAP. Author” elements. Such elements have been harvested in related work [63]. An analysis of the dataset illustrated issues with entities from the XMP section:

- Additional characters were included to indicate the start and end of brackets: “(“ and “).”
- Different characters were extracted: ”” (blank) instead of “-” (line).
- The Norwegian character “ø” was replaced by “.” (period).

All the “Creator” elements in the XMP section were present in the general element section as well. The general elements did not show these kinds of character errors. Hence, the general and XMP elements, which should have been synonymous with identical entities, do not have identical entities. These errors could not be traced back to a “faulty” application: The content creator software applications were commonly used with correct results. It is evident that there are issues regarding the content of the information placed in the XMP section of PDF documents. As a result, this research focused subsequent efforts on the general elements.

**Table 17: Creator metadata from PDF, Word and PowerPoint documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contain full author or organization name</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibly verifiable correct</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not visibly verifiable correct</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contain partial author or organization name</td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>34%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visibly verifiable correct</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not visibly verifiable correct</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No results</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verified false entities</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Author or organization names were contained in the metadata from 72% of the PDF documents contained, although only 11% of the metadata elements could be visibly verified to be correct. Eight percent of the documents contained false metadata, mainly as commercial content for online converting services. Sixty-six percent of the Word documents contained author or organization names in their metadata, but only 5% (!) of the metadata elements could be visibly verified as correct. A third of the entities could be verified as false with values such as “standard user” and “test.” Seventy-two percent of the PowerPoint documents contained author or organization names in their metadata,
although only 19% of the metadata elements could be visibly verified as correct. Eighteen percent of the entities were verified as false.

Figure 54: Verified correctness of embedded creator metadata

Figure 54 shows that 75% of PDF, 62% of Word and 60% of PowerPoint documents cannot be verified as either correct or false. Due to the lack of visible information against which to compare the embedded metadata, there is high uncertainty regarding the correctness of the harvested entities.

Table 18: Verifiable correct and false embedded creator elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified correct</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verified false</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extraction using visual characteristics

Extraction based on visual characteristics has been performed by a number of researchers [49, 56, 85, 91, 122]. The current research has attempted using AMG based on visual characteristics in order to generate “Creator” element entities in a selected dataset. Table 19 shows that using the first line of text or the content with largest font does not generate “Creator” entities. These approaches are also more commonly used to generate “Title” elements. If the title can be correctly identified, then the likelihood of generating “Creator” metadata elements increases, although it is still low due to the limited number of documents with visible creator information. In all cases where visible creator information is not present, false entities are generated.
Table 19: Algorithms for generating "Creator" entities based on visual characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>First line</th>
<th>Largest font</th>
<th>Located under the title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correct</td>
<td>False</td>
<td>Correct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PowerPoint</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Extraction based on the document code

Word and PowerPoint documents can contain style tags that present the formatting used for specific sections of the document. No documents contained the “Author” or “Creator” style tags. Later versions of the Adobe PDF document format also support inclusion of style tags. This can allow retrieval of style formatted content from the original documents after conversion to PDF [109]. Six PDF documents contained format tags, though these referred to other content (descriptions of images).

Half of the PowerPoint documents contained “Sub-title” style tags. Sixty-eight percent of all visible creator information was found within this section. These sections were visually formatted in a variety of ways and contained a range of different data, such as subtitles, dates, course descriptions and creator information in a multitude of different orders. Creator information was included in 60% of the “Sub-title” sections. Eight percent of the “Sub-title” sections contained only creator information. The variety in regards to content types and visual formatting makes extraction efforts from this section reliant upon identification of user and organization names, among other text. This is a technology that has yet to be developed.

Table 20: Formatting information available from PDF, Word and PowerPoint documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Adobe PDF</th>
<th>MS Word</th>
<th>MS PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contain “Creator” or “Author” formatting</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contained “Sub-title” formatting</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section included creator info. only</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section included creator info.</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section did not include creator info</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the LMS publisher data as data source for the “Creator” element

An alternative to harvesting or extracting of creator metadata from stand-alone documents could be harvesting context publisher data from the LMS. Such an approach can generate valid entities for individual publishers. False entities would be generated for groups and organizations. Using an external data source for creator information has been performed by Greenberg [60] and Jerkins et al. [82].
Due to the limited number of publishers that are allowed access to the case LMS (only course lecturers), validation can be performed even though limited user information is available from the stand-alone documents. This research compared user profile names in the LMS against the embedded metadata. Positive results were obtained when entities that were related to the course authors were collected. For example, the harvested entity “Lars” would register as a positive match if the document was published by a “Lars” when no other “Lars” could have made the publication. A match is considered positive if the publisher is included in the list of visible authors. This resulted in the correctness rates presented in Figure 55 and Table 21, which show a rate of 34% for PDF documents, 74% for Word and 55% for PowerPoint documents. This research also confirmed that the LMS publisher was not the document creator for 28% of the PDF, 7% of the Word and 35% of the PowerPoint documents.

Table 21: Verifiable publisher as document creator

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified correct</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verified false</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 55: Verifiable publisher is document creator

This research also evaluated the correctness rate when a correct entity needed to contain the author names of all document creators, presented in Table 22. There are no differences regarding correctness for PDF and Word documents. This confirms that most Word documents are published by the document creator. Multi-creator Word documents are not commonly published. Rather, such documents are converted to PDF before being published. PowerPoint documents created by multiple persons are published in their original document format. Hence the correctness and false rates are
affected by the different requirements for verification of correct results; see Table 21 and Table 22.

Table 22: Stricter verification of publisher, including multiple authors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>PDF</th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verified correct</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncertain</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verified false</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summary
This chapter presented the generation of “Creator” element entities. This analysis has demonstrated the challenge of not having a validated correct data source against which to compare the embedded and extractable data results. As a result, there are large uncertainties as to whether the generated entities are correct or false. This is due to:

- Content creation software that generates entities of low or very low semantic quality.
- Extraction based on visual characteristics which generates high quantities of false entities due to the use of data sources that do not contain the desired content.

This research has found that there is a potential for generating creator metadata based on creator style tags present in the document code. This approach would only generate entities when the desired content is present. However, due to the lack of practical use of document templates and use by document creators, this approach does not generate any entities for this dataset. The potential of this approach could therefore not be explored.

These harvesting and extraction efforts offer vastly contrasting results from the system controlled environment, where all documents were automatically given a valid creator element, as described in Chapter 4.1.2. Neither the consistency of information nor the correctness of the specific types of data available from stand-alone documents is comparable to the documents in the system controlled environment.

4.3.3 The “Title” element
This chapter analyses the embedded “Title” entities for common document formats and AMG approaches for generating such entities. Current research on AMG algorithms for generating the “Title” element is based on harvesting and extraction that rely on rules that use visual characteristics, as described in Chapter 2.3.5. This chapter presents a special focus on using the document code as the basis for extraction efforts. The PDF document code proved not to include content relevant for this analysis. Subsequent efforts were therefore focused on Word and PowerPoint documents. The documents were lossless converted to their respective Open XML document formats. Subchapters 1 and 2 in Chapter 4.3.3 present the baseline approaches and their results on this diverse dataset. Subchapters 3 to 9 in Chapter 4.3.3 present use of the document code as the basis for AMG efforts without and in combination with other AMG approaches.
The dataset and baseline experiments

The document code can contribute with data regarding non-visual content of each document. Such data are found in Word and PowerPoint documents, though they are discarded when original documents are converted to PDF. Only Word and PowerPoint documents were included in this analysis. The Word and PowerPoint document collection consisted of 974 documents, or close to 36% of the final dataset of stand-alone documents. From these documents, 100 Word documents and 100 PowerPoint documents were selected at random. Two corrupted PowerPoint documents were among the dataset. These were removed, leaving 98 PowerPoint documents in the dataset. The documents were converted to their respective Open XML document formats using the lossless converting functionality of the MS Office 2007 application suite. The converted documents were unzipped (extracted) and analysed as XML-based document code. The retrieved documents had a diverse visual appearance, ranging from being based on predefined official administrative templates created by university employees, to documents without any apparent structure created by students on private computers. Figure 57 and Figure 63 present two of the Word documents analysed. Figure 35, Figure 61, Figure 64 and Figure 67 present the PowerPoint documents that were analysed. This research conducted initial AMG efforts in generating baseline results based on the efforts of related work (see Chapter 2.3.5):

- **File name**: Obtained from the file system [14].
- **Embedded metadata**: Harvested from the document [57, 63, 82, 121, 123, 135].
- **First line**: Extracted from the first visible line of text [63].
- **Largest font**: Extracted the text section on the first page based on the largest font size [56, 57].

The approach of using the first line and largest font requires using content presentation applications for the recognition of visual characteristics. The first line approach uses these visual characteristics to gather the document’s first visible line of text. The largest font approach requires using a set of weighted rules to evaluate the visual characteristics of the document. In related work, these rules were adapted to the specific dataset at hand, which was a dataset with documents sharing key visual characteristics aspects. With the diversity found in the visual characteristics of this dataset, such case-specific rules are not suitable. Instead, this dataset requires the use of rules based on the more general characteristics of a document title. The rules used for recognizing visual titles are presented in Table 23. Filtering of content has not been included in this effort due to the case-specific adaptations such an approach would require. Results from such efforts would therefore not be generally valid.
Table 23: Rule set for the largest font AMG baseline approach

- **Main rule:** Collect all content presented in the largest font
  - **Sub-rule 1:** Avoid the document header section.
  - **Sub-rule 2:** If all content has identical font, when the first line of text is used
  - **Sub-rule 3:** Prioritize collection of content with CAPITAL letters, then **bold**, **underlined** and lastly **italic** text.

- **Word document specific:**
  - Content must be placed on the top two-thirds of the first page

- **PowerPoint document specific:**
  - Content can be placed anywhere on the first slide
  - If no title were collectable from the first slide, then a title can be collected from the second slide

The results of the baseline efforts were categorized as correct, partly correct, no results, and false results:

- **Correct:** The generated entity was identical or nearly identical to the visible title. Small variations, such as spaces that had been removed between words, were accepted.
- **Partly correct:** The generated entity was either partly correct or larger differences were present.
- **No results:** No content was generated by the algorithm. This can be the result of documents without embedded metadata or documents without text-based content.
- **False results:** The generated entity does not result in a representative “Title” element.

**Baseline results**

The results of the baseline experiments confirmed previous expectations:

- The file name tends to resemble the visible title, although the file name is frequently used to display additional types of data (such as dates and course code) in addition to a shortened title.
- The embedded metadata are strongly influenced by content automatically used as the title, as further explained in Chapter 4.3.3 subchapter 4.
- The first line approach frequently collects content from the document header, such as course codes, author names, dates and the number of pages. PowerPoint documents are affected by titles in large letters resulting in title information spread over multiple lines.
- Due to the similarities in visual presentation of a document title, the rule-based approach using visual characteristics performs much better than the other algorithms. However, there were a number of false results due to the collection of incorrect content, especially course information and person names.
Table 24: Results of baseline AMG Title algorithms: Word documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly collected</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File name</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded metadata</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First line</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest font</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 25: Results of baseline AMG Title algorithms: PowerPoint documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly collected</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File name</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded metadata</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First line</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest font</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The baseline results show that using the content with the largest font generated the most correct entities. The embedded metadata was strongly influenced by being automatically generated the first time the document was stored, and hence was not updated as the document evolved during the creation process. The first line algorithm frequently collected the document header section from page tops.

Content available from the document code

The original Word and PowerPoint documents can be lossless converted to Open XML document formats, which enables full access to all content of the document code as XML code. Open XML documents are zip archives containing standardized, structured content regardless of the document content. There are dedicated XML files for the header and footer sections. As a result, these sections can be avoided entirely. By analysing the content of the main document XML files for Word and PowerPoint documents, it is possible to analyse the main document content without the need for visual interpretations regarding font name and size, placements and section content. This chapter presents the files that are usable for AMG efforts in generating “Title” elements, and the types of data they contain.

Harvesting the embedded metadata “Title” element

The embedded “Title” element can be retrieved from the “Core.xml”-file located in the “docProps” folder of Word and PowerPoint Open XML documents.
The first visual line

The first text string of a Word (.doc) document.

First line

Figure 56: Distinction between the first visual line and the first line recorded

These elements are automatically populated with content generated by the content creation software. The MS Word applications used the first line of text in the document as the “Title” metadata element if no embedded entity was present. The MS definition of “the first line” is all characters until a line feed or period mark is encountered. This text line differs from the first visual line when a sentence covers multiple lines or if a period is present as part of the sentence, as is shown in Figure 56. MS PowerPoint applications automatically populate the “Title” element with content from the template section formatted as the “Title.” This is only performed if the metadata “Title” element is without an embedded entity. Many PowerPoint templates have been observed to contain default “Title” entities, such as “No slide title” and “Slide 1.” If the MS Word or PowerPoint applications find that there is an entity in the “Title” element, then the “Title” element remains unchanged until it is manually updated by the user. As documents are reused and re-titled, the metadata title element remains unchanged, and hence becomes false.

The MS Office 2007 applications do not automatically generate “Title” elements. Microsoft sees automatic generation of the “Title” element as a potential security issue because people are generally unaware of these automatically generated entities.

Gaining access to the main document content of Word documents

The procedures for gaining access to the main document content of Word and PowerPoint Open XML documents are not identical. This chapter presents techniques for accessing the principal document information for Word documents, while Chapter 4.3.3 subchapter 6 presents the same information for PowerPoint documents.

The document body of Word documents is accessible from the sequential “document.xml” file. The content listed at the beginning of the file is then presented at the beginning of the visual document. There are dedicated XML files for the header and footer sections. As a result, these sections can be avoided entirely. The “document.xml” file gives access to the document formatting, such as the user-specified Title and Heading sections. The section names from the document template that is used are visible in the document code.
Figure 57: Example of a Word document with a visible title

Figure 58: Example of a Word document with alternative visual presentation

Figure 57 shows an example of a document where there is a visible title. The title can be identified based on its placement in the upper part of the document, its bold, centred letters and large font. AMG rules based on visual characteristics can identify this title content, although even small formatting differences can confuse algorithms based on visual characteristics.

Figure 58 show the same document, but where the title is aligned to the left, and the sub-title has been increased in size and font colour. An analysis of the document code shows the actual formatting of the document. Figure 60 show the content of the main document’s code, in which the style formatting tags of each content section are presented. The title can then be located by looking at the content of specific sections that are known to contain the desired content.
In Figure 60 the visually present style tagged title was formatted as the “Title.” Identifying content in this way can avoid the need for other rules for locating the desired content. The document code only contains format content names of content formats used in the document. Figure 58 includes a header section. The content of this section is
placed in a separate file, called the “header1.xml” file, shown in Figure 59. This section can be avoided in the analysis if the main document XML file, the “document.xml” file, is used as data source. This file presents the main document content along with references to the formatting used. The actual formatting of each document section is mainly located in the “styles.xml” file, although this content can also be obtained directly from the main document. Using these data sources shows visual characteristics based on document facts, such as the font name, font size and colour, and whether the font is italic, bold, underlined, alignment, etc. This enables precise determination of the document content without the need for interpreting the visual content of the document.

Table 26: Formatting of the first three text sections of the Word document example

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Section 1</th>
<th>Section 2</th>
<th>Section 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Content</td>
<td>Semesteroppgave SØK 1001, host 2006</td>
<td>Løsningsforslag</td>
<td>Oppgave 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line number</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Style tagged name</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section format ID</td>
<td>00CE45BC</td>
<td>004A6CFE</td>
<td>00BC2515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font name</td>
<td>Cambria</td>
<td>Times New Roman</td>
<td>Times New Roman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font size</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colour</td>
<td>Automatic (black)</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>Automatic (black)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alignment</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>Left</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gaining access to the main document content of PowerPoint documents

The structure of PowerPoint Open XML documents differs from Word documents, although the principles are similar. These documents consist of a compressed archive with dedicated XML files specifying specific content in the document. It is therefore possible to generate tables for PowerPoint document content formatting as shown in Table 26.

Each PowerPoint slide corresponds to a dedicated “slide.xml” file. This makes it possible to work on a specific slide. The common slide template content is stored in a separate file, similar to Word document headers. PowerPoint documents are not sequential. Instead, each object on the slide (e.g. text, multimedia content) is given X and Y coordinates for horizontal and vertical placement. Locating the text box that is visually on the top of the page requires a comparison of all the text box coordinates on the specific slide.
Text can be formatted as a specific format style in Word documents. In contrast, PowerPoint content is given the same format for an entire text box. Due to this “boxing” of content, all content of a given section is placed in the same section of the document code. This enables more efficient collection of complete text sections, even if multiple text sections are located on the same page or if text crosses multiple visible lines. Content within each text box can be formatted individually. This enables rules that are based on visual characteristics to make distinctions between different document contents.
Figure 64 shows a document where all visible content is placed in a single text box formatted as the “Title.” By using rules similar to those developed for rules based on visual characteristics, this text box can be classified into two content types:

- “Title” = “The visual knowledge builder:”
- “Sub-title” = “A second generation spatial hypertext”

Making such distinctions without having data that states that these elements are related can easily result in false results.

Sub-titles can also be generated by retrieving content that has been formatted in the “Sub-title” style. Figure 67 shows an example of a document template where the user has specified a title and a sub-title in different text sections. Figure 65 presents the template that was used. The identification of these text sections can be located in the XML file of the specified slide, presented in Figure 66.
The largest font approach could have achieved better results with the use of a custom case LMS content filter, although this would result in a local, case-specific algorithm solution. This research continues by presenting how the document code can be used to generate elements regardless of visual characteristics and in combination with other AMG approaches.
Table 27: Results of using style tag formatting

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Word</th>
<th>PowerPoint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contains a “Title” section</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains a “Title” section with a formatted “Sub-title”</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contains a dedicated “Sub-title” section</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only three Word documents contained “Title” style tags. Two of these documents used the style to format data other than the visible title.

In datasets where templates are more actively used, this approach has a great deal of potential. This can be seen in the results from the PowerPoint documents, where 82% contained “Title” style tags. The style formatted content contained representative titles in all cases. The sub-titles found in the “Title” style sections were valid sub-titles in the form of a continued title presentation. The content collected for “Sub-title” consisted of a continued title element, author name, date, and course and institute information. Two-thirds of the documents with a dedicated “Sub-title” used this section to present author information.

Combining AMG methods

The key property that allows the document code approach to be combined with other AMG methods is that it does not deliver a result when the desired content is not located. This enables it to be combined with other AMG methods. Our research demonstrated this by testing three different document code-based algorithms:

A. **Document code exclusively**: Generates “Titles” elements based exclusively on the document code. No other data sources or algorithms are used.

B. **Document code and largest font**: Extends algorithm A by evaluating if algorithm A provides an entity. If not, then the content with the largest font section is collected. These rules are based on rules that have been previously presented in Table 23, although adapted to this new dataset as presented in Table 28.

C. **Document code, largest font, context filter and alternative data sources**: Extends algorithm B by evaluating if algorithm B provides an entity after performing context data filtering (e.g. course codes and course descriptions). The largest font sub-algorithm can be executed twice if the first attempt results in a blank entity after filters have been applied. If no entity is generated, then the embedded metadata entity is harvested. If this entity is empty then the file name is used as the entity.
Table 28: Comparing rules based on visual characteristics and the document code

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visual characteristics</th>
<th>Document code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main rule</strong></td>
<td>Collect all content presented in the largest font. Font size collectable from the “styles.xml” file and the main document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-rule 1</strong></td>
<td>Avoid the document header section</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Do not use the “header.xml” file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-rule 2</strong></td>
<td>If all content has identical font when the first line of text is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If all content has identical font when the first line of text is used</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sub-rule 3</strong></td>
<td>Prioritize collection of content with CAPITAL letters, then <strong>bold</strong>, <strong>underlined</strong> and lastly <strong>italic</strong> text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prioritize collection of content with CAPITAL letters, then content formatted with <strong>bold</strong>, <strong>underlined</strong> and lastly <strong>italic</strong> text. These characteristics can be retrieved from the “styles.xml” file or from the main document:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bold: &lt;w:b /&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Underlined: &lt;w:u /&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Italic: &lt;w:i /&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Word document specific</strong></td>
<td>Content must be placed on the top two-thirds of the first page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PowerPoint document specific</strong></td>
<td>Content can be placed anywhere on the first slide. If no title was collectable from the first slide, then a title can be collected from the second slide.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Content can be placed anywhere on “slide1.xml.” If no title was collectable from the first slide, then a title can be collected from “slide2.xml.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the lack of page information in the document code, the Word document-specific rule cannot be directly transferred to the document code approach. There are two approaches to solve this: A content presentation application could be used to interpret the document content, or a word counter could be implemented as an alternative sub-rule. An analysis of the dataset revealed that neither effort would have affected this dataset and the results. This effort has therefore been left out of subsequent models.

The algorithms start by converting binary Word and PowerPoint documents into Open XML. The Open XML document is extracted (unzipped) before the individual algorithms perform their tasks. Figure 68, Figure 69 and Figure 70 show the logical structure of algorithms A, B and C.
Algorithm A extracts the “Title” style tagged content, uses it directly as metadata and finishes execution.

Algorithm B extracts the “Title” style tagged content. If the executed algorithm results in an entity (not blank), then these data are used as metadata and the algorithm finishes execution. If no result is generated, then the algorithm retrieves a dataset to which the rules based on visual characteristics are applied.

Algorithm C extends the previous algorithm by including filtering of unwanted content and the use of other alternative data sources. A filter (Filter nr 1) is added to exclude course data placed in the beginning of style tagged content. A loop has been included for the largest font sub-algorithm, allowing the algorithm to execute multiple times if filter nr 2 removes all content generated by the largest font sub-algorithm. The primary focus of the filter processes nr 1 and 2 is to exclude context information. These data can be collected from the individual course section of the LMS where the document was published. The filters were adapted to exclude the course code, the official course name (in Norwegian and English) and the institution name (“NTNU”), either abbreviated or not. If the filtered data is not blank, then this content is used as metadata. If the largest font sub-algorithm does not result in an entity (after filtering), then the embedded...
metadata element is collected. The content of this sub-algorithm is filtered by filter nr 3 in order to exclude default entities, such as “Document1” and “No slide title.” If no content is generated after filtering, then the document’s file name is used as metadata.

**Figure 70: Logical structure of algorithm C**

**Results of the document code based efforts**
The falsely labelled Word document appeared in the algorithm results, see Table 29. As these AMG efforts were constructed to demonstrate the possibilities of using the document code, these results have been accepted. In a real-world scenario, use of the “Title” style tags for Word documents would not be recommended for use if these tags are used in a way that is similar to what was observed in this dataset.

Algorithm B is not able to take advantage of the formatted titles in the Word documents. Instead, the false results of algorithm A are transferred to algorithm B,
reducing its correctness rate and increasing the percentage of false content records. The inclusion of context data filters in algorithm C resulted in the number of false records being reduced from 22 to 3. This resulted from the course and institution data being removed from the “Title” element. One document was given a title based on the file name, since neither the document body nor the embedded metadata contained text-based content. No filtering of default values was undertaken, hence filter nr 3 was not used.

Table 29: Results of advanced AMG Title algorithms: Word documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Description</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly collected</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm A: Document code exclusively</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm B: Document code and Largest font</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm C: Document code, Largest font and filters</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this dataset the three documents that received a false entity based on the style tags would have received a correct entity based on their visual characteristics. Excluding use of the style tags for title generation would increase the correctness rates of algorithm B and C by two percentage points, while reducing the percentage of false content by two percentage points.

Table 30: Results of advanced AMG Title algorithms: PowerPoint documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm Description</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly collected</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm A: Document code exclusively</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm B: Document code and largest font</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm C: Document code, largest font and filters</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Algorithm A takes advantage of the PowerPoint documents’ style formatted “Title” content. All these formatted sections contain valid titles, either as the title, sub-title or a combination of both. The remaining AMG efforts from algorithm B were concentrated on the documents without a style formatted title. This resulted in one document being assigned a false entity while three documents were assigned a correct title.

The results from algorithm B were further improved by algorithm C. Desired content were not incorrectly filtered. One document was given a title based on the file name. There was no filtering of default values, hence filter nr 3 was not used.
Summary
In this dataset, the Meta tags for the style type title were seldom used in Word documents. In two of three cases these tags were used to format content other than the title. However, in regards to the PowerPoint documents, these style tags were extensively used and used correctly. This shows that the user’s habits and the templates he or she uses strongly influence the document code and hence also the potential for automatic generation of metadata based on the document code.

The AMG efforts associated with algorithm B focused on documents for which there were no results from algorithm A. This resulted in a large portion of correct records, although with some errors. The inclusion of context data filters in algorithm C greatly reduced the number of false records. One document was given a title based on the file name, since neither the document body nor the embedded metadata contained text-based content. By excluding use of algorithm A for Word documents, the correctness rate would increase by two percentage points, reducing the number of false records by a similar amount.

Algorithm A employed the “Title” style tags that are frequently included in PowerPoint documents. All these sections contained valid titles. The remaining AMG efforts of algorithm B then concentrated on documents that did not have a style formatted title. This resulted in one document being given a false label while three documents received a correct title. Algorithm C gave titles based on the file name to documents without text-based content. No filtering of content was performed.

This research shows how the document code can be used as an informative data source to determine a document’s visual title. Use of the document code allows implementation of precise rules based on visual characteristics, resulting in the collection of specially formatted text and complete text sections and lines. This has reduced the number of partly collected titles from 8% to 6% for Word documents and from 14% to 0% for PowerPoint documents. Using the document code has enabled the collection of preformatted sub-titles by retrieving content style tags that were formatted “Sub-title” or by combining the “Title” style tag formatted content with their visual characteristics.

The analysis showed that local filters need to be included to increase the correctness rate of the AMG algorithms. This research has shown that such filters do not need much local adaptation if a dedicated data source is used as the basis for excluding content. In this case, the correctness rate was increased by filtering official course information and institution information.

4.3.4 The “General. Language” element
This chapter presents the use of existing, automatically generated language tags for common document formats for AMG purposes. The document code can contain tags reflecting the language of the document’s intellectual content. This can be used for the IEEE LOM’s “General.Language” element [74] and the execution of AMG algorithms based on natural language in multi-lingual environments.
Purpose of efforts and the dataset

The IEEE LOM’s “General. Language” element [74] relates to the language used for a document’s intellectual content. It is not to be confused with the element “Educational. Language” element, which reflects the primary spoken or written language used by the intended user group. AMG algorithms based on natural language can be used to generate keywords and descriptions, and perform classification, as just a few examples. These efforts require knowledge of the language of the document’s intellectual content. This knowledge is manually built into the efforts of related work by applying a default language. In a multi-lingual user environment, as is found in the case LMS, such an assumption would not hold as documents are published in a number of different natural languages. Current AMG algorithms based on natural language can hence not be executed in this user environment since the natural language of the intellectual content is undetermined. The qualitative analysis of Chapter 4.2.1 showed that none of the document formats that were published in the case LMS contained embedded language metadata.

The document code can contain language tags that indicate the language of the document’s intellectual content. This allows for populating the “General. Language” element and the execution of AMG algorithms based on natural language. Language recognition is automatically performed by applications such as MS Word and MS PowerPoint on document text sections to enable spelling and grammar checks. These section-wise language descriptions are stored as language tags in their created Word and PowerPoint documents. Our research documented that language tags are discarded if the document is converted to a PDF. This research is hence focused on Word and PowerPoint documents. The language tags can be presented when Word and PowerPoint documents are lossless converted to their native Open XML document format. This chapter presents how these data sources can be used in order to generate metadata.

One hundred documents were selected at random, resulting in 60 Word and 40 PowerPoint documents. These documents were lossless converted to their native Open XML document format. The analysis was performed on the main document content of Word documents and on the first slide of PowerPoint documents.

Locating the language tags

An introduction to the content of Open XML documents from Word and PowerPoint documents is presented in Chapter 4.3.3 on page 138. Content creator software includes language tags in the main document (“document.xml”) and in the document description file (a DTD-file), called “style.xml” in Word Open XML documents. PowerPoint Open XML documents do not contain this type of a document description file. Instead, a whole range of files can contain language tags, such as files for the template master, the header, footer and each individual slide. These language tags look like the examples below:

Example 1: <w:lang w:val="en-US”>

Example 2: <a:rPr lang="nb-NO”>
Language tags can be located in multiple places in a single document, allowing sections to be tagged with different language formats. Default language tags are assigned based on the language of the user interface in the content creator software used in creating the document. This research analysed the “document.xml” and “styles.xml” files from Word Open XML documents, and the first slide of PowerPoint Open XML documents retrieved from the “slides1.xml” file.

**Case results: Word documents**

The analysis revealed that the language tags located in the document body and the description file gave misleading impressions of the language of the document’s intellectual content. This is because there are language tags in the document that are not in practical use. All the analysed documents contained “en-US” (US English) language tags, even though only 7.5% of these used these language tags. Extraction of all available language tags and using them to specify the language of the document’s intellectual content will thus result in a low correctness rate. Extraction efforts need to be focused on tags that are in practical use. The extraction effort showed that all text sections were formatted with a single language tag. This allows the use of language-specific natural language AMG algorithms on individual sections formatted with a specific language tag. Both single and multi-lingual documents were found. As far as could be determined by this research, the language tags were placed correctly in accordance with the language of the document content\textsuperscript{16}. These documents contained language tags indicating that their intellectual content was in:

- Norwegian (“nb-NO”): 42 documents
- British English (“en-GB”): 8 documents
- US English (“en-US”): 3 documents
- Danish (“da-DK”): 1 document

There was a clear majority of documents in Norwegian, followed by British English, US English and Danish.

Related research on AMG efforts that are based on natural language operates on the assumption that the document’s intellectual content is in a single natural language. In a multi-lingual publishing environment documents with content in multiple natural languages can be present. The analysis revealed that six documents contained multi-lingual text sections. Distinguishing between content sections containing different natural languages enables extraction efforts based on the correct section language. Hence, each language section can be analysed separately. This approach avoids contamination of the dataset caused by content of other language(s) than the section language. The multi-lingual documents that were found were in:

\textsuperscript{16} The data results (from both the Word and PowerPoint analysis) included references to “US English,” “British English,” “Australian English,” “Greek” and “Brazilian Portuguese.” This thesis has not conducted an analysis to determine if the dialects of the main languages of English, Greek and Portuguese match the language tags, as long as the language tags were representative of the main language.
Case results: PowerPoint documents

PowerPoint documents typically contain a limited number of complete sentences for which language recognition can be performed. Hence less data is commonly available with which to determine the language used in the document. This can result in less accurate language tags than for Word documents. All but one document contained language style tags that were in use. The exception only contained photographs and no text. In this case, the fact that no language was specified is regarded as the most correct.

Single language PowerPoint documents were found in Norwegian (17 documents), US English (5 documents) and British English (3 documents). One document used false language tags, when a few Norwegian keywords were included on the first slide of an US English slide show. This illustrates the difficulties posed by recognizing short language sections.

Thirty percent of the PowerPoint documents were correctly labelled as containing multi-lingual intellectual content. All these documents were formatted correctly. All these documents contained extensive text sections in the primary and secondary intellectual language. This has enabled the content creation software to correctly identify the intellectual language of each document section. These documents were in:

- Norwegian and US English (“nb-NO” and “en-US”): 9 documents
- Norwegian and Portuguese (“nb-NO” and “pt-BR”): 1 document
- Australian English and US English (“en-AU” and “en-US”): 1 document
- Greek and US English (“el-GR” and “en-US”): 1 document
- British English and Norwegian (“en-GB” and “nb-NO”): 1 document
- US English and Norwegian (“en-US” and “nb-NO”): 1 document
- US English and Swedish (“en-US” and “sv-SE”): 1 document

The primary intellectual language of these documents was correctly formatted with style tags. The language tags of the secondary intellectual language content were used to format number characters without any text. These language tags are not false, though this research regards these secondary language style tags of being misleading. Language style tags from document sections containing only numbers and symbols (not text) could be considered to not have been extracted.

Summary

This analysis has confirmed that the case LMS is a multi-lingual publishing environment. Documents were observed with intellectual content in Norwegian (“Bokmål”), US English, British English, Australian English, New Norwegian, German, Greek and Danish. Other analyses undertaken as a part of this research found documents in Canadian English, Swedish, French and Spanish.
All the Word and PowerPoint documents with intellectual content used language style tags. This research has shown that the language of a document’s intellectual content can be determined correctly for nearly all Word and PowerPoint documents by extracting the language style tags that are in use. Using the document code and its language style tags enables identification and segmentation of documents into sections based on a specific natural language. This allows extraction efforts based on natural language to be executed in a multi-lingual user environment and for documents containing intellectual content in more than one natural language.

4.3.5 Qualitative Summary

The qualitative analysis has to an extent confirmed observations from the qualitative analysis: Embedded metadata from documents contain a high latent possibility for false entities. Without any central control over a document, the document’s content is highly influenced by the local applications used to create it. These analyses have confirmed that automatically generated entities generated by document applications frequently contain false entities.

This research has demonstrated the effects that existing harvesting and extraction algorithms had on this dataset, which has shown that existing technologies are not optimal for gathering entities that reflect the documents. More accurate entities can be obtained by extracting specific document content and using this information in specific ways. These results also show how existing AMG technologies can be used with increased accuracy and reliability. This results in automatically generated metadata of higher semantic quality. The document code uses as presented in this chapter suggests the possibility of using AMG in environments where current AMG efforts would not perform due to the diversity in visible characteristics and natural language of the documents’ intellectual content.

The document code in Word and PowerPoint documents show all content in a document. This data source can hence be used for harvesting and extraction efforts other than presented by this research. For example, tables can be extracted with all content in correct columns and cells even without visible borders, because all tables are assigned table formatting that can subsequently be retrieved. These data would be of value for research efforts like [97]. Tables of contents, which are automatically generated, are also recognizable based on their document code formatting. This data source could populate qualified Dublin Core “Description” elements. Recognition of tables and tables of contents are just two examples of additional opportunities that are possible based on an analysis of the document code.
5. Conclusion, contributions, objectives and future work

This section brings together the threads created in the previous sections in order to create the larger picture.

5.1 Conclusion

AMG algorithms base their efforts on systematic and consistent properties of the documents at hand in order to generate quality metadata in accordance with pre-defined metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms need to find common structures in which to base their efforts, even if the dataset is not homogenous. Recognition of the most correct and most desirable document properties is the basis for automatic generation of high quality metadata.

This research has documented that the document code can be used to automatically generate metadata of high quality even though the data source is not homogenous. Common, non-visual document formatting that can be obtained through the document code enables the generation of high quality metadata. This code is unique for each document format, although it is shared by all documents of the same document format version. The document code allows for the unique identification of all sub-sections of the documents and enables extraction from each formatted section individually, which in turn allows for the generation of a multitude of different metadata elements. AMG efforts based directly on the document code only generate results when the desired content is present, avoids interpretation of the document content and can provide other AMG algorithms document descriptions based on facts. These properties enable efficient combinations of AMG algorithms, allowing different harvesting and extraction algorithms to work together in order to generate the most desired results.

Extraction efforts based on the document code are vulnerable to having false content included by content creation software, by the template used and by the user. Such false content includes: (1) False content generated by the content creation software; (2) Extraction of falsely formatted sections (e.g. the “Title” formatted document section of Word documents consisting of author information); (3) Document descriptions that describe the template rather than the finished document; (4) Content included by the content creation software without the content being in use (e.g. language tags in Word and PowerPoint documents).

The ability to only generate entities when the desired content is present enables document code algorithms to be combined with other AMG efforts when these can generate more desired results. These entities are elements that cannot be obtained through the direct analysis of the document code (e.g. based on visual characteristics of Word documents) or when the document code systematically contains data that are not the desired results.

Using the document code as the basis for other extraction efforts enables direct access to the document content without contamination caused by content presentation applications. This ensures access to the most detailed and accurate document content.
descriptions plus navigation possibilities within the document to formatted sections of interest for these algorithms. This in turn enables extraction efforts to be based on visual characteristics and the natural language approach, which provides a more desirable data source and hence better results than what has been previously possible.

The user environment in which a document is created has a strong influence on the resulting document. This is clearly apparent in the systematic and consistent properties of the documents:

- Documents from the system controlled environment have a pre-specified structure built on pre-defined templates. This ensures that each document section is pre-determined. The system controlled environment can enforce control of each section’s value space, ensuring that only valid content defined by the document and metadata schemas are included. The system controlled environment enables AMG efforts to be based on known, systematic document characteristics.

- The uncertainties are extensively greater regarding the content of stand-alone documents. Different applications, application versions and templates contribute to the documents’ content in a number of different ways. The user is given the intellectual freedom to decide how to use the applications, templates and user defined efforts. Finding the systematic and consistent properties of stand-alone documents can therefore require considerably more or diverse efforts.

AMG efforts based on the system controlled environment are based mainly on interpretation of the LMS document types. AMG efforts based on stand-alone documents require an understanding of how the documents are used by the document creators (users), what the user specifies and what is automatically generated based on templates and application specific AMG algorithms. This research has documented that such efforts can generate high quality metadata from stand-alone documents from a non-homogeneous dataset.

These efforts are based firstly on the recognition of the different properties of each stand-alone document format. Secondly, the document creator application version can give extensive consistency information regarding the elements that are being used and how these are used. Thirdly, template information can give further information that enables identification of the template used and the adaptation of the AMG algorithms to the specific template to maximize their ability to retrieve entities and maximize the quality of these entities. In addition, the document context can be used to generate extensive context-based metadata descriptions and increase the accuracy of document content based AMG algorithms. This research has presented how AMG efforts can be combined in order to generate high quality metadata from both a controlled and a user controlled document creation environment.

### 5.2 Major Contributions

This thesis has documented that significant amounts of metadata can be automatically generated from commonly used document formats based on stand-alone documents, or documents from a system controlled environment. However, the generation of *high quality* metadata requires the selective use of available data sources and specific
algorithms to maximize the potential of each data source. The major scientific contributions from this research have substantiated to the following conclusions:

- Efficient AMG efforts can be conducted on non-homogeneous documents and hence gaining usability of a single AMG algorithm regardless of subjects, language of intellectual content and the documents' visual characteristics.
- A vast majority of text documents are created by using the MS Office application suites to create MS Office document files. Efficient AMG efforts can be conducted directly on MS Office documents, and hence gain usability outside of the educational community, such as for home or business (intranet) usage.
- Using the document code as the basis for AMG efforts enables AMG algorithms to access, navigate and retrieve all of the content in a document, and to perform actions based on the facts presented in the document rather than the impressions created as a result of content presentation applications. This ensures that the user-specified, intellectual content, template information and content creator software, including formatting information, is available and undistorted regardless of the visual characteristics of the documents or the language of the metadata and intellectual content.
- Using the document code as the basis for AMG efforts enables the harvesting and extraction algorithms to be efficiently combined in order to maximize the quality and quantity potential of available algorithms.
- The user environment and the actions performed by the user, the content creation software and the template content all have a significant impact on the quality of the data sources that are available through the document code. Making the user aware of document properties and promoting the intended use of these can significantly increase the completeness and quality of data sources available for AMG algorithms.
- AMG is usable for generating extensive metadata descriptions based on document specific data and context data. This enable automatic generation of SCORM Learning Objects based on existing, published documents.

5.3 Reaching the Objectives

This research used a set of objectives as framework for the executed efforts introduced in Chapter 1.5. This chapter summarizes if the objectives of this thesis has been met or not.

ROI: Examine how commonly used content creation software (applications) use document code to store metadata, formatting data and intellectual content.

Results: This thesis has examined documents regardless of their creator software. By using datasets retrieved from educational and business environments without filtering of “undesired documents”, large amounts of documents have been analysed created using common software (applications). The research results are hence of higher value for “everyday use” than e.g. basing the research on a specific document collection or a specific document type.
RO2: Document the kinds of metadata, formatting data and intellectual content that are contained in the document code of commonly used document formats.

*Results:* This thesis has examined the document code of common file formats. By doing so, this thesis has documented a variety in quality in terms of accuracy and presence of metadata, formatting data and intellectual content which could be used for metadata harvesting and/or extraction efforts.

RO3: Substantiate how document conversion between incompatible document formats influences the metadata, formatting data and intellectual content of the resulting document code.

*Results:* This thesis has documented that a conversion process commonly affect visible and non-visible document content. This thesis has presented how such conversion processes results in initially harvestable metadata being excluded or replaced, that meta-tagged content sections lose their meta-tags, and visual appearance change. From an AMG perspective, converting documents include a significant danger of corrupting the data source. It is hence of benefit for AMG-algorithms to work with original data sources and hence necessary to understand the documents’ original file format in order to make conversion between file formats unnecessary.

RO4: Explore the possibilities for metadata extraction based on the document code and the consequences these efforts have on the quality of the generated metadata.

*Results:* This thesis has performed extensive metadata extraction efforts based on the document code. By doing this, this thesis has gained direct access to more document content which the authors themselves have specified, giving the AMG algorithm extensive advantages in order to create high quality metadata. However, not all of the extractable content was applicable for creating high quality metadata due to template content and document content that is in conflict with the document template. AMG algorithms based on the document code could hence benefit from filtering and other types of generating metadata.

RO5: Explore the possibility of using the document code in combination with or directly as the data source for other extraction efforts based on visual characteristics and natural language AMG technologies, without the need for content presentation applications.

*Results:* This thesis has performed extensive AMG extraction efforts using the document code as a starting-point for extended AMG efforts. This thesis has shown how the document code based approach could gain access to visible and non-visible document content, and how such algorithms can be used in combination with other AMG algorithms. This thesis has documented this by combining usage of the document code approach with traditional (OCR) document section recognition, harvesting and Natural Language processing. This freedom to combine AMG approaches marks a significant step towards enabling automatic generation of metadata from diverse documents.
RO6: Explore the possibilities for using AMG technologies to assist in generation of advanced and complex to create resources, such as LOs in the SCORM format.

Results: This thesis has demonstrated automated generation of high-quality SCORM-based learning objects with extensive IEEE LOM metadata descriptions. This has been achieved by performing a series of AMG efforts based around usage of the document code, and by analysing contextual data to give the amount and quality of educational metadata a significant boost. This thesis has presented how the original document and the automatically generated IEEE LOM metadata description can be automatically combined in order to generate a new SCORM LO with high quality metadata.

5.4 Recommendations

Four main recommendations can be made based on this research:

- **Automatic metadata generation offers a powerful information retrieval tool.** Take advantage of the possibilities that are present for automatically generating metadata based on the documents and document context descriptions. There are extensive opportunities in which to use AMG technologies to generate metadata records for more efficient document retrieval possibilities. Such efforts can be undertaken with documents from both system controlled environments and from stand-alone documents.

- **Be critical of all data sources and AMG methods.** Data sources should be validated before accepting them as use with AMG. Content creation software and their users can create false metadata and intellectual document content that does not match with the document’s template and document formatting. The template used to create the document can also contribute with false data. The inconsistencies within the data source need to be documented in order to generate the desired entities while avoiding the generation of false entities. AMG methods based on the document code, visual characteristics, the natural language approach and the harvesting of embedded metadata all have their own strengths and weaknesses. The best way to exploit the possibilities that are present using this approach is by selecting the best candidate AMG method or combination of methods to generate metadata of the highest possible quality.

- **Data sources that are to be used by AMG algorithms should be standardized.** Document templates for use in an organization should also be standardized. The creation of individually identifiable document templates allows the user to create the desired document without having to create a new, user specific document template standard. The commonly available templates should contain the properties desired by users, such as visible presentation and the content in the document. Avoid the inclusion of template content that will become false data once the user stores the template as a new document, e.g. default titles and author names. However, the templates used should be uniquely identifiable so that the most desired AMG efforts can be adapted to that specific template. Users need to know how their efforts are reflected in the resulting documents, and that these data are used as data sources for generating document metadata. Metadata can be used as the basis for re-locating and efficient sharing of knowledge within the organization.
Document content should be verified. If it is possible to verify the document content, this can increase the quality of the document and the quality of the automatically generated metadata. Such verification should be performed when the document is created in order to ensure that the content created by the user is valid and to allow the user to make corrections to presented data. In cases where there are restricted value spaces, only the permitted content should be includable; these restrictions can be enforced by using pull-down lists, checkboxes, and lists of selections and by validating submitted data, such as undertaking a validity check of hyperlinks.

5.5 Future work
There is an extensive amount of research currently being performed regarding AMG and related topics. Still, on day-to-day, real-world basis, the practical benefits of AMG has still a long way off in order to become publically available. This thesis would like to propose the following topics for future work:

- **Research on unstructured, non-homogeneous document collections:** Current research is focused on document collections with visually and subject-wise similar documents. As a result, developed algorithms have limited usability outside of their intended usage area. By basing research on unstructured documents, more general purpose, cross-subject usage areas could be explored.

- **Research on key metadata elements:** Current research is focused on generation of keyword and subject entities. For identification of documents three other elements are commonly highly promoted: The document title, author and creation/modification date. Hardly any research is currently focused on generating such entities from other than highly structured document collections.

- **Research on multi-linguistic documents:** Research on the use of multi-linguistic documents in generating of semantic metadata using natural language approaches: Such as by generating keywords, descriptions and classifications, and by using technologies such as thesauri and ontology on a dataset of multi-linguistic documents.

- **Research on MS Office documents:** A vast number of documents are created in Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint document formats. Still, current AMG-research is commonly conducted on HTML- and occasionally PDF-documents. Research on MS Office documents would extend the usage area of AMG algorithms from being academic tools, to benefit home and business (intranet) retrieval and usage of documents.

- **Promotion of high quality metadata in search engines:** Today’s commercial search engines have quality issues regarding the presented entities describing document in MS Office and PDF file formats. Future work should include analysis of the user experienced query results when promoting higher quality metadata though the search engines query results.
• **Automatic generation of Learning Objects**: The amount of publically available Learning Objects on internet is limited and not growing particularly fast (if it actually is growing). This thesis, Meyer et al. [103] and Motelet et al [105] have shown that SCORM-based Learning Objects can be automatically generated based on an existing resource (document) and AMG efforts. There is a need to scale up such efforts, in order to study generation of a larger collection of Learning Objects and the consequences such generation has on the automatically generated metadata.

5.6 **Concluding Remarks**

Manual creation of metadata is tedious work. It requires extensive knowledge and time from the metadata author. Manual creation of metadata doesn’t scale. At the same time our document collections are growing faster than ever. In order to locate the right document, we need metadata. That metadata must be generated, and most likely automatically generated. There are extensive opportunities to continue studies of AMG as the need for AMG will only increase. AMG will be essential for efficient sharing of knowledge in the future.
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**Abstract:** The world of closed Learning Management Systems (LMS) is being replaced by open systems for sharing and reusing digital Learning Objects (LOs) between users, courses, institutions and countries. This poses new challenges in describing these LOs with detailed and correct metadata. This information background is needed for querying services to perform accurate queries for LO retrieval. In this paper we present metadata specific challenges when converting from a local LMS with proprietary metadata schema to a global metadata schema. We have uncovered extensive LO description possibilities based on the existing, local LMS, registered metadata, its LO types and the local context. Files can contain extensive metadata descriptions, though require special attention. We have confirmed that technologies developed as crosswalks are valid for usage in this projects for a one-time metadata transferral. However, transferring of all local metadata elements can result in incompatibility issues with other LMSs. This, even when keeping with the global metadata schema.

1 **INTRODUCTION**

The use of digital Learning Objects (LOs) such as slides, figures, exercises and exams are increasing on all educational levels. This is happening all over the world, in use by both students and teachers. The current generation of Learning Management Systems (LMSs) have had limited, if any LO and Learning Object Metadata (LOM) sharing possibilities. A new generation of LMSs is now emerging which allow sharing and reuse of LOs. Their LOM descriptions are the vital information background needed for
querying services to perform accurate queries for LOs. For LMSs this transformation process means converting from a proprietary, local metadata schema to a global schema.

Between intentionally compatible metadata schemas, metadata exchange can be performed lossless. E.g. the national schemas UK LOM Core (Cetis, 2004) (UK) and NORLOM (eStandard, 2005) (Norwegian) are compatibility with the global IEEE LOM (IEEE LTSC, 2005).

For schemas without a pre-intended compatibility, metadata exchange can be more challenging. This is the case for most LMSs. A potential solution is using crosswalks (Chan & Zeng, 2006). Crosswalks are a set of determined equal elements between two schemas. This allow transfer of metadata back and forth between two schema standards, e.g. between Dublin Core and MARC (Library of Congress, 2001). In our work, crosswalks will be used as a one-way tool to transfer existing metadata to the new schema. However, since these schemas are not equal, many-to-one element mappings and many-to-none element mappings can occur. Here the fine-grain metadata schema architecture and existing metadata can get lost when converting. Cases with unequal elements resulting in one-to-many elements need to be addressed.

Metadata mapping is actually an everyday event when converting file formats. Though, it is often hidden from user sight, like when converting MS PowerPoint slides into Adobe PDF print-outs. How the original metadata elements are converted, updated, excluded or replaced by other metadata is determined by the converting software, such as Adobe Distiller.

If files are to be used as a metadata source, this poses special challenges: There are a range of different file formats in use; many have a proprietary metadata schema. Our studies have uncovered extensive differences in how elements are used. As a result, files need to be given special attention if used as a metadata source.

These are all challenges facing the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). Here the Local LMS (LLMS) metadata schema will be converted to NORLOM. The LLMS has a proprietary schema with little resemblance to the destination schema. It uses other element names, which can make discovering of existing metadata sources more challenging. It has extensive use of elements not covered by the IEEE LOM. And it has single elements covering multiple IEEE LOM elements. This results in one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-none element situations. In addition files are a frequently used LO type, resulting in additional metadata challenges when included as a metadata source.

2 The IEEE LOM schema

The IEEE LOM schema is specially adapted to describe LOs. It divides metadata elements into predefined categories: General, Life Cycle, Meta-Metadata, Technical, Educational, Rights, Relation and Annotation. For other metadata, a 9th category Classification can be used. The initial 8 categories open for LO descriptions containing more than 60 different elements, most of them reusable for multiple registrations. This
vastness in numbers and the preciseness of each element poses challenges when moving from a local to this global metadata schema.

The Classification category where created to support a local LO identification schema. It allows creation of local elements within an existing schema structure. Other metadata elements can be included in this category. They are not globally valid, because they only follow a local schema. Re-usage of these metadata can only be performed by the local LMS and other LMSs and services compatible with the local schema.

3 Using an existing LMS as metadata source

3.1 Discovering potential metadata sources within the LLMS

The LLMS is divided into course-specific sections. Each course has a course-profile with information including: course-name, id, year and semester. The course id includes information about the “course owner”, such as the university department. Each course has predefined users which must log-in to gain course and LO access. Each user has a profile which includes user name, login-information and e-mail address.

The LLMS has functions for distributing course information. Common usage includes sharing of curriculum lists, slides from lectures, presentations of student assignments, e-mail and chat. The legal types of LOs are note, link, exercise, online test, question (chat) session, report and upload file. Each LO type have specific, predefined properties. All the LO types have administrative metadata: publisher name (creator), folder name, date and title.

The LLMS do not control or check uploaded files. Users can upload any file and store it in a course specific section. The most commonly used file formats are MS Office-based, Adobe PDF and JPEG images. These file types have extensive, custom metadata schemas. This is also true for many other used file formats. Hence files can be an uncertain and complicated metadata source.

3.2 Schema mapping

The LLMS has potentially multiple metadata sources: User-, Course-, Institution- and University profiles, and LOs created within the LLMS, as well as uploaded files.

The metadata elements of these sources should now be transferred to the new, global schema. (Zeng & Xiao, 2001) describes 4 relation types: one-to-one, one-to-many, one-to-none and many-to-one.

One-to-one relations are lossless and are used in crosswalks. Here equivalent element types are mapped as they were the same element type. This includes converting between equal schemas with different formatting, e.g. between date formatting: year, month, day vs. day, month and year.
One-to-many elements indicate that the destination schema has finer grain allowing more precise metadata descriptions. Common elements include descriptions of local custom elements.

One-to-none elements indicate a direct loss of metadata from the existing schema. Within any converting process, an aim would be to avoid losing data. Effort should hence be enforced to avoid this issue.

Many-to-one elements indicate a less grained destination schema. This can result in less detailed metadata descriptions.

### 3.3 One-to-one elements

The precise definition of the LLMS’ LO types, except files, can be used to create crosswalks or one-to-one element relations. This is because of equality between some of the predefined LLMS metadata schema elements and the defined targeting schema elements. Between the two schemas there are equal elements, like shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LLMS title = Exercise nr 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IEEE LOM metadata</td>
<td>1.2 Title = Exercise nr 2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4 One-to-many elements

Within the LLMS there is extensive use of local information which is not explicitly described. Moving from a local LMS schema to a global schema will require describing the local schema and its surroundings in the global schema’s terms. This includes course specific elements and interpretation of local course characteristics. These can be collected in a course profile allowing LOs created or uploaded to the course to take advantage of the course profile. Candidate course profile elements include course description and its primary user group, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2: Course context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LLMS course context = IT3805</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IEEE LOM metadata | 5.5 Intended End User Role = Learner  
5.8 Difficulty = Very difficult  
5.11 Language = NO  
9.2.2 Taxon = {[“Institute”, “IDI”]}  
9.2.2 Taxon = {[“Course”, “IT3805”]} |

Other candidate elements can be set at a general level for the University as a whole, at Institute and department levels, down to low level, fine grained elements set by individual course lecturers. These profiles can describe practical usage properties of the LMS and all its users, schema name, policy and other politically tuned elements. See Table 3 for an example.

Table 3: University context

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LLMS University context = NTNU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IEEE LOM metadata | 5.6 Context = Higher education  
5.7 Typical age range = 18-  
9.2.2 Taxon = {[“University”, “NTNU”]} |

Some local elements require usage of multiple global elements to cover the local description. E.g. the LLMS “Exercise” LO has a range of properties not covered by an individual LO type in IEEE LOM. To fully describe the “Exercise” LO multiple IEEE LOM elements have to be created, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4: LO type description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LLMS LO type = Exercise</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| IEEE LOM metadata | 4.1 Format = text/html  
5.1 Interactivity type = Active  
5.2 Learning Resource type = Exercise  
5.3 Interactivity level = High |
3.5 One-to-none elements

The issue of one-to-none elements poses a danger of losing data when converting from a local to a global schema. One example is when converting the “Exercise” LO type. It has specific elements specifying if an exercise is mandatory and its delivery date, see Table 5. Such elements are not covered by the IEEE LOM schema.

Table 5: Local elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LO: Obligatory = Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LO: Final delivery date = 01.10.2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IEEE LOM metadata | - |

For these two exemplified elements and other elements without an equivalent IEEE LOM element, there are two lossless possibilities: Use of an unstructured general description or extend the IEEE LOM schema with custom elements. The first solution results in a many-to-one element situation with loss of precision within the schema as a result. Table 6 shows this scenario by storing the existing element names and entities as a merged text string within the General Description element.

Table 6: Using 1.4 Description for local elements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>LO: Obligatory = Yes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LO: Final delivery date = 01.10.2006</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| IEEE LOM metadata | 1.4 Description = “Obligatory = Yes” |
|                   | 1.4 Description = “Final delivery date = 01.10.2006” |

An alternative can be to use the Classification category to extend the global schema. This can result in a lossless schema and metadata coverage, see Table 7 (“NO” referring to language, other string elements refer to element content).
Use of the Classification category can resolve the missing global elements issue by creating local elements. Simultaneously it loses schema compatibility with other LMSs for these specific elements. One of the intentions of adopting the global schema is then lost. Therefore none of the choices for resolving the one-to-none element situation is perfect. Still we would recommend using the Classification category. This would avoid losing schema grain and lost metadata. Such a decision would open up for sub-local schema cooperation with other LMSs. This would allow for schema extensions with compatibility between the sub-local LMSs. If the global schema should evolve to include these elements, the local schema could convert to the revised schema at that time.

### 3.6 Many-to-one elements

Many-to-one elements indicate a less grained target schema, allowing less detailed metadata descriptions. We have not found such elements from LO created within this LLMS. There are, however, multiple elements which are not covered within the IEEE LOM schema which could be mapped to the general description element for a many-to-one scenario.

In such a move the different elements would be merged into one element losing their initial distinct properties; See Table 6. The metadata can then be stored within the schema, though they would not be accessible as individual elements afterwards. An alternative could be performed with local interpretation of the global schema. This would be in conflict with the global metadata schema. Our recommendation is to use the Classification category for these elements.

### 3.7 Taking advantage of other metadata sources

**3.7.1 Automatically creating relations**

There are tasks which a LMS can perform without user interaction. This includes updating metadata records with relations not specified by the user. Such relations can be based on:
• Relations between all LOs within the specific course.
• Folders are frequently used to manage LOs into smaller collections, e.g. for creating a compendium. LOs within the same folder can be given their own, additional relations.
• Two-way relations can be created if the LMS have the targeting LO included.
• Some LO types have included links to external sources, e.g. hyperlinks. Discovered links can be used for creating relations.

3.7.2 Creating keywords

The LMS can be an information provider to other algorithms for creating metadata: A course profile, as described in chapter 3.4, can be used indirectly by submitting background information for e.g. a domain ontology algorithm for generating object keywords. This makes the context analysis a basis for content metadata generation.

4 Special challenges regarding files

Our initial studies have shown that 66% of LOs within the LLMS are files. These can currently be described with a single description element. Though files can have much more they can tell.

4.1 Harvestable file element content

When files are created outside of a LMS and without a predefined document template, the LMS has no power to guide and form the content of the files. This being visual properties of the files or their metadata. If the LMS has information of the file format and its metadata schema, it can harvest metadata from such formatted files. Such collectable metadata is shown in Figure 1. Algorithms for file metadata harvesting has been introduced for specific metadata elements in projects including the AMeGA project (Greenberg et al., 2005), the Greenstone Digital Library (Witten et al., 2003) and in LOMGen (Singh et al., 2004).
Contrary to the other LO types, the file content is not predefined based on the LLMS’ LO types. A file can contain a questionnaire, a list of student names or have any other content. When uploading a file to the LLMS, there are no elements available to determine the LO type of the file contents.

File harvestable metadata opens for extensive metadata collection. Since these files where created outside of the LLMS, there are questions regarding the content of extracted metadata elements. One issue is less informative entities: e.g. in Figure 1 the author element has the entity “Lars”. This is a less informative element than the full name collectable from the LLMS. Collectable metadata can also include errors which conflicts the file’s metadata schema. Our studies have uncovered examples where file metadata elements have been replacement with advertisements.

Other elements can give more descriptive and precise metadata descriptions than elements created within the LLMS. This includes the element for document language; the LLMS do not have a dedicated element for LO language, whereas many text based documents contain registration of the actual language used.

LMSs must be maintained in order to recognize and take advantage of the currently used file formats.

### 4.2 One-to-none elements

Similar to the LLMS’ other LO types; files can contain metadata which are not covered by the global metadata schema. These issues and solutions are equal to the LLMS’ LO
types, though the amount of elements with missing global elements can increase. We have discovered missing IEEE LOM elements for a file’s number of pages, slides or spreadsheets, paragraphs, lines, words, characters, notes and creator- and producer application. For multimedia content there are missing elements for:

- Image: Resolution (dpi), number of pixels, colour depth
- Sound: Number of channels, bit-rate, actual content playing time
- Multimedia: Frames per second, image and sound metadata

In order to cover these elements lossless within the IEEE LOM schema extensive use of the Classification category would be required.

4.3 Many-to-one elements

When including files as a metadata source, this increases the number of candidate elements sources within the LLMS. Selecting the best candidate element can then be more challenging. For example we want to give a LO the correct title. The title element is specified in the LLMS and in the metadata for many file formats. Many documents can have a harvestable visual title. See the example in Table 8. Here we can choose from four element sources, but IEEE LOM gives room for only one title element. In order to determine the best candidate metadata source, when multiple sources are available, we need techniques to assist in this process.

Table 8: Multiple title sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LLMS metadata</th>
<th>IEEE LOM metadata</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LLMS title = Exercise nr 2</td>
<td>1.2 Title = ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File metadata title = IT3805 exerc. 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>File name = IT3805exec2 version 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual title = Exercise 2 – Metadata</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

Converting a local LMS’ metadata schema to a global schema requires extensive information about both the local and global schemas, the elements they contain and the intentions behind each element:
The local LO types, their properties and how they can be used
The local setting in which the LOs are created or published
The “hidden knowledge” not explicitly present within the local schema or the LO, though available through local knowledge of the LMS, the LOs and the local educational system
Available data sources and their potential metadata element sources, and
The targeting metadata schema, its available elements and their intended usage.

Within the LLMS there is a potential to create rich IEEE LOM metadata records, where the data collection can be based on multiple data sources. This opens up for creation of descriptive metadata records with many finely grained elements enabling precise LO queries.

The technologies developed as crosswalks for a 2-way metadata transferral between schemas, have shown validity for this project. We have uncovered extensive schema mapping possibilities where:

- Single local elements described multiple IEEE LOM elements
- Local elements without a direct equivalent within the IEEE LOM schema
- Multiple local elements describing a single entity IEEE LOM element
- Reduced reliability caused by LO elements containing error-full metadata.

We have discovered that the file LO type is the prime candidate in order to locate Many-to-one elements. Files have shown to be a less reliable metadata source.

There are unresolved issues regarding how to deal with elements that are not covered by the current IEEE LOM version. Excluding these elements results in lost data. Using the Classification category results in elements not understood by other LMSs and services using the global schema.

In future work we will analyze the content of discovered metadata sources. This includes LO files collected from the LLMS in the Adobe PDF, MS Word, MS PowerPoint, MS Excel and JPEG file formats. We will analyze elements which have shown to contain entities and comparing elements where there are multiple candidate sources. This includes elements for title and author name. We will compare the results between the different file formats and the other LLMS’ LO types.

By doing these efforts we will show which metadata sources that are available based on the LLMS, which metadata sources that should be used and which, if any, metadata sources to give priority.
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**ABSTRACT:** A major challenge for content management in intranets and other large scale document storage and retrieval services is the generation of high quality metadata. Manual generation of metadata is resource demanding and is often viewed by collection managers and document authors as inefficient use of their time, and there is a desire for other ways to create the needed metadata. Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) is methods for generating metadata without manual interaction using computer program(s) to interpret the document and possibly the document context. Current AMG research has been limited to collection of similarly formatted documents. The research presented in this paper expands the field of AMG by presenting an approach that is independent of a common visualization scheme; AMG based on document code analysis. This is done by showing AMG possibilities from Latex, Word and PowerPoint documents and how this approach can significantly increase the quality of the generated metadata. This by avoiding common quality reducing factors as missing completeness, low accuracy, logical consistency and coherence and timeliness by giving AMG algorithms direct access to the user specified intellectual content and the file formatting. This research shows how this AMG approach can be combined with other AMG approaches, drawing on their strengths in order to achieve the desired high quality metadata entities.
1. INTRODUCTION

Metadata is commonly used to describe the characteristics of resources. The main purpose of metadata is to support querying and retrieval of relevant content. AMG is based on the observation that information that equals the desired metadata often already is contained in the documents, such as:

- Visual and technical descriptions: E.g. formatting information and the number of visual pages.
- Intellectual content descriptions: User specified textual content. E.g. the document title and author.

The document author has hence directly or indirectly specified the desired content of many metadata elements. Based on this, why should we manually reproduce something which is already available? AMG strive to avoid excessive manual efforts when similar metadata can be generated automatically based on existing data sources [1, 2, 3, 4].

Related AMG research has been focused on three directions for generating metadata:

a) Harvesting the existing metadata that can be found in document files.

b) Generation of keywords based on natural language document analysis.

c) Extraction of content from pre-specified locations of the visually presented document.

As shown in previous work [5], these approaches all have major weaknesses: (a) Harvestable metadata is often faulty due to wrong content used for generating metadata. (b) The method of natural language, full-text analysis only work for keyword and statistical metadata generation. (c) Extraction based on visual characteristics is limited to pre-known, similarly formatted documents. This is since identification of the “right” content for the metadata element can vary visually from document to document. These are limitations which need to be addressed before AMG on larger, less structured document collections can be performed. This research aims to spread knowledge of a fourth approach for generating metadata: By analyzing the file format specific formatting, “the document code”, in order to recognize key characteristics regardless of visual characteristics of the document. This approach can be used to identify the author specified document content for generation of high quality metadata without the need for visual identification of document content.

In order to promote local and global sharing and reuse of existing resources published at Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), this research has desired to label resources with metadata in accordance with the international IEEE LOM metadata
This educational metadata standard is extensive, enabling rich and detailed resource descriptions, while being backwards compatible with the Dublin Core schema [8]. The IEEE LOM is also a prime example of a metadata schema which can be difficult to fill out by end users; a process which can take more than an hour to fill out per document by trained users.

Through analysis of content collected from the Intranet at NTNU, a so-called Learning Management System (LMS) named It’s:learning [9], this research has developed ways in which to automatically generate high quality metadata without being a burden on the publishers and document authors. In this paper, the focus is on semantic elements, hence elements which promotes subjective author- or publisher specified content. In order to enable access to the documents’ semantic content, there is a need to understand the formatting of the document code correctly and automatically. Hence, there is a need to determine the file format of the document. The following elements have been used to illustrate AMG potentials:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Used element name</th>
<th>IEEE LOM</th>
<th>Dublin Core</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Format</td>
<td>Technical.Format</td>
<td>Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>General.Title</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>General.Language</td>
<td>Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keywords</td>
<td>General.Keywords</td>
<td>Subject</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>General.Description</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creator</td>
<td>Lifecycle.Contribute.Role=Creator</td>
<td>Creator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lifecycle.Contribute.Entity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Of the elements above in Table 1, the Title, Language, Keywords, Description and Creator (author) are semantic elements. To specify a Creator, the IEEE LOM uses two elements: one for the role and one element for the creator name. Format is a syntactic element used to determine how to understand the file content.

Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art of the field of AMG and defining the term “quality”. Chapter 3 describes weaknesses in current AMG efforts when used on such a visually diverse and multi-linguistic document collection environment as the NTNU Intranet. Chapter 4 presents how analysis of the document code of common document formats can be used to generate high quality metadata, with a special focus on the Title element. Chapter 5 presents usage of the document code analysis as data source and contributor to other AMG approaches for generating keywords and descriptions. Chapter 6 gives an advice exemplified by the Creator element before Chapter 7 concludes and presents future work.
2. BACKGROUND

2.1. Automatic Metadata Generation

AMG algorithms are sets of rules for the processing of data source(s), identification of desired content, and the collection and storage of data in accordance with a metadata schema. AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting [2, 10]. The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that previously has not existed is known as metadata extraction [11, 12]. AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that is incorrect for the description of a document. Document content analysis is currently the main approach for generating document specific metadata. Four different approaches are used, as presented in Figure 1:

- **Harvesting of embedded metadata.** This approach uses the embedded metadata created by applications or by the user and stored as part of the document [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the embedded metadata is incorrect.

- **Extraction based on visual appearance.** This approach uses a content presentation application to create a visual representation of the document before executing rules to extract content based on the visual appearance of the document [18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible appearance(s) with which the algorithm has been developed to perform. Hence, such algorithms only perform as desired on pre-known document types.

- **Extraction of metadata based on natural language.** This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Such algorithms commonly include collection of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages, document sections in different languages or contains header or footer fields since the text from these fields are presented on every page hence occur frequently.

- **Extraction based on document code analysis.** This approach uses analysis of the code of e.g. a document directly without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics regardless of visual characteristics, and the language of the intellectual content. Current, popular document formats are binary (e.g. PDF, Word and PowerPoint) or non-standardized (e.g. Word and PowerPoint). This has limited the research based on document codes to HTML documents [28]. With the emergence of new document file formats; this paper will explore the use of the document code on Word and PowerPoint documents.
Figure 1. AMG content analysis algorithms and the data sources which they use

2.2. Defining Quality

The research results were evaluated using a framework for measuring “quality” presented in [29]. In the context of this research, this framework categorizes “quality” based on:

1) Syntax: Analysis of the document formatting to see that it complies with the document’s format standard.
2) Semantics: Analysis of the entities presented to see if they are valid and in accordance with the document format’s relevant metadata schema.
3) Pragmatics: Analysis to determine if the user-interpreted properties are reflected in the metadata.

Additionally, supplemental quality terms were used based on [30]. This framework supplement [29] by including dedicated metadata quality terms for:

1) Completeness: Completeness reflects two issues: (1) The use of as many elements as possible; and (2) that the user’s desired elements are present in the metadata records.
2) Accuracy: The entities should describe the document correctly and factually.
3) Provenance: There should be a record of who created the metadata.
4) Conformance to expectations: Assumes that the user’s expected elements are available.
5) **Logical consistency and coherence**: Logical consistency relates to compliance with the local metadata schema. Coherence relates to whether the elements are made available.

6) **Timeliness**: Timeliness relates to two issues: (1) Currency: when the document changes while the metadata remain unchanged. (2) Lag: when the document is disseminated (distributed) before some or all metadata is knowable or available.

7) **Accessibility**: That the metadata are available to users and understandable to users.

The quality scale is measured subjectively as:

- **Very high**: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness.
- **High**: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness, although more than a few exceptions were discovered.
- **Undeterminable**: The dataset could not verify either correct or false entities for the given element, so that a conclusion could not be drawn.
- **Low**: Systematic false entities were verified to be present.
- **Very low**: An extensive number of false entities were verified as present in the dataset.

### 3. FINDING STRUCTURE IN CHAOS

A common strategy for ensuring the existence of metadata is to force publishers to manually specify metadata. At the NTNU Intranet we try to avoid such force and hence automatically generates publishing metadata based on login and session data. However, the user must manually specify a document title. In addition, a dedicated document description can be manually added. The title specified through the Intranet showed similarities with the documents’ visible title for less than a tenth of the published documents. Description or Subject metadata were specified for two thirds of the published documents, though less than one thirds of the documents were individually described. These numbers indicate that the users regard creation of these metadata as unnecessary extra work, and is not worthy of providing extra effort into. There is a need for other methods for generating quality metadata. No documents were retrieved from the Intranet with valid Description or Subject metadata, even though common document formats such as PDF, Word and PowerPoint support inclusion of such entities.

At NTNU the lecturers and students themselves decide upon which documents they wish to share through the Intranet. As a result of this free publishing policy, a wide range of lectured subjects and a multitude of physical lecturing areas result in an Intranet document collection with extremely diverse visual appearances. Here you can find everything from highly structured academic papers to the students’ presented answers to exercises varying in subjects including medicine, informatics, education and fine art. Figure 2 shows a few examples of the visual diversity of published documents. This research analyzed over 8000 documents from this Intranet, collected from 166 unique courses for analysis. Random selections of from the 3500 stand-alone document files collected from this dataset were used for in-depth analysis. This analysis confirmed that existing AMG algorithms based on harvesting of existing metadata and extraction
based on pre-defined visual characteristic or natural language analysis would not perform in compliance with the quality measures of the University [5].

Figure 2. Four examples of published PowerPoint slide shows from the NTNU Intranet.

The low or very low metadata quality was caused by:

- **Harvestable metadata being based on standard entities** not updated entities and false entities due to document conversion. E.g. only 14% of dataset documents contained a higher quality Title element. In regards to PDF documents, this low metadata quality were results of the original document metadata being excluded and replaced by commercial content promoting the converter application. This results in very low metadata quality in terms of semantics & accuracy (describes other content than the intentions of the schema) and pragmatics & logical consistency and coherence (the metadata does not reflect upon the document). MS Office documents were affected negatively by standardized template entities (e.g. Author = NTNU) and timeliness due to metadata not being updated as the document evolves (e.g. the Title-element is populated the first time the document is saved, though since need to be manually updates. This was seldom done in the analyzed dataset). None of the examined
document formats contained meta-metadata and hence all had metadata of low quality in terms provenance. As a result, it was in cases impossible to determine if the metadata were user specified or generated by an application.

- **Extractable metadata based on visual characteristics** not being able to locate the “correct” sections due to extensive and unstructured differences in visual appearances. E.g. one in five Word-documents received a Title element without any resemblance to the visible title. Common issues included low completeness due to titles spanning multiple sentences and accuracy due to wrong content being used as metadata (e.g. the first line of text).

- **Extractable metadata based on natural language**, full-text analysis was not able to distinguish between visual document sections. E.g. the footer and header of documents were mixed up with the documents’ intellectual content reducing the pragmatic and conformance to expectations. Hence, words such as “Page” and “NTNU” were often located as keywords even though the intellectual document content did not use these words.

As the harvestable metadata is of questionable quality, AMG need to focus on extraction. Though, at the same time move beyond extraction limited to visual characteristics. [31] showed retrieval of the Title-element from HTML tags and extraction based on the natural language approach by analyzing the HTML code of web-pages. The generated metadata were of less than their desired quality. They concluded that other means of generating the Title element were needed which could combine data sources, in order to generate higher quality metadata.

The file format of other commonly used stand-alone document formats contains extensive descriptions of their content as well. Ninety-one percent of the stand-alone documents uploaded to the NTNU Intranet were in Adobe PDF, MS Word or MS PowerPoint document formats. This research has focused on AMG efforts from these document formats. These similarities based on document format provide extensive amounts of information which can be used for AMG purposes regardless of visual appearance. Using document code analysis as basis for AMG allows for combining AMG approaches, hence being able to use the documents’ visual appearance to automatically generate metadata when this is preferable.

### 4. EXTRACTION OF STANDARDIZED FILE FORMATTING CONTENT

The structure of the document code is determined based on the documents’ file format. Each file format has a pre-specified structure with a pre-specified logical consistency and coherence. It is hence of essence to determine the file format correctly in order to gain access to and to understand the document code. The file format can usually be determined based on the file name extension. The syntactical data quality of the examined documents was in general very high with file content in conformance to expectations. Only three documents were retrieved with a document code which did not correspond to the conformance to expectations. These were all corrupted MS PowerPoint files. In addition, several PDF documents were security restricted. Such security restrictions can be a hurdle for AMG efforts, since the AMG algorithms might
not gain access to all or the desired sections of the target document. The result is low syntactic quality due to low content accessibility even though the file formatting is of high syntactic quality.

Documents of a specific file format contain extensive amounts of similarly structured formatting data due to their commonly built file format syntax. This is even though the documents’ visual appearance can vary extensively. By building on these similarities, structure can be established to build AMG logic. E.g. Latex documents based on the ACM SIG Proceedings Template [32] share a specific formatting specified in the template. By building AMG algorithms that are adapted to the used document template, extraction of specific sections can be used to generate metadata. Basing the extraction efforts on the document code rather than the visual appearance of the document avoids visual abnormalities to affect the quality of the generated metadata. E.g. from Figure 3 the Title-element can be identified by locating the “\textbf{title}”-section, while the right number of authors can be uniquely established by retrieving and analyzing the content of the “\textbf{numberofauthors}”-section. The content of these sections are always up-to-date as long as the sections are used in accordance with the given template. There are hence no timeline issues which could drag the quality down as long as the syntactical quality is high and has high accuracy. Hence, no additional efforts are needed in order to determine and extract the correct number of authors. This avoids the uncertainties which visual recognition based AMG algorithms face.

\begin{document}
\textbf{AUTOMATIC METADATA GENERATION}
\textbf{1}
\textbf{Lars Edvardsen}
\textbf{lars.edvardsen@intelcom.no}
\end{document}

\textbf{Figure 3. Example Latex document code based on the ACM SIG Proceedings Template.}

A substantial challenge for Latex documents is that they are seldom published in their native format. E.g. at the NTNU Intranet contains only a handful of Latex documents. Rather, converted documents are published instead. The converting process dramatically affects the syntax of the original user specified- and file formatting content. This since most conversion processes can remove the non-visual formatting content of the original document and replaces these with the new file formatting. Original content which is not of explicit importance for the documents’ visual appearance is often excluded. E.g. the PDF format does not support inclusion of the non-visual formatting data from Latex or other document formats. The document quality in terms of completeness of the original file is substantially lowered. Instead, new formatting data is included to provide the visible characteristics of the document. This exclusion of original document content limits the extraction possibilities which are based directly on the document code.

Other document types are more commonly published in their original file format. This includes MS Office documents. As a result, all the original documents’ content is
available for AMG efforts. The quality of these files is hence higher in terms of syntax and completeness than converted documents. However, the quality in terms of accessibility of MS Office documents has been very low since these formats have been largely unavailable for research due to its proprietary file formats. The introduction of OpenXML-based documents in MS Office 2007 application suite has enabled insight into the file format content. By losslessly converting existing documents collected from the NTNU Intranet into OpenXML, this research has increased the quality of accessibility, which has enabled examination of the actual content of Office files for AMG purposes.

Examination of this document code revealed this as an exceptional data source for generating high quality document metadata. This since it enables access to all the user-specified document content plus all the file format type specific formatting. This enable generation of AMG algorithms which only generates entities of the desired content has been explicitly specified in the document code. If the desired content is explicitly specified then other AMG efforts can be executed. Some of the characteristics of MS Office documents are results of interpretations from the document presentation application. E.g. the exact visual appearance of Word documents is not stored. Rather, the visual appearance is rendered each time the document is opened by the document presentation application.

The OpenXML code in Figure 4 presents Word document code based on the ACM SIG Proceedings Template [32]. This template contains sections for "Paper-Title", "Author" and "E-Mail". These are template specific sections which are presented as “styles” in the application graphical user interface, see Figure 5. Other templates may contain other styles. Office documents do not contain data for logical consistency, such as \numberofauthors from the Latex template. This avoids logical consistency quality issues, though increases the uncertainties regarding the actual content of the document.

```xml
<w:pPr>
  <w:pStyle w:val="Paper-Title" />
</w:pPr>
<w:r w:rsidRPr="00E82FB1">
  <w:t> AUTOMATIC METADATA GENERATION </w:t>
</w:r>
<w:pPr>
  <w:pStyle w:val="Author" />
</w:pPr>
<w:t>Lars Edvardsen </w:t>
<w:pPr>
  <w:pStyle w:val="E-Mail" />
</w:pPr>
<w:t>Lars.Edvardsen@intelcom.no</w:t>
```

*Figure 4. Example OpenXML document code based on the ACM SIG Proceedings Template.*
Each of these styles has a specific visual formatting which is specified as part of the template syntax. If the document author uses these specified style section in accordance with the given template semantics, then the document’s visual appearance will be in line with the template standard. This is since the document presentation application uses the styles and the related, specified intellectual content to generate the visual appearance of the document. Hence the quality in terms of semantics and pragmatics will be high. Only the intellectual content which is formatted based on the used template section is registered as being based on this section. A consequence of this is that the styles and the style formatted intellectual content can be individually identified. Using this information for AMG purposes, it is possible to consistently extract document content based on a specific style and use these for generation of metadata suitable for the specified style. E.g. if the user does not use the specified style, then no sections of the document’s intellectual content contain the specified style. If the user does not follow the document guidelines presented through the template, the quality in terms of semantics and pragmatics is affected negatively.

Each template can have its own styles and can use each style in a unique way. It is hence of importance to identify which template which was the basis for the document. Identification of the used template can be performed by retrieving the template name which is harvestable of high quality from the document metadata present in most documents. Analysis of thousands of documents from the NTNU Intranet revealed that all the Word documents had a registered template. The standard template “Normal.dot” were the basis for over 95% of these documents. This blank document template contain sections for e.g. title and headings, though not author, abstract, description or keywords as the ACM template does. The section names also differ, e.g. the “Normal.dot” specifies the title as either “Title” or “ctrTitle”, while the ACM template specifies its title as “Paper-Title”. Only document content which the author explicitly specifies to be of a specific type is formatted in accordance with this style. In-depth analysis revealed that only 3% of Word documents contained Title-styled intellectual content of Word documents. This stands in vast contrast to the 82% of PowerPoint slide.
shows which contained such data. By using the document code as the primary data source for harvesting and extraction algorithms, this research increased the correctness rate of the generated metadata to 91% and 97% for Word and PowerPoint document respectfully with only 3% of the entities generated being false [5]. The approach of combining AMG efforts is explored in the next chapter.

The high number of usage of the Title-styled section of PowerPoint slide shows is a result of most templates, including the default blank template, visually promotes using these sections. Hence many users use these sections to get a slide show which complies with the theme of the used template while increasing the document quality in terms of completeness [4]. The authors are hence encouraged to contribute with specific content at the style formatted sections, which can be uniquely identified and used for AMG efforts regardless of the visual appearance of the slide show. Figure 6 present one of many observed used templates which promote a title and a subtitle section on the front page, alias the “Title slide”. By filling these sections out, the intended visual appearance of the document is accomplished.

![Figure 6. Template with title and sub-title sections.](image)

5. RETRIEVING OTHER FORMATTING CONTENT

5.1. Generating descriptions

In accordance with the IEEE LOM [7] and Dublin Core [8], the metadata element “Description” can be populated with entities which include a table of content. Table of
Appendix A

contents can be automatically generated by analyzing the document code for retrieval of all the sections of the documents’ intellectual content formatted as a header, such as \(w:val=\text{"Heading1"}\). It is also possible to retrieve the Table of content directly if such is created within the document. Though, this potential data source can have timeliness issues deterring the metadata quality. This is due to the Table of content is not continuously updated, rather updated when manually specifying or when printing the document. Other content which is described as a Caption can also be retrieved for generating Table of tables, figures, illustrations etc. Figure 7 present the actual OpenXML code which is used for creating the Caption of Figure 7.

![OpenXML code](image)

Figure 7. A selection of OpenXML document code to generate this specific Caption.

5.2 Using code analysis as basis for other AMG efforts

A range of metadata cannot be explicitly specified using the document alone. In many cases there is a need to include logic from other AMG approaches in order to generate metadata of the desired quality and quantity.

5.2.1 Extraction of Abstract

One such entity is the Description element as a summary or abstract. No documents retrieved from the NTNU Intranet contained sections which were style formatted as “Summary” or “Abstract”. Though, a larger selection of documents had an abstract paragraph located beneath the author information on the first page. This abstract session was usually marked with the header text “Abstract” and consisted until the next header. Descriptions such as the one above are the backbone for AMG algorithms based on visual appearance. Key challenges for such algorithms are to extract all the desired intellectual content (completeness) without extracting unwanted content (accuracy).

Analysis of the document code can contribute with information to improve the algorithms’ capability to generate high quality metadata in terms of completeness and accuracy by contributing to the visual appearance algorithm with facts regarding the content of the document. Analysis of the document code enables unique identification of the Abstract header (commonly formatted as a style header, formatted with Capital letters, bold letters or using a larger font than the continuing text). The source code is formatted as a single column regardless of the number of column present in the visible document. Retrieving the Abstract content can hence be performed by extracting all text
between the Abstract header and the next header located in the source code. This avoids completeness and accuracy issue challenges, such as extraction of the right order of paragraphs and extraction of content from one or more columns dependent upon the visual presentation of the document. As a result, the pragmatic quality of the metadata can increase in terms of completeness and accuracy.

5.2.2. Extraction of Keywords and Subject classification

Other document content which were not experienced explicitly present in the source code of the average document were keywords and subject classification. It would be possible to extract such content using the same logical approach as extracting the Abstract section from documents with such information present, such as documents based on the ACM SIG Proceedings Template [32]. Unfortunately, most publications on the NTNU Intranet are not based on this or similar templates. Other efforts are hence needed to generate the desired metadata.

Within the field of AMG efforts based on natural language, many algorithms have been developed to generate metadata such as Keywords and Subject classification [23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Determining the language of the documents’ intellectual content is of absolute importance for these algorithms in order to generate quality metadata when operating in a multi linguistic environment. Current AMG efforts based on natural language have avoided this issue by using a dataset of documents with intellectual content in a single language, usually English. This assumption cannot be used on documents published on the NTNU Intranet as this is a multi linguistic user environment.

Current AMG algorithms based on natural language are commonly based on the frequency of unique words used in the intellectual content and comparisons of this vocabulary against reference ontology. Based on this, different AMG algorithms have different approaches to selecting the most frequent words and counts of the most uncommon words for generating keywords and subject classification. General purpose “stop words” are commonly removed. Such stop words commonly include “I”, “am” and “and” from documents in English. In Norwegian these same stop words would be “jeg”, “er” and “og”. If a document in Norwegian were to be analyzed based on an English ontology and stop words, then the generated metadata would be of very low quality as the whole content of the document is misunderstood by the AMG algorithm. It is hence of absolute importance to determine the language of the intellectual content for each document and even individual words, sentences and sections. This in order to allow the AMG algorithm to remove the correct set of stop words and use the right language ontology in order to generate metadata.

Analysis of the document code can reveal data which is of importance for AMG algorithms based on natural language in a multi linguistic document environment. A range of applications automatically analyze the document content in order to determine the language of their intellectual content. Applications, such as the MS Office application suite do this and use the functionality to allow its spelling and grammar
checks to perform optimally. The results of this analysis is stored as part of the documents’ intellectual content as language tags. See the example in Figure 8.

By analyzing the document code, it is hence possible to review which language each sentence or section were registered as, if there were grammatical faults, if there were false spellings or even if false spelling were ignored. Using this information, it is possible to distinguish between the intellectual content presented in each section and execute AMG algorithms based on natural language adapted to the specific language at hand.

This research’s dataset contained Word documents and PowerPoint slide shows which had intellectual content registered as Norwegian, New Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, German, British English, US English, Australian English, Canadian English, Spanish, Portuguese, French and Greek. Several of these documents were multi-linguistic.

Figure 8. A selection of OpenXML document code to which specifies the language and intellectual content of each document section.

The accuracy of these language tags was high, though not flawless. The language determining algorithm of the MS Office application suite did show lower accuracy when single words, short or incomplete sentences were present. In these cases, the words and phrases in question were recognized as misspelled in the applications’ graphical user interface, and hence were indicated as misspelled in the document code. This functionality can be used to exclude misspelled content and hence avoid intellectual content based on a non-recognized language(s).

Another troublesome issue for AMG algorithms based on natural language is headers, footers and master slide show content. The data from these sections can be present on every page of the document and hence be statistically frequently present in the document. This does not mean that the content of these sections is preferred to be included in the document analysis. The content of these sections are stored as separate sub-files of each OpenXML document. The intellectual content of the Word documents are store in another sub-file, while each PowerPoint slide is stored as an individual sub-
file. It is hence possible to easily distinguish between the user specified intellectual content and the content from the other content sections. Based on this, AMG algorithms based on natural language can select which data source that is preferred used. This can further increase the completeness and accuracy of the automatically generated metadata.

A practical example of an AMG algorithm hierarchy which combines AMG approaches in order to generate high quality Title entities from the same dataset is available as previous work [5]. Here the style formatted title is first attempted extracted. If no such content is retrieved then extraction based on visual appearance is performed. If this too does not result in a valid title, then the harvestable metadata is examined before the file name can be used as a last option. This hierarchy of AMG algorithms generated very high quality Title entities, with only 3% false entities.

6 A WORD OF CAUTION – AVOID GETTING BLINDED BY THE DOCUMENT CODE

Not all document content is strictly formatted in accordance with the given template. This can be a result of the desired style sections not being present or the users’ desire to present the document with an alternative visual appearance. This research has experienced that users regard the visual presence of the resulting document as fare more important than the non-visual formatting. If the desired sections are not present in the presented template, other sections can be used for this purpose. An example of this is the sub-title style formatted section which was present in half of PowerPoint slide shows.

In seven out of ten registrations, the creator (author) information was found within this section. These sections were visually formatted in a variety of ways and contained a range of different data, such as subtitles, dates, course descriptions and creator information in a multitude of different orders. Though, less than a tenth of these “Sub-title” sections contained exclusively creator information. The variety in regards to content types and visual formatting makes extraction efforts from this section reliant upon identification of user and organization names, among other text. Deciding upon how to use the available document sections can hence present itself as a challenge. Local knowledge of how the specific (sub-) collection of documents is actually used will enable generation of metadata entities of higher quality due to local adaptation. Such adaptability can be based on e.g. a specific local user, user type, department or organization.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

AMG algorithms base their efforts on systematic and consistent properties of the documents at hand in order to generate quality metadata in accordance with pre-defined metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms need to find common structures in which to base their efforts, even if the dataset is not homogenous. Recognition of the most correct and
most desirable document properties is the basis for automatic generation of high quality metadata.

The currently used AMG approaches have all strength and weaknesses. Retrieval of existing, harvestable metadata can be the simplest to perform, though these metadata are commonly faced with semantic and pragmatic challenges as a result of low completeness, little accuracy, provenance, logical consistency and coherence and timeliness. AMG algorithms based on visual characteristics can generate extensive amounts of metadata; though can be easily fooled by the visual appearance of the document. In a less structured document publishing environment this lack of visual similarity can lower the semantic and pragmatic quality of the generated metadata substantially. AMG algorithms based on natural language can generate high quality keyword and subject metadata, though are vulnerable for documents in multiple languages or documents of another language then their available ontology.

Even though it can look like there is no structure in a collection of documents, there is often underlying structure based on the file format and common document templates. This paper has showed that analysis of the document code enables insight into the document content and how the common structure of the document codes can used for AMG purposes regardless of the documents’ visible appearance. This document code enable direct access to the user specified intellectual content and the style formatting which describes the intellectual content while avoiding undesired content fields, such as headers or footers. This can increase the semantic and pragmatic quality of metadata significantly while avoiding issues caused by low completeness, accuracy, provenance and timeliness. AMG algorithms based on the document code can be combined with other AMG algorithms and provide these algorithms with data sources which enable them to generate higher quality metadata in terms of completeness and accuracy. This paper has demonstrated this potentials by generating high quality semantic entities from a highly diverse and multi linguistic document collection. This resulted in high quality Title and Language entities and made a valuable starting point for generation of Description, Keywords and Subject entities. The generated Creator entities were however of questionable or low semantic quality.

The major bottleneck for examination of the document code has been the syntax. Each file format has a pre-specified structure with a pre-specified logical consistency and coherence. This paper experienced the syntactical quality of files to be high. Though, due to proprietary document formats only the few selected have been able to review the exact content of the commonly used document formats of MS Office documents. This is currently changing as more open source document formats are emerging as viable alternative document formats. The MS Office 2007 based OpenXML document formats have been used for this research to illustrate the potentials of this data source. By basing AMG algorithm efforts on known document format characteristics of these document formats, this research has shown possibilities to retrieve extensive amounts of user specified content usable for generating higher quality metadata. In related work this research has demonstrated how AMG approaches can be combined aiming for automatically generating metadata with as high quality metadata as possible for all documents in the dataset.
The AMG research field is still young and much remains unexplored. At the same time, the use of digital documents is increasing dramatically, which offers the potential for extensive research efforts in the years to come. Future work should include (1) exploring the possibilities for practical experiments using AMG technologies on large document collections; (2) further evaluation of automatically generated entities which are commonly not explicitly expressed using styles, such as the Creator elements; (3) research on the use of multi-linguistic documents in generating of semantic metadata using natural language approaches; (4) usage of data from a controlled user environment as an additional data source in order to automatically generate metadata; (5) analysis of the similarities between Latex templates in order to generate generic AMG algorithms based on the document code.
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Abstract: Giving search engines access to high quality document metadata is crucial for efficient document retrieval efforts on the Internet and on corporate Intranets. Presence of such metadata is currently sparsely present. This paper presents how the structural content of document files can be used for Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) efforts, basing efforts directly on the documents’ content (code) and enabling effective usage of combinations of AMG algorithms for additional harvesting and extraction efforts. This enables usage of AMG efforts to generate high quality metadata in terms of syntax, semantics and pragmatics, from non-homogenous data sources in terms of visual characteristics and language of their intellectual content.

1 INTRODUCTION

Metadata are used to describe the key properties of documents and are normally created by individuals based on a pre-defined metadata schema. The process of manually creating metadata is time consuming and can introduce inconsistencies. These issues can be reduced or avoided by enabling applications to generate metadata instead of or, as a supplement to, manual metadata actions. Such technologies are known as Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) (Cardinaels et al., 2005; Greenberg, 2004;
Meire et al., 2007). AMG algorithms depend upon data consistency and correct data to generate high quality metadata.

Current AMG efforts are closely related to specific collections of documents with similar visual characteristics and intellectual content based on the same natural language: Boguraev & Neff (2000), Giuffrida et al. (2000) and Seymore et al. (1999) extracts metadata based on highly structured conference-, journal or newspaper template formats. Flynn et al. (2007) automates the document type characteristics before performing visual characteristic AMG efforts, though were still dependent upon recognition of specific visual characteristics. Commonly used document creation applications (content creation software), such as Microsoft (MS) Word, MS PowerPoint and Adobe Distiller, use AMG to generate embedded document metadata, but their quality vary extensively. These data are stored in the document code along with other descriptions of visual and non-visual content.

Figure 1: The “document code” of a HTML document.

AMG efforts need to generate high quality metadata regardless of visual characteristics and from multi-linguistic documents. This is best undertaken by using the best available algorithm(s) for the specific document, and by using its most desired data sources. The goal of this research was to find methods to automatically generate metadata from non-homogeneous document collections. Basing AMG efforts around document code analysis can enable detailed, structured and correct metadata from non-homogeneous documents. To achieve the research goal, the following questions were answered: (1) What is the quality of automatically generated document content (embedded metadata and document formatting)? (2) Can AMG approaches be combined or selectively used on a document-by-document basis?

Chapter 2 presents AMG basics, while Chapter 3 presents the research approach. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 present the research results. Chapter 7 evaluates the research, with conclusions presented in Chapter 8.
2 AUTOMATIC METADATA GENERATION

AMG algorithms are sets of rules that enable access to data source(s), identification of desired content, collection of these data and storage of them in accordance with metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting (Greenberg, 2004; Open Archives Initiative, 2004). The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that has previously not existed is known as metadata extraction (Seymore et al., 1999; Greenstone, 2007). AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that does not reflect the document. Document content analysis is currently the main approach for generating document specific metadata. Four different approaches are used:

- **Harvesting of embedded metadata.** This approach uses the embedded metadata created by applications or by the user and stored as part of the document (Greenstone, 2007; Bird and the Jorum Team, 2006; Google, 2009; Scirus, 2009; Yahoo, 2009). This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources do not contain high quality metadata.

- **Extraction based on visual appearance.** This approach uses a special content presentation application to generate a visual representation of the document before executing rules to extract content based on the visual appearance of the document (Giuffrida et al., 2000; Kawtrakul and Yingsaeree, 2005; Flynn et al., 2007; Li et al., 2005a; Liu et al., 2007). This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible appearance(s) with which the algorithm has been developed to perform. Hence, such algorithms only perform as desired on pre-known document types.

- **Extraction of metadata based on natural language.** This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed (Boguraev and Neff., 2000; LOMGen, 2006; Greenberg et al., 2005; Li et al., 2005b; Liddy et al., 2002; Jenkins and Inman, 2001). Such algorithms commonly include collection of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against a reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages or document sections in different languages.

- **Extraction based on document code analysis.** This approach uses the document code directly without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics regardless of visual characteristics, and the language of the intellectual content. Current, popular document formats are binary (e.g. PDF, Word and PowerPoint) or non-standardized (e.g. Word and PowerPoint). This has limited the research based on document code analysis to HTML documents (Jenkins and Inman, 2001). With the emergence of new document file formats; this research will explore the use of document code analysis on Word and PowerPoint documents.
3 RESEARCH SETUP

This research needed to base its efforts on documents with diverse visual and intellectual content. These documents were analyzed in regards to their document contents and in regards to generation of metadata. The results of these analysis’ were evaluated using an existing framework for measuring “quality”.

The Learning Management System (LMS) “It’s learning” (It’s learning, 2009), which is used by the Norwegian University of Science and Technology, has been used for this project. This LMS allows lecturers and students to publish documents without restrictions regarding document types and visual characteristics, though requiring a user-specified title for each document stored as part of the LMS, not in the files. The LMS automatically generates metadata regarding the publisher based on the logged-in user’s user name and gives a timestamp regarding publishing date. This project gained access to 166 distinct courses covering a multitude of subjects, including medicine, linguistics, education and fine art. Here the users published documents without changing any of its characteristics and without restrictions regarding document type or visual characteristics. Over 3500 unique, stand-alone document files were retrieved from these courses.

This project conducted qualitative analyses in order to fine-tune its efforts and gain experience before a more extensive qualitative analysis. For the qualitative analysis, random selections of documents were conducted for in-depth analysis. Ninety-one percent of the stand-alone documents uploaded to the LMS were in PDF, Word or PowerPoint document formats. The qualitative analyses are consequently concentrated on these file formats. The content of the MS Office documents (Word and PowerPoint) was explored by lossless converting them into MS Office 2007 Open XML document
formats using the MS Office 2007 application suite. This conversion process was verified lossless by using third-party software for document content comparisons. The exception is the “Last saved date” metadata elements which were changed. Selected document types are frequently converted before being published, e.g. from Word to PDF document formats. This affects the document content and hence increases the vulnerability to generation of false metadata: (1) Content can be added, altered or removed; non-visible formatting data is commonly discarded. (2) The converted document can contain metadata that reflects the converted document but not the original. (3) Documents can be subject to security restrictions, which prevent AMG algorithms from accessing their content.

The research results were evaluated using a framework for measuring “quality” presented by Lindland et al. (1994). This framework categorizes “quality” based on (1) Syntax, (2) Semantics and (3) Pragmatics. Additionally, supplemental quality terms were used based on Bruce and Hillmann (2004) by including dedicated metadata quality terms for completeness, accuracy and provenance, conformance to expectations, logical consistency and coherence, timeliness and accessibility. The IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) (IEEE LTSC, 2005) schema was used to generate a common vocabulary and to define the content of specific elements and their valid value spaces. However, this research is not restricted to this specific schema.

4 QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The LMS shows extensive varieties in regards to published documents, as all documents are accepted for publication. This research found 41 document file formats, a range in content types (texts, spreadsheets, presentations etc.), content qualities (from informal notes to papers) and intellectual content in a multitude of different languages. The documents have a diverse visual appearance, ranging from being based on predefined official administrative templates used by university employees, to documents without structure created by students on private computers. The following embedded metadata elements (and their synonyms) from these documents have been analyzed:

The “Date” elements: All Word and PowerPoint documents and 91% of PDF documents contained embedded date metadata. However, less than a handful of documents contained visible date content against which an evaluation could be performed. All the embedded “Date” elements were based on the timer (clock) of the user’s local computer. There was no information stored as part of the document or from the LMS that could verify that this timer was correct when the metadata was generated. Therefore, the correctness of these entities cannot be determined, although a few elements could be confirmed as being false, because the entities indicated that they were modified before being created or that they were published before being created or last saved. This confirms that “Date” elements cannot be fully trusted.

The “Creator” element: All Word and PowerPoint documents and 76% of PDF documents contained a “Creator” (or “Author”) element. These elements are commonly automatically generated by applications using software license user names and default
values. Only 46% of PDF, 22% of Word and 30% of PowerPoint documents contained visible author information, making validation of these entities challenging.

**The “Template” element:** Ninety-five percent of Word documents were based on the blank default template, which is without any visible content. Eighty-two percent of PowerPoint documents were based on the application’s default template “normal.pot” which contains visible “Title” and “Sub-title” sections. These sections are identifiable and retrievable through analysis of the document code. This template information is discarded when the original documents are converted to PDF documents.

**The “Title” element:** All Word and PowerPoint documents and 84% of PDF documents contained a “Title” element. These elements are commonly automatically generated by applications the first time the document is stored. The documents’ visible title and the embedded metadata “Title” were identical for only 14% of the documents. This indicates that the visible titles were changed when the documents were resaved or that the AMG algorithms used generated false entities.

**The “Description”, “Subject” and “Keywords” elements:** Just 0.1% of the Word and 1% of PDF documents contained a “Description” element. Most of these entities were valid. No PowerPoint documents contained valid “Description” elements. One percent of PDF documents contained a “Subject” entity, though only one-eighth of these entities were valid. No documents contained a valid “Keywords” entity.

**The “Language” element:** No documents contained metadata regarding the language of the document’s intellectual content.

The quantitative analysis was used as basis for the further efforts of the qualitative analysis. There is no more data in the dataset to determine the correctness of the “Date” elements. Further analysis has therefore not been undertaken. Further analysis is presented in Chapters 5.1 and 5.2 regarding the “Creator” and “Title” elements. These efforts use the “Template” entities. The uncommon, but valid use of the “Description”, “Subject” and “Keywords” elements show the need for AMG algorithms based on natural language. In a multi-linguistic environment, these algorithms are dependent on document and document section language information. This is discussed in Chapter 5.3.

5 QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS

5.1 Generating “Creator” elements

This chapter analyses embedded “Creator” entities of common document formats and AMG approaches for generating such entities. For this analysis, 300 PDF, Word and PowerPoint documents were selected at random. Visual data to verify element content were present in only a limited way, which increased uncertainties and our ability to draw conclusions regarding the embedded metadata and the extracted metadata. Word and PowerPoint documents can have embed “Author” and “Last author” elements. PDF documents can embed a general “Author” element and an Extensible Metadata Platform (XMP) section with “DC.Creator” and “XAP.Author” elements. The entities presented
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in the XMP section contained a number of character errors, with characters being added, removed or replaced. All these entities were also found in the general element section but without the issues described above. These elements could therefore be used exclusively without losing data. The majority of documents contained author or organization names in their embedded metadata, though only a fraction of these entities could be visually verified as correct. One in ten PDF documents contained verifiable false entities, mainly as commercial content for online converting services. A third of Word documents contained verifiable false entities such as “standard user” and “test.” The larger number of PowerPoint documents with visible creator data present made it possible to validate more entities possible. One in five entities could be verified as either correct or false.

Different AMG approaches to generate “Creator” entities were taken based on visual characteristics. Using the first visible line or the text section with the largest font resulted in correctness rates of between 0% and 3%, varying between the document formats. Extraction efforts based on collection of the content located immediately beneath the correctly identified title resulted in correctness rates of between 4% and 20%.

Word and PowerPoint documents can contain style tags that present the formatting used for specific sections in the document, typically based on template data. No documents contained the style tags “Author” or “Creator”. PDF documents also support inclusion of style tags. No PDF documents were found that included the desired tags.

![Figure 3: Documents created by LMS publisher](image)
Half of the PowerPoint documents contained “Sub-title” style tags. Two-thirds of all visible creator information was found in this section. These sections were visually formatted in a variety of ways, and contained a range of different data, such as subtitles, dates, course descriptions and creator information in a multitude of different orders. Creator information was included in 60% of the “Sub-title” sections present. Eight percent of the “Sub-title” sections contained only creator information. The variety in regards to content types and visual formatting makes extraction efforts from this section reliant upon identification of user- and organization names in among the text.

An alternative to generating creator metadata could be the harvesting of context publisher data from the LMS, which could then be used as creator metadata. Such an approach can generate valid entities for individual publishers, although false entities would be generated for groups of authors. The current research compared the LMS’ user name against the embedded metadata and visible characteristics. This approach was able to confirm that three-quarters of Word documents were published by their creators, that PowerPoint documents were more frequently published by others than the document creators, and that there were extensive uncertainties regarding PDF documents. Hence, this approach still produces a great deal of uncertainty and false results.

5.2 Generating “Title” elements

This chapter analyses embedded “Title” entities from common document formats and AMG approaches for generating such entities. This is performed with a special focus on using document code analysis as basis for extraction efforts. The PDF document code showed not to include content relevant for this analysis. These efforts were therefore focused on Word and PowerPoint documents; 200 Word and PowerPoint documents were selected at random. Two corrupted PowerPoint documents could not be analyzed. The remaining documents were losslessly converted to their respective Open XML document formats. The baseline AMG results were generated based on the efforts of related work:

- **File name:** Obtained from the file system (Bird and the Jorum Team, 2006).
- **Embedded metadata:** Harvested from the document (Greenstone, 2007; Google, 2009; Scirus, 2009; Yahoo, 2009; Jenkins and Inman, 2001; Singh et al., 2004).
- **First line:** Extracted from the first visible line of text (Greenstone, 2007).
- **Largest font:** Extracted the text section on the first page based on the largest font size (Giuffrida et al., 2000; Google, 2009).

The results of the baseline efforts were categorized as correct, partly correct, no results and false results:

- **Correct:** The generated entity was identical or nearly identical to the visible title. Small variations, such as spaces that had been removed between words, were accepted.
- **Partly correct:** The generated entity was either partly correct or larger differences were present.
- **No results:** No content was generated by the algorithm. This can be the result of documents without embedded metadata or documents without text-based content.

- **False results:** The generated entity does not result in a representative “Title” element.

The baseline results show that using the content with the largest font generated the most correct entities. The embedded metadata was strongly influenced by being automatically generated the first time the document was stored, and hence was not updated as the document evolved during the creation process. The first line algorithm frequently collected the document header section from page tops.

**Table 1: Baseline “Title” results: Word documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File name</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First line</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest font</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: Baseline “Title” results: PowerPoint documents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>File name</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>27%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embedded</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First line</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest font</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Open XML documents are zip archives containing standardized, structured content regardless of the document content. There are dedicated XML files for the footer and header sections. As a result, these sections can be avoided entirely. By analyzing the content of the main document XML file of Word and PowerPoint documents, it is possible to analyze the main document content based on facts without the need for visual interpretations e.g. regarding font name and size, placements and section content.
Eight of ten PowerPoint documents contained a “Title” style tagged section. These sections contained nothing but titles, formatted in a variety of different ways. Three percent of Word documents also contained such sections, though two out of three documents used this section for data other than title information.

The key property that allows the document code analysis approach to be combined with other AMG methods is that it does not deliver a result when the desired content is not located. This enables it to be combined with other AMG methods. Our research demonstrated this by testing three different document code analysis based algorithms:

2. **Document code and largest font**: Extends algorithm A by evaluating if algorithm A provides an entity. If not, then the content with the largest font section is collected.
3. Document code, largest font, context filter and alternative data sources:

Extends algorithm B by evaluating if algorithm B provides an entity after performing context data filtering (e.g. course codes and course descriptions). If no entity is generated, then the embedded metadata entity is harvested. If this entity is empty then the file name is used as entity.

The falsely labelled Word document appeared in the algorithm results. As these AMG efforts were constructed to demonstrate the possibilities of using document code analysis, these results have been accepted. The AMG efforts associated with algorithm B focus on documents for which there were no results from algorithm A. This results in a large portion of correct records, though with faults. The inclusion of context data filters in algorithm C reduced the number of false records greatly. One document was given a title based on the file name, since neither the document body nor the embedded metadata contained text-based content. By excluding use of algorithm A for Word documents, the correctness rate would increase by two percentage points, reducing the number of false records by a similar amount.

Algorithm A employed the “Title” style tags that are frequently included in PowerPoint documents. All these sections contained valid titles. The remaining AMG efforts of algorithm B then concentrated on documents that did not have a style formatted title. This resulted in one document being given a false label while three documents received a correct title. Algorithm C gave titles based on the file name to the documents without text-based content. No filtering of content was performed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Generating “General.Language” elements

This chapter presents usage of the existing, automatically generated language tags from common document formats for AMG purposes. The document code can contain tags reflecting the language of the document’s intellectual content. This allows for populating the IEEE LOM’s “General.Language” element (IEEE LTSC, 2005) and execution of AMG algorithms based on natural language in multi-linguistic environments. Language recognition is automatically performed by applications such as MS Word and MS PowerPoint on document text sections to enable spelling and grammar checks. These section-wise language descriptions are stored as language tags in the documents. Our research documented that language tags are discarded if the document is converted to a PDF. This research is hence focused on Word and PowerPoint documents. One hundred documents were selected at random, resulting in 60 Word and 40 PowerPoint documents. These documents were lossless converted to their native Open XML document format. The analysis was performed on the main document content of Word documents and on the first slide of PowerPoint documents.

All Word documents contained US English language tags, though less than one in ten of the Word documents used these tags. Extraction efforts need to be focused on the tags that are in practical use. The extraction effort showed that all text sections were formatted with a single language tag. This allows for using language-specific natural language AMG algorithms on individual sections formatted with a specific language tag. Both single and multi-lingual documents were found.

PowerPoint documents typically contain a limited number of complete sentences for which language recognition can be performed. Hence less data is commonly available to determine the language used in the document. This can result in less accurate language tags than for Word documents. Single language PowerPoint documents were found in Norwegian, US English and British English. One document contained false language tags, when a few Norwegian keywords were included on the first slide of an US English slide show. This illustrates the difficulties of recognizing short language sections. Thirty percent of the PowerPoint documents were correctly labelled as containing multi-lingual intellectual content.

6 EVALUATION

The analysis of Chapters 4 and 5 revealed issues which affect the quality of the metadata which can be automatically generated based on these data sources. This chapter review these issues based on the quality terms of Lindland et al. (1994) and Bruce and Hillmann (2004). Chapter 6.1 presents the embedded metadata. Chapter 6.2 presents the effects of the extraction efforts and Chapter 6.3 summons up the effects of the document creation process.
6.1 Embedded metadata

The documents created in the controlled user environment did not contain embedded metadata. This evaluation of embedded metadata is hence concentrated on stand-alone documents. We observed that embedded metadata was created by applications and users, and inherited from templates and old versions of the documents. None of the document formats analyzed contained meta-metadata. The provenance aspect of the metadata quality was hence very low. The applications could, based on reasoning, be determined to be the author of most of the embedded metadata. Determining the creator of semantic elements was difficult since these elements were free for all parties to use. Standardized entities meant that the metadata creator could be determined in selected document-specific cases.

Each document format has its own approach to embedded metadata. The metadata harvesting efforts therefore needed to be adapted to each document format in order to access, interpret and retrieve the metadata. This reduces the quality of the accessibility of the metadata. It also requires ongoing efforts to adapt the harvesting efforts to new document formats or new versions of the document formats over time.

Our research did not explicitly discover content from the main section of the document (document content) that was syntactic false. However, a few documents were found where the syntactic requirements of the document format were not met. These documents were hence corrupted. These documents became corrupted before or as a part of the transfer process to the LMS.

The security restriction properties of specific PDF documents presented themselves as a hurdle for both harvesting and extraction of metadata. For PDF documents with security restrictions, the semantic quality of the metadata was very low since the metadata are unavailable. Security restrictions also limit the possibilities to extract metadata based on these documents.

Selected PDF documents showed false semantic metadata formatting. This reduces the logical consistency aspect of the metadata quality. However, because these problems were present in a systematic way, error correction can be automatically performed. Semantic issues were discovered regarding characters in the XMP metadata section of PDF documents. This reduces these entities’ quality based on accuracy.

This research was able to prove that some of the “Date” related entities were false, which made their quality in terms of accuracy less than optimal. The vast majority of dates could not be verified as correct. A very limited number of documents could be confirmed to have false entities. The semantic quality of the “Date” elements could not be fully verified and hence remains undetermined.

Most of the semantic uncertainties we discovered were in the “Title” element. This element was commonly automatically generated by the applications. The generated entities were of a low semantic quality due to: (1) Timeliness: The metadata could be collected from template data or from earlier versions of the document. This affected the quality in terms of the currency of these elements. (2) Accuracy: The AMG algorithms
used generated entities that do not reflect upon the metadata schema’s definition of the element content.

Some applications do not use the document as data source for generating semantic elements. The quality in accuracy for the “Title” entities was low when compared to the visually presented title. The quality varied between document formats as different applications use the main document’s intellectual content in different ways to generate these entities and due to the templates used. The pragmatic quality of these entities from Word and PowerPoint documents was low.

The above issues also affected the “Creator” element. The dataset showed that user creation of manual “Creator” elements was even more limited than for “Title” elements. The entities that are present are often based on applications user names rather than the name of the user. Very few documents had visible creator data, so there were very few documents that could be confirmed as having a valid “Creator” element. The semantic quality of the “Creator” element was thus presumed very low.

None of the document formats analyzed contained metadata on the language of the documents’ intellectual content. The metadata quality in terms of completeness was hence very low.

6.2 Extraction efforts

The extraction efforts confirmed that high quality metadata can be generated based on document code analysis, although the “Creator” data were not found as style tags, or was visually present only to a limited extent. There was therefore not enough data for the extraction efforts to perform optimally. This confirmed that extraction efforts, such as Giuffrida et al. (2000), Kawtrakul and Yingsaeree (2005) and Liu et al. (2007) are not able to perform on such a diverse dataset. Using an external data source, such as proposed by Bird and the Jorum Team (2006) and Greenberg et al. (2005), generated higher quality metadata, although still with a large number of errors and much uncertainty.

The content of the style tagged “Title” sections of PowerPoint documents were of very high semantic quality. Such formatting was extensively used by users because this section visually presented in the default PowerPoint templates. We did not observe that Word documents visually promoted document sections. As a direct result, very few used document formatting in accordance with the pre-defined style types. The semantic quality of these formatting tags from Word documents was low. In the LMS’ controlled user environment, the “Title” section contained consistently high semantic quality entities, because of no alternative title presentation and since it is mandatory to use. Our analysis confirmed that the document code provided a more accurate approach for extraction efforts, either based on the document code directly, or by combining the document code with other extraction algorithms.
The generation of “General.Language” elements resulted in entities of very high semantic, syntactic and completeness quality for Word and PowerPoint documents. Some uncertainties were found when only short text sections were available.

6.3 Effects of the document creation process

Stand-alone documents provide a user flexibility that is not found in the controlled user environment. This ensures that the users’ creative efforts can be used to the fullest to express the intellectual content of the document. The applications used can create extensive metadata descriptions and create content with high syntactic and semantic quality. But this creative freedom comes at the expense of the documents’ systematic quality properties:

- Templates (or old documents) can contain content (embedded metadata and visible intellectual content) that is false or becomes false when used as the basis for new documents.
- The syntactic quality of the document format cannot be assured due to diverse usage among various applications.
- The user may violate template content and its intended usage.
- Converting original documents can alter, add or remove metadata, formatting data and intellectual content.
- Documents can have security restrictions, which prevent AMG algorithms from accessing the documents’ content.

Compared to the controlled user environment, stand-alone documents subjected to AMG efforts require different approaches in treating data sources. The data sources from stand-alone documents can be of a variety of qualities. This makes it essential to learn the characteristics of each document format and its practical usage before AMG efforts are undertaken. Harvesting and extraction efforts based on stand-alone documents are less systematic than those based on documents from the controlled user environment.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

AMG algorithms base their efforts on systematic and consistent properties of the documents at hand in order to generate quality metadata in accordance with pre-defined metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms need to find common structures in which to base their efforts, even if the dataset is not homogenous. Recognition of the most correct and most desirable document properties is the basis for automatic generation of high quality metadata.

This research vastly extends the Stage-of-the-art for using document code analysis for AMG efforts and enabling combination of AMG algorithm types on the same resources, validated against an established framework for defying the resulting data quality. This research has documented that document code analysis can be used to automatically
generate metadata of high quality even though the data source is not homogenous. Common, non-visual document formatting that can be obtained through document code analysis enables the generation of high quality metadata. This code is unique for each document format, although it is shared by all documents of the same document format version. Document code analysis allows for the unique identification of all sub-sections of the documents and enables extraction from each formatted section individually, which in turn allows for the generation of a multitude of different metadata elements. AMG efforts based directly on document code analysis only generate results when the desired content is present, avoids interpretation of the document content and can provide other AMG algorithms document descriptions based on facts. These properties enable efficient combinations of AMG algorithms, allowing different harvesting and extraction algorithms to work together in order to generate the most desired, high quality results.

AMG efforts based on stand-alone documents require an understanding of how the documents are used by the document creators (users), what the user specifies and what is automatically generated based on templates and application specific AMG algorithms. This research has documented that such efforts can generate high quality metadata from stand-alone documents from a non-homogeneous dataset. This research has presented how AMG efforts can be combined in order to generate high quality metadata from a user controlled document creation environment.

The AMG research field is still young and much remains unexplored. At the same time the use of digital documents is increasing dramatically, which offers the potential for extensive research efforts in the years to come. Future work should include (1) Analysis of the impact of the usage environment in which documents are created, and (2) Exploring the possibilities for practical experiments using AMG technologies.
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1. Introduction

Large amounts of scarce human resources are still being used to create similar resources, such as documents [1]; partly because people are not aware of others work, the lack of sharing opportunities, and the inability to retrieve available documents. This situation is, however, dramatically improved the last years due to the large document
collections being made available on the Internet by publishers, organizations and individuals. A major challenge for content management in such collections is the generation of high quality metadata. Manual generation of quality metadata requires skilled human resources. Trained librarians and archivists can assist authors to create and publish metadata, but this is a costly and time-consuming process. Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) is methods for generating metadata without manual interaction using computer program(s) to interpret the document and possibly the document context. AMG is based on the observation that information that equals the desired metadata, directly or indirectly, may already be contained in the documents or in the context as:

- **Visual descriptions**: By viewing the document through its native application or as a print-out, visual characteristics can be seen, such as the paper format and promotion of specific sections (e.g. some text with larger letters).
- **Technical descriptions**: By analyzing technical information from the document or the system in which the document is stored, other characteristics can be obtained, e.g. file size, file format and dates.
- **Intellectual content descriptions**: By analyzing the user specified textual content of a document, the intellectual content created by the user can be determined, such as the actual letters used to stipulate the document title.
- **Context descriptions**: There is commonly a link between the document which is created and the place in which it is published. E.g. published site and publisher role at that site.

The author of the document has hence directly or indirectly specified the desired content of metadata elements. This can be utilized as AMG strive to avoid excessive manual efforts when similar metadata can be generated automatically based on existing data sources [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Previous work have documented that analysis of the document file format, the document code, as seen in Fig. 1, can reveal extensive amounts of information regarding the document without having to use an interpreter application to re-generate the documents’ visual appearance [2, 3, 8]. These analyses also show that publishers were not willing to generate more metadata than what was system required, often resulting in low quality metadata in the fields filled out. In another case study, the publishers were not willing to use any time on generating metadata [28].

Paper publishers are commonly forced to generate extensive metadata descriptions. The submission process for a proceedings paper typically consists of filling out dozens of paper descriptions including title, abstract, keywords, author information and a conflict of interest list. Filling out such submission forms can be tedious work consisting of reproducing (copying and pasting) content from the paper and filling out numerous check-boxes and other lists into the submission form.
In principle, all content in the papers which equals one or more metadata descriptions, could be automatically generated without human intervention using AMG algorithms, saving paper authors for time and efforts while ensuring high metadata quality. Though, this requires two factors:

a) That the AMG algorithm is able to locate the desired paper content section correctly.
b) That the paper content sections are used in a systematic manner.

The document template lay the ground rules for technical and visible formatting, specifying how and where content sections should be present. This research has examined the Microsoft Word document template used for IEEE DEST [31] and the ACM SIG Proceedings Template [29] to see how these templates enable distinction of different content sections. The papers created using these templates can differ from the templates if they are falsely used. 50 actual papers based on the specified templates have been retrieved from the Internet and analyzed to see how these papers comply with their template and ultimately enable correct generation of metadata. This research expects that some of the papers are drafts or reproductions of papers. For convenience, this research used the Conflict of interest list of 2009 for all the papers. This analysis is based on the ACM template only, as sufficient number of IEEE DEST based Word documents were not retrievable.

Chapter 2 presents the state-of-the-art of the field of AMG. Chapter 3 presents the paper templates and how the AMG algorithm is designed to work with these templates. Chapter 4 presents how the algorithm performs on reference papers and on actual papers. Chapter 5 concludes and presents future work.
2. **Automatic Metadata Generation**

AMG algorithms are sets of rules for processing of data source(s), identification of desired content, and collection and storage of data in accordance with a metadata schema. AMG can be used on all digital resources (“documents”). AMG algorithms base their efforts on systematic and consistent properties of the documents at hand in order to generate quality metadata in accordance with pre-defined metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms need to find common structures in which to base their efforts, even if the dataset is not visually homogenous. AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting [5, 9]. The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that previously has not existed is known as metadata extraction [10, 11]. AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that is incorrect for the description of a document. Four different approaches are used to generate metadata, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

*Harvesting of embedded metadata:* This approach uses the embedded metadata created by applications or by the user and stored as part of the document [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. This research will extend this approach by providing the Intranet used for data storage with educational, contextual information which can be retrieved and used for AMG purposes directly or indirectly. Harvesting of embedded metadata is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the embedded metadata is incorrect.

*Extraction based on visual characteristics:* This approach uses a content presentation application to create a visual representation of the document before executing rules to extract content based on the visual characteristics of the document [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible characteristics with which the algorithm has been developed to perform. Hence, such algorithms only perform as desired on pre-known document types and not on document is general.

*Extraction of metadata based on natural language:* This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27]. Such algorithms commonly include collection of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages, document sections in different languages or contains header or footer fields since the text from these fields are presented on every page and hence occur frequently.

*Extraction based on document code analysis:* This is a new approach presented by this project. This approach uses analysis of the code of the document directly without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content [2, 3, 8]. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This
includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics regardless of visual characteristics, and the language of the intellectual content. It also enables effective usage of other AMG approaches when the document code does not provide the desired data. This approach requires that the document code is understandable for the AMG algorithm and that the end-user does not misuse the document template.

This project has been using the characteristics of these state-of-the-art AMG algorithms in order to gain a collection of baseline results in which the efforts of this project can be compared against.

3. Automatically Generating Paper Metadata

3.1 The Paper Templates

The IEEE DEST uses a Word template to ensure correct document formatting. The ACM SIG uses Latex and Word templates. The Latex template contain specific and named sections to identify each author, address fields, the title, general terms etc. using special formatting tags and non-visual descriptions. This makes it a prime candidate for
AMG efforts. Though, the LaTeX format is not distribution friendly due to e.g. multiple files needed to recreate a single document. Hence, LaTeX documents in general are commonly converted to a PS or PDF-file before publication. In this conversion process, the template’s original formatting tags and non-visual descriptions are discarded, loosing information usable for AMG algorithms. The embedded document metadata is commonly corrupted [3].

Word documents do not contain full visible information as PS or PDF-files. Though, they end up being more informative for AMG efforts as their original visible and non-visible formatting consists within the published file. The analyzed Word templates promote virtually the same document sections, though with slightly different visible presentation. The IEEE DEST template does not use formatting tags to identify individual sections. The ACM SIG Proceedings Template contains non-visual style tags labelled for formatting the title, abstract and e-mail address sections. No visible or non-visible section tagging is used for other sections, such as general terms or keywords.

3.2 Creating a Paper registration AMG algorithm

All tagged sections in Word documents are re-locatable in the Document Code of the document file. The content of the tagged sections should be retrievable regardless of the document’s visible appearance. By lossless converting the Word-documents into the OpenXML Office Word 2007 format, the complete content of the original file’s Document Code can be analyzed [2, 3, 8]. This research created an AMG algorithm to test if the content of the tagged sections actually were retrievable, and usable as a substitute for manual metadata registration efforts while ensuring high metadata quality. If no formatting tags are located with textual content, then the AMG algorithm is unable to generate metadata for this element using this method.

Figure 3. Simplified execution sequence
The formatting tags were additionally used as key section indicators to guide extraction based on visible characteristics when the desired content were not tagged. E.g. the author name(s) should be on the line directly under the title line. This way, AMG efforts based on the Document Code were executed first, and then efforts based on visible characteristics, in line with previous experiences [2, 3, 8]. A drawback of using AMG algorithms based on visible characteristics is that entities are generated as long as content is located. This is a known source to false entities [2, 3, 8]. IBM QualityStage software [30] was used to execute the sequence three main sections of the execution sequence based on the execution sequence structure presented in Fig. 3:

1) **Submission**: The paper is submitted as a Word document to the framework and made available for the AMG algorithm.

2) **AMG pre-processing**: The Word-document is converted into OpenXML. Desired document sections are identified based on formatting tags and their content retrieved.

3) **AMG post-processing**: The available data are used to generate new metadata in order to populate such as the conflict-of-interest list.

The framework was created to populate the following elements: “Title”, “Author”, “Affiliation”, “E-mail”, “Abstract”, “Categories”, “General terms”, “Keywords”, “Copyright” and “Conflict of interest”.

In paper submission forms there is commonly a distinction between “First name(s)” and “Surname”. Such a distinction is not present in any of the paper templates, using the single field “Author name” instead. Due to different cultural and national standards, it is not always valid to claim that the last name always is the last “word” in the “Author” entities. In this research, the AMG algorithm does not attempt to distinguish between First- and Sur name.

Selected metadata elements need extra processing in order to gain the desired entities. Observations showed that multiple authors and e-mail addresses are commonly included on a single line. Due to this, the AMG algorithm has included logics to separate such lists based on common entity separators, such as commas and the “&” sign.

Extraction of entities for the “Conflict of interest” lists also required additional efforts. A reference list of people was created. By using a statistically weighted “Multiple uncertainty” comparison algorithm, the author names were compared against each of the pre-registered persons in the reference list. The algorithm generated a weight “score” for each comparison, giving statistically more similar and unique names higher scores. A weight score threshold was enforced to ensure that only matching results with results over a specified target were accepted as a match. Fig. 4 show the comparison results from a test paper. All matching results with weight below five were specified to be discarded. All matching results over the threshold were retrieved and used to populate the Conflict of interest list. A complete execution sequence finishes in a matter of seconds per document.
4. Execution Results

The developed AMG algorithm was created to perform strictly in accordance with the specified templates. Hence, if the templates were used as specified, then all entities should be correctly extracted.

4.1 Reference Papers

To test the AMG algorithm, a selection of reference papers was created using the IEEE DEST and ACM templates. These reference papers were created in accordance to the template specifications. By following these templates, formatting tags should be created automatically, and the visible presentation should be in line with the template specifications. In addition, a selection of reference papers was created which deliberately broke with the template specifications. Such issues included placing the title on page number two instead of on page one.

The value of using the Document Code as basis for AMG efforts soon became apparent: All the template specified tagged sections were correctly identified within the reference documents, and their content correctly extracted. Even the title on page two were
correctly identified and extracted, as this was the first tagged title section within the
document. The AMG efforts based on visible characteristics also generated favorable
results. Though, there were issues when the visible formatting did not comply with the
template specifications. This since the desired document content was not located at the
expected location. E.g. the specification “author name(s) should be on the line directly
under the title line” gave false results when the title was falsely located on page nr two.

4.2 Actual usage of the templates

Analysis of actual, non-reference papers revealed that paper authors do not follow the
templates strictly. Most of the papers kept to the visible formatting of the templates.
Though, there were exceptions where sections were moved. In addition, there were a
number of papers missing specific sections and papers that used other formatting than
the template specified, as summed up in Fig. 5.

![Figure 5. Presence of correctly formatted content in the dataset](image)

The template states that the title should be located on the top of the first page. Selected
papers included a comment before the title. As these comments were not tag formatted
as a specific content type and the Title element were generated using the Document
Code, the inclusion of these did not affect the performance of the AMG algorithm.

All the papers had at least one author registered, though these could be falsely formatted
as e-mail addresses or affiliation. One in ten papers contained Author or Affiliation
entities that did not comply with the template specification. E-mail addresses were
commonly formatted as “Affiliation” or missing. One in five papers contained falsely formatted e-mail addresses. The falsely formatted content did have a negative effect on the AMG algorithm performance. A result of this was that too many “authors” were registered, as false content were included as an author. There were therefore extra many “authors” which were compared against the reference list of people in order to generate the “Conflict of Interest” list. The result of these comparisons were without faults even though there were some misspellings, shortenings and different word ordering compared to the reference lists.

The Copyright notification message was either falsely visually formatted (commonly included in the first paragraph) or missing from 40% of the documents. A number of authors also skipped filling out the General terms sections. Neither of these sections was format tagged in the template. Hence, AMG efforts based on visible characteristics were executed for these sections. The lack of desired sections resulted in false content being retrieved.

One of the retrieved papers were a work-in-progress document where there were a number of so-called “reviews” present with content registered as added and deleted from an earlier version of the paper. When a Word document contains review data, this is also affected in the Document Code by inclusion of the original document plus all content that has been added and deleted, marked with their own set of formatting tags. The AMG algorithm was not created for handling review issues. As such, no logics were included in the algorithm to process review data. The content of these sections were therefore not processed, resulting in false or incomplete metadata entities.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Enabling efficient retrieval and re-usage of digital documents is a major challenge as many documents are poorly described with metadata. AMG can play a key role in describing documents with metadata as a substitute to manual efforts, enabling more efficient retrieval and re-usage services. By “labeling” specific content with meta formatting tags, AMG efforts based on the Document Code can locate, retrieved and used as metadata or as basis for generating metadata, regardless of the visible characteristics of the document. Basing AMG efforts on visual appearance is possible, though is more vulnerable to documents which differ from the template specified appearance. Document templates are not just about looks – They are also a specification of the document functionality. The document template specify the common rules for which meta formatting tags that should be present in the document and how these tags should be used by AMG algorithms.

Analysis of the IEEE DEST and ACM paper templates in the MS Word document format revealed that Meta tagging of paper specific content is not commonplace. Only a selected few sections are tagged, even though there are a significant number of sections which could have been tagged in order to enable extraction of detailed metadata descriptions.
Paper authors have also yet to discover the benefits of using the formatting specified in the templates; even with strictly specified document specifications, authors use the templates in a number of different ways.

This research has documented that an AMG algorithm can identify, extract and create metadata which equals the author specified content in a matter of seconds. This could greatly reduce the complexity, knowledge and time issues currently present regarding registration of papers. Though, to enable the potential of AMG, the templates that are the basis for the published documents need to be updated with detailed Meta tag formatting for uniquely identification of desired document content.

With updated templates and an AMG algorithm present in the publishing tool (website), authors can experience benefits of complying with the specified template as registration form sections could be populated with extracted metadata automatically. This way, authors that follow the template is “awarded” with a faster and easier publishing process. Future work should look into this potential scenario in order to evaluate if end user see a value in AMG and complying with the template specification. Future work should also include creation of an operational AMG system for submitting documents in order to gain more end user experiences.
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**Abstract** — The Internet is packed with resources which can be used for educational purposes, referred to as Learning Objects (LOs). Locating the LO which is best suited for your educational purposes can be extremely challenging. This since the context surrounding the LO in regards to intended user group, educational level etc. are not included in the resource. The SCORM standard has changed this by including contextual metadata as part of the resource. However, SCORM LOs are scarcely created, much as a result of high knowledge and time requirements needed for creating the necessary metadata. This research has been using Automatic Metadata Generation tools to assist in the metadata creation process, enabling LOs to share common contextual metadata while receiving additional high quality LO specific metadata without the need for manual metadata creation efforts.
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1. **Introduction**

Enormous amounts of scarce human resources are used to create similar resources, such as documents, repeatedly [1]; This comes about by people not being aware of others work, lack of sharing opportunities, and inability to retrieve available work. Computer aided sharing of digital resources has enabled sharing and reuse of resources across intranets and other large scale document storage and retrieval services. A major challenge for content management in such storage facilities is the generation of high quality metadata; Data which describes the available resources. Manual generation of metadata is human resource demanding and is often viewed by collection managers and
resource ("document") authors as inefficient use of their time. As a result, the Learning ecosystem of digital resources runs inefficiently due to limited sharing and reuse of experiences and the resources which reflects these experiences. There is a desire for other ways to create the needed metadata. Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) is methods for generating metadata without manual interaction using computer program(s) to interpret the document and possibly the document context. AMG is based on the observation that information that equals the desired metadata often already is contained in the documents, such as:

- **Visual and technical descriptions**: E.g. formatting information and the number of visual pages.
- **Intellectual content descriptions**: User specified textual content. E.g. the document title and author.
- **Context descriptions**: E.g. published site and publisher role at that site.
- The resource author has hence directly or indirectly specified the desired content of many metadata elements. Based on this, why should we manually reproduce something which is already available? AMG strive to avoid excessive manual efforts when similar metadata can be generated automatically based on existing data sources [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7].

Each year thousands of LOs are published at the Learning Management System (LMS) at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). Due to the extensive range of subjects and educational levels taught at the University, every educational context is regarded as unique. Contextual LO descriptions are hence critical for widespread reuse. The NTNU LMS, named It’s:learning [8], has native support for uploading SCORM LOs. Still, only a handful of LOs is submitted as SCORM LOs to the LMS, none of these created at the University. In order to promote local and global sharing and reuse of existing resources published at NTNU, this research has desired to automatically generate SCORM LOs by combining available LOs with automatically generated metadata labelled in accordance with the IEEE LOM metadata schema standard [9, 10]. The IEEE LOM is extensive, enabling rich and detailed resource descriptions, while being backwards compatible with the more general Dublin Core schema [11]. The IEEE LOM is also a prime example of a metadata schema which can be difficult and time consuming to fill out by end users. Through analysis of content collected from the NTNU LMS, this research has developed a framework of ways in which to automatically generate high quality metadata without being a burden on the publishers and document authors.

In this paper the focus is on retrieval of an existing, published, stand-alone LO and automatically generating metadata from various data sources in order to generate a finished SCORM LO. This includes Harvesting of contextual metadata from the LMS, Extraction of entities from the LOs themselves and combining AMG approaches. As a result, a complete set of IEEE LOM entities are generated, including semantic and technical metadata elements. This research has been implemented, tested and evaluated. It extends previous work [2, 3] by including contextual metadata and generation of SCORM LOs.
Chapter 2 presents the IEEE LOM and SCORM standards, Chapter 3 presents Automatic Metadata Generation, Chapter 4 presents how an educational context can be built using available resources, Chapter 5 presents Harvesting possibilities, Chapter 6 presents Extraction possibilities, Chapter 7 presents generation of SCORM LOs, while Chapter 8 concludes and presents future work.

2. The IEEE LOM and SCORM standards

The IEEE Learning Object Metadata (LOM) is an extensive and complicated metadata schema. There are 45 basic elements, although a number of these elements have sub-elements that make them suitable for multiple usage areas. The IEEE LOM was developed by [13, 14, 15] and has the support and potential to be the standard for LO metadata exchange in the years to come. A variety of local, national versions of the IEEE LOM has been or is under development, including the UK LOM [16], NORLOM [17], SWELOM [18] and CanLom [19]. Metadata is classified into 9 categories with sub-elements: (1) General, (2) Life Cycle, (3) Meta-metadata, (4) Technical, (5) Educational, (6) Rights, (7) Relation, (8) Annotation, (9) Classification. The most major drawback of using this schema is that it requires extensive user pre-training and that it is labor intensive to generate metadata records [2, 3, 20]. IEEE LOM metadata records are known to take more than one hour to manually label [12]. This cripples active use of the schema.

The Sharable Content Object Reference Model (SCORM) [21] specification is a collection of standards and specifications for web-based e-learning of the Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) Initiative [22]. SCORM uses the IEEE LOM schema for describing the LOs’ metadata. In its basic form, a SCORM LO is a Zip-compressed file which contains one or more LOs and a XML-file containing the LMS execution data and IEEE LOM metadata. The metadata should provide the end user with all the information which they need to use the LOs in accordance with the LO authors intentions. Hence, SCORM LOs are extremely user friendly in terms of providing the educational audience extensive information regarding the LO’s usage and educational context. However, manual creation of these is not developer friendly. As a result, there is a lack of SCORM object even though the LOs are available.

3. Automatic Metadata Generation

AMG algorithms are sets of rules for processing of data source(s), identification of desired content, and collection and storage of data in accordance with a metadata schema. AMG can be used on all digital resources (“documents”), including LOs. AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting [5, 23].
The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that previously has not existed is known as metadata extraction [24, 25]. AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that is incorrect for the description of a resource. Four different approaches are used to generate metadata, as presented in “Fig. 1”:

- **Harvesting of embedded metadata**: This approach uses the embedded metadata created by applications or by the user and stored as part of the resource [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. This research will extend this approach by providing the LMS with educational, contextual information which can be retrieved and used for AMG purposes directly or indirectly. Harvesting of embedded metadata is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the embedded metadata is incorrect.
- **Extraction based on visual characteristics**: This approach uses a content presentation application to create a visual representation of the document before executing rules to extract content based on the visual characteristics of the document [31, 32, 33, 34, 35]. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible characteristics with which the algorithm has been developed to perform. Hence, such algorithms only perform as desired on pre-known document types and not on document is general.
- **Extraction of metadata based on natural language**: This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Such algorithms commonly include collection
of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages, document sections in different languages or contains header or footer fields since the text from these fields are presented on every page hence occur frequently.

- **Extraction based on document code analysis:** This approach uses analysis of the code of the document directly without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content [2, 3]. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics regardless of visual characteristics, and the language of the intellectual content. It also enables effective usage of other AMG approaches when the document code does not provide the desired data. This approach requires that the document code is understandable for the AMG algorithm and that the end-user does not misuse the document template.

### 4. Building an Educational Context of Harvestable Metadata

The NTNU LMS consists of course-specific sections where lecturers and students can freely publish digital LOs. Publishing at each course section is only allowed for users who are logged in with University given user identification and has been given a course specific role, such as “student” or “lecturer”. Each course section is named after the course name, e.g. “IT3803 Digital Library”.

The University uses a Course catalogue to inform its students of available courses, their subjects and student pre-knowledge requirements etc. This is information which this research has used to enrich the LMS’ course information. Here, descriptions have been given on different levels, enabling related courses to the share common descriptions. E.g. all courses inherit the University-specific entities as presented in “Tab. 1” before being populated with course-specific entities as in “Tab. 2”. Such reference tables were also used to promote default entities, such as in “Tab. 3”.

**Tab. 1. University context entities**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.6 Context</td>
<td>Higher education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.7 Typical age range</td>
<td>18-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2 Taxon</td>
<td>“University”, “NTNU”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tab. 2. Course-specific entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.5 Intended End User Role</td>
<td>Learner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.8 Difficulty</td>
<td>Very difficult</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.11 Language</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2 Taxon</td>
<td>“Institute”, “IDI”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.2.2 Taxon</td>
<td>“Course”, “IT3803 Digital Library”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 3. Default entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.3 Metadata schema</td>
<td>LOMv1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.1 Cost</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.2 Copyright and other restrictions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tab. 4. University context entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

The “5.8 Difficulty” element entity indicates that this is an advanced course, while the “5.5 Intended End User Role” and “5.11 Language” present that the course is intended for students (“Learners”) who speak Norwegian. This hence, is information which describes the context of the LOs, not the LOs themselves. Default entities for schema, cost and copyright specifies that the metadata is generated in accordance with the IEEE LOM v1, that the LO can be used without a fee, though this is a copyrighted LO.
In addition, the Course catalogue contains a short summary of the course and the subjects which it addresses. This research retrieved this course summary and used a Natural Language algorithm to filter out unwanted, common words. This was done in order to generate course-specific keywords, as presented in “Tab. 4”. The “en” in the beginning of each keyword indicates that the keyword is in English.

5. Harvesting Metadata

A) Educational Context Data

The course specific contextual entities are made available for the AMG Harvesting algorithms when generating the LO specific entities. The contextual entities are used as a starting-point for LO specific AMG efforts, building a context around the LO. Most of the contextual entities are valid for all LOs published at the specific source. This is however not the case in regards to the “1.5 Keyword” element, as it frequently contains a range of keywords which exceeds the individual LO. This will be further presented in chapter 5.

Due to the log-in features of the LMS, publishing information is stored for all LOs. This is information which is harvested for generation of metadata. “Tab.5” presents such publishing metadata.

Tab. 5. University context entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.2 Status</td>
<td>Final</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 Contribute</td>
<td>“Publisher”, “Lars F. H. Edvardsen”, “2009-01-31 12:05”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Annotation</td>
<td>“Lars F. H. Edvardsen”, “2009-01-31 12:05”, “Published by course lecturer”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The LMS only supports a single version of a LO, hence each LO can be given a default
“2.2 Status” as “Final”. The “2.3 Contribute” element present the contributor and when the contribution was registered. The “8. Annotation” field is used to promote the role of the user in regards to the publication.

**B) LO specific Data**

Previous work has shown that harvesting of semantic elements from common document formats such as Adobe PDF, MS Word (DOC) and MS PowerPoint (PPT) files commonly result in metadata entities of low quality [3]. This is due to user applications which commonly do not actively use the available elements, used elements are not updated as documents are update and false use due to usage of false content for generating the entity or inclusion of commercial content. This included elements for “Creator”, “Title” and “Date”. This was also the case for technical elements which were dependent upon correct updating as the document is re-stored, e.g. statistical entities such as “Number of pages” and “Number of words”. The previous work did however confirm that technical entities collectable through the publisher file- or database system and static elements from files were of high quality. As a result of this, the elements in “Tab. 6” can be generated.

The “4.1 Format” reflects upon the file format of the LO, while “4.4.3 Minimum version” present the requirement of using an application compatible with version 1.5 of the PDF-format. “4.2 Size” specifies the number of bytes in the LO, while “4.3 Location” presents where the physical LO can be located.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IEEE LOM elements</th>
<th>Entity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.1 Format</td>
<td>application/pdf</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.2 Size</td>
<td>432304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3 Location</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ntnu.no/storage%E2%80%A6">http://www.ntnu.no/storage…</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.4.1.3 Minimum version</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Tab. 6. University context entities**

**6. Extracting Metadata from the LO**

Analyzing the document code enables access to both the visible and non-visible content of a document [2, 3]. This enables access directly to the intellectual content of the document without contamination caused by the interpretation of the content presented.
by content presentation applications. Commonly used LO creation applications, such as Microsoft Word and PowerPoint, include extensive amounts of non-visual information which can be used for AMG purposes. E.g. the user specified title and tables are formatted in a particular way. These sections can be the focus of AMG efforts, regardless of the visual characteristics of the LO. As a result, the “1.2 Title” element can be populated with the user specified title, and the “1.4 Description” element can be populated with the table content.

Modern document creation applications use a range of tools to aid in the document creation process. E.g. spelling- and grammar checks are common to avoid false or bad spelling. Here different algorithms examine the user specified intellectual content in order to determine the language of this content. The results of using such aids can be stored as part of the resulting document as “language tags” [2, 3]. These language tags can be retrieved in order to populate the “1.3 Language” elements which represents the intellectual content of the LO.

In previous work this research used a combination of AMG approaches to generate Title entities [2]. This was achieved by using document Code analysis as basis for Extraction efforts. If no desired content were located, e.g. there was no Style formatted “Title” section, then the document code made the basis for other AMG efforts primarily based on visual characteristics. For other elements, other combinations of AMG algorithms were used. E.g. keywords were generated using a document Code analysis to generate the suitable data foundation for a Natural Language algorithm to execute by:

- Removing non-desired document sections, such as headers and footers
- Directing The Natural Language algorithm to the document sections which contained intellectual content in the same language as the Natural Language algorithm was designed to be executed against.

AMG algorithms based on Natural Language commonly use frequency of uncommon words to generate metadata. The file structure of the LO can also be favorable for AMG algorithms. E.g. the Microsoft Word document format stores footers and headers at specific sections within the file. These sections frequently contain content such as “Page” and page number, author name or file name. The file structure enable the AMG algorithms to avoid these unwanted sections altogether. In this framework the AMG algorithms have the additional advantage of having a reference keyword list populated with course specific entities retrievable from the LMS. Combining this with information from both the LMS and LO regarding the content language, enables AMG algorithms based on Natural Language to operate in a favorable environment for generating LO specific “1.5 Keyword” entities.

7. Creating a SCORM LO

The various algorithms described in the previous chapters have been combined to an executable sequence as presented in “Fig. 2”. This research has received inconclusive results regarding if Harvestable metadata from the publishing information and the LO
can result in higher metadata quality for the Extraction algorithm efforts [2, 3]. This is since there has not been sufficient data available in the 
LOs to evaluate if e.g. the publisher and author of the LO are the same person. The stippled line in “Fig. 2” hence indicates a possibility which has not been verified usable. After the efforts of each AMG algorithm is finished executing, the metadata results are combined to a single metadata record before being included in a Zip-compressed archive consisting of the metadata record and the LO, hence generating a new valid SCORM LO.

![Fig. 1. Framework execution sequence](image)

8. Conclusion

A LMS can be used for much more than to store and publish LOs. It can be used as a distribution channel for contextual metadata. Metadata which in turn can be used by content based AMG algorithms to generate LO specific metadata. This research has presented how existing information sources can be reused in the LMS context as information provider to content based AMG algorithms. By combining usage of AMG algorithms, this research has enabled generation of extensive metadata descriptions to LOs without the need of manual efforts. This while keeping the quality of the generated metadata at a high level.

Inclusion of such technology as part of the LMS would enable easy creation of SCORM
LOs. This framework does not aim at generating all the metadata which is desired present within a SCORM LO. The richness of such descriptions can only be generated in a cooperation with manual efforts by the LO creator or publisher. This framework aims to revert the manual effort to the elements where the manual efforts are needed, taking away elements which do not need the full manual attention.

Similar logics can be used to populate other metadata schemas used in e.g. a company intranet.

Several logistical steps can be included in this framework as part of future work. Firstly, relations between course specific SCORM LOs can be automatically generated on a scheduled basis, including new SCORM LOs as they are published. Secondly, the LO publisher or creator can be made active in the SCORM LO creation process by enabling editing of generated metadata and adding manually created metadata entities. The lecturers and other course responsible personnel can also be actively encourage to generate further course- and organizationally adapted metadata, such as extended keyword lists. Thirdly, a larger scale, practical implementation of the framework would enable more practical feedback of such a solution, possibly also enabling verification of using Harvestable metadata sources for extracting efforts. Fourthly, analysis of actual usage of the SCORM LOs would be in place in order to evaluate if students and lecturers actually desire to take advantage of this data source or if they still prefer the old fashion way of manually creating new LOs from scratch each time there is a need for it.
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Summary: The goal of this study were to present a timeframe that shows how It’s learning is used at NTNU in the spring of 2007. Two quantitative studies and one qualitative study have been conducted. The available data set is mainly related to teacher initiated activities at It’s learning. It shows to a large extent how It’s learning was used in the spring semester of 2007 in numbers and tables from statistics generated in It’s learning, but also with reflections and considerations by the interview subjects at the various faculties.

The Quantitative study (part 1) presents use of It’s learning at NTNU in the spring of 2007 in numbers, diagrams and tables. The data set is collected from statistics generated in It’s learning at NTNU. The results are presented as total use of It’s learning at NTNU, use of It’s learning in the various course types (introduction subjects, elementary subjects, advanced subjects, master subjects, PhD subjects and...
EVU\textsuperscript{17} subjects) and use of It’s learning at the various faculties and institutes at NTNU.

The Quantitative study (part 2) show what types of file formats and document types that is hiding behind the phrase “files” in It’s learning.

The Qualitative study is based on 18 face-to-face interviews with teachers at various institutes at NTNU, supplier presentations and one student interview. The interviews had as main goal to get the interview objects to reflect upon the pedagogical usage of It’s learning in their own teaching in the spring of 2007.

The study show that It’s learning is being used more as an administrative tool than an educational system at NTNU. The interviews with the teachers showed their view if It’s learning as a course administrative system rather than a system for promoting learning. This is contrary to the supplier’s view of the system and their focus of it being a pedagogic system.

The functionality of It’s learning is limitedly used. Basically It’s learning is used as an administrative tool to ensure information flow to the students and to publish static files. The quantitative study show that just above 50% of the courses has uploaded at minimum 1 file to It’s learning, while 39% of the courses had uploaded more than 10 files. 30% of the courses have uploaded on average 1 file per week and only 16% of the courses had uploaded on average 2 or more files per week during the spring semester of 2007. There is also a general tendency that if no files are uploaded, then none of the other tools in It’s learning are being used. It is therefore possible to suggest that about 30% of the subjects have a regular use of It’s learning, even if it's difficult to define "regular use".

The tools of It’s learning is limitedly used. Forum, notes, links and task tools are used by about 20% of the courses at NTNU, while surveys, tests, text collections, explanatory sequences and conference tools are being used by between 7% and 0.2% of subjects. The figures show little use of the discussion forums and conferences, which suggest that It’s learning is not used as a two-way communication solution by NTNU. The quantitative study also shows that there is not a correlation between extensive use of specific It’s learning tools and usage of the other tools available in It’s learning.

The quantitative study also shows that all faculties have introduced It’s learning to a greater or lesser degree, and that only a small number of courses have not been using It’s learning in the spring of 2007. Over 60% of the courses at the NT\textsuperscript{18} and SVT\textsuperscript{19}

\textsuperscript{17} EVU = Etter- og videreutdanning. After and extended education

\textsuperscript{18} NT = Fakultet for naturvitenskap og teknologi.
The Faculty of Natural Sciences and Technology.

\textsuperscript{19} SVT = Fakultet for samfunnsvitenskap og teknologiledelse.
Faculty of Social Sciences and Technology Management.
faculties were activity using It’s learning. The lowest frequency of use were at the DMF\textsuperscript{20} and AB\textsuperscript{21} faculties with less than 40% of their courses using It’s learning.

The courses at NTNU vary extensively in terms of educational goals, the number of students and whether students are on campus daily, or whether they are distributed across the country. In addition, some courses have students out in practice for much of the study period. In regards to It’s learning tool usage (notes, links, tasks, text collections, explanatory sequences and conferences) are most commonly used at EVU subjects, while the discussion groups are most commonly used in the basic courses (bachelor) and tests are on average mostly used in PhD courses.

The qualitative study focused on the pedagogical principles of variation, individualization, differentiation and meta-learning. Variation was considered as an important educational principle, but first and foremost in the auditorium, not on It’s learning. With respect to usage of pedagogical methods used, usage of presentations is the most common with contents of text, images and video based presentations. In addition, exploration / problem solving is used to some extent. The other methods, such as games, simulations and cooperation solutions are seldom used. The study also shows that It’s learning is not used as a PLE\textsuperscript{22} to individualize and differentiate instruction. This can probably be justified in that the system is not designed as a PLE, but also because the staff at NTNU in part does not want to individualize instructions at the university level and that they do not see opportunities to use It’s learning to contribute to such learning activities.

No departments at NTNU have guidelines for a common menu structure (tree navigation structure). The interviews reviled that many courses have menu structures that are not very well planned and thought out. Menu structures were partially chronological, media-based and thematically structured. Some described that both teachers and students had difficulty finding information and data in It’s learning.

Interviewees had difficulty describing missing functionality in It’s learning, although specific features such as synchronous conferencing tools (with enable application sharing and video conferencing) and formula editor was called for. Most found it easier to criticize certain features of the current system. The interviews showed that It’s learning was seen as a somewhat unstable system. It was also clear that some lacked confidence in the security and uptime of It’s learning.

Lack of resources / lack of time can be regarded as partial reason for why It’s learning is not used more in many courses, but the view of It’s learning as a subject-administrative system also limits the teachers looking for educational opportunities within the system.

\textsuperscript{20} DMF = Det medisinske fakultet ved NTNU. Faculty of Medicine.

\textsuperscript{21} AB = Fakultet for arkitektur og billedkunst. The Faculty of Architecture and Fine Art

\textsuperscript{22} PLE = Personal Learning Environment
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ABSTRACT: Enabling efficient retrieval and re-usage of digital documents is a major challenge as many documents on the Internet and on Intranets are poorly described with metadata. Manual generation of quality metadata requires skilled human resources, is costly and time-consuming. As a result, metadata related to the documents are too often insufficient or even incorrect. Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) algorithms could perform similar metadata generation efforts in seconds without the need for human efforts. Recent research indicates that the document code of Word documents can be a basis for automatically generating high quality document metadata without the need for human interaction. This paper puts this to the test as high quality metadata is attempted retrieved from a range of actual auditing documents. This paper also shows how optimizing the document templates can vastly improve the quality of the generated metadata using a single AMG algorithm even when the document collection contains extensive diversities.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H 3.1 [Information Systems] Content Analysis and Indexing – abstracting methods, indexing methods
H 3.7 [Information Systems] Digital Libraries – collection
C 3 [Computer Systems Organization] Special-purpose and application-based systems – Real-time and embedded systems

General Terms: Algorithms, Reliability, Standardization, Verification.

Keywords: Automatic Metadata Generation, Metadata, Harvesting, Extraction, Document Code, Metadata Quality, Microsoft Word, OpenXML.

1. INTRODUCTION

Large amounts of scarce human resources are still being used to create similar resources, such as documents [18]; partly because people are not aware of others work, the lack of sharing opportunities, and the inability to retrieve available documents. This situation is, however, dramatically improved the last years due to the large document collections being made available on the internet by publishers,
organizations and individuals. A major challenge for content management in such collections is the generation of high quality metadata. Manual generation of quality metadata requires skilled human resources. Trained librarians and archivists can assist authors to create and publish metadata, but this is a costly and time-consuming process. Automatic Metadata Generation (AMG) is methods for generating metadata without manual interaction using computer program(s) to interpret the document and possibly the document context. AMG is based on the observation that information that equals the desired metadata, directly or indirectly, may already be contained in the documents or in the context as:

- **Visual descriptions:** By viewing the document through its native application or as a print-out, visual characteristics can be seen, such as the paper format and promotion of specific sections (e.g. some text with larger letters).
- **Technical descriptions:** By analyzing technical information from the document or the system in which the document is stored, other characteristics can be obtained, e.g. file size, file format and dates.
- **Intellectual content descriptions:** By analyzing the user specified textual content of a document, the intellectual content created by the user can be determined, such as the actual letters used to stipulate the document title.
- **Context descriptions:** There is commonly a link between the document which is created and the place in which it is published. E.g. published site and publisher role at that site.

The author of the document has hence directly or indirectly specified the desired content of metadata elements. This can be utilized as AMG strive to avoid excessive manual efforts when similar metadata can be generated automatically based on existing data sources [5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 15, 26]. Previous work have documented that analysis of the document file format, the document code, as seen in Figure 1, can reveal extensive amounts of information regarding the document without having to use an interpreter application to re-generate the documents’ visual appearance [9, 10, 11]. Hence, specific document content can be uniquely identified and retrieved regardless of the visual appearance of the document and where in the document that the desired content is located. In these researches the studied dataset were based on documents published on the Learning Management System (LMS) at the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU). The documents were extremely diverse regarding intellectual content and visible presentation, as they were collected from a number of publishers in a vast field of different subjects [9]. Though, even with this diversity, the educational “theme” influenced the documents; they were mainly presentations, exercises and academic papers.

This paper looks to validate conclusions regarding usage of the Document Code for AMG efforts by using a significantly different document collection: Documents created by Auditors for Auditing purposes. These are strictly formatted documents to ensure compliance with the company profile, juridical and professional validity and correctness towards the customer, authorities and other parties of interests, such as unions.
That said, the documents’ visual appearance vary extensively caused by personal preferences of the Auditors, the customer and as a result of Audit issues discovered. As a result, content sections are moved around and the length of each content section varies extensively. In addition, this Auditing firm uses document templates which contain a minimum of visual content section promotion. All these properties are challenges for AMG efforts based on visual characteristics. Though, when basing the AMG efforts on the Document Code these issues should not have an influence on the end resulting metadata.

Chapter 2 presents the State-of-the-Art of the field of AMG while Chapter 3 presents the research setup. In chapter 4 this paper compares usage of AMG effort on Auditing documents against the “Reference Work” from the NTNU LMS as sited in [9]. Document templates can be modified to include content specific Meta tags to improve the efficiency of the AMG efforts based on the Document Code. Chapter 5 analyzes documents created by Auditors based on document templates optimized for AMG efforts. Chapter 6 concludes and presents future work.

2. AUTOMATIC METADATA GENERATION

AMG algorithms are sets of rules for processing of data source(s), identification of desired content, and collection and storage of data in accordance with a metadata schema. AMG can be used on all digital resources (“documents”) and works by retrieving consistently present content from the resource. AMG algorithms can use the document itself and the context surrounding the document as data sources. Collecting embedded metadata is known as metadata harvesting [7, 15]. The process by which AMG algorithms create metadata that previously has not existed is known as metadata extraction [1, 19]. AMG efforts represent a balancing act between obtaining high quality metadata descriptions and avoiding the generation of metadata that is incorrect.
for the description of the document. Four different approaches are used to generate metadata, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Harvesting of embedded metadata: This approach uses the embedded metadata created by applications or by the user and stored as part of the document [1, 2, 14, 17, 27, 29]. Embedded metadata can also be harvested from contextual information sources, such as Intranets, and used directly or in-directly for AMG purposes [9, 10, 11]. Harvesting of embedded metadata is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the embedded metadata is in-correct.

Extraction based on visual characteristics: This approach uses a content presentation application to create a visual representation of the document before executing rules to extract content based on the visual characteristics of the document [13, 21, 28, 30, 31]. This approach can enable generation of entities to populate a number of elements, though is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the documents do not share the visible characteristics with which the algorithm has been developed to perform. Hence, such algorithms only perform as desired on pre-known document types and not on document is general.

Extraction of metadata based on natural language: This approach uses a content presentation application to retrieve only the intellectual content of the document, creating a plain text data source upon which rules based on natural language are executed [3, 12, 16, 22, 24, 25]. Such algorithms commonly include collection of unique words and comparisons of the document vocabulary against reference ontology for generating keywords, descriptions and subject classification. This approach is vulnerable to generating false metadata if the data sources contain documents in multiple languages, document sections in different languages or contains header or footer fields since the text from these fields are presented on every page hence occur frequently.

Extraction based on document code analysis: This is a new approach presented by this project. This approach uses analysis of the code of the document directly without the need for additional content presentation applications to interpret the document content [9, 10, 11]. This enables full and direct access to the entire document’s content. This includes template identification, template content identification and formatting characteristics regardless of visual characteristics, and the language of the intellectual content. It also enables effective usage of other AMG approaches when the document code does not provide the desired data. This approach requires that the document code is understandable for the AMG algorithm and that the end-user does not misuse the document template. In an analysis of Conference and Journal papers, this showed to be an issue, as document creators did not follow the specified paper templates [8].
Finding objective criteria to validate the results of AMG algorithms is a challenge in itself. The research results were evaluated using a framework for measuring “quality” presented by [23]. In the context of this paper, this framework categorizes “quality” based on:

- **Syntax**: Analysis of the document formatting to see that it complies with the document’s format standard.
- **Semantics**: Analysis of the entities presented to see if they are valid and in accordance with the document format’s relevant metadata schema.
- **Pragmatics**: Analysis to determine if the user-interpreted properties are reflected in the metadata.

Additionally, supplemental quality terms were used based on [4]. This framework supplement [23] by including dedicated metadata quality terms for:

- **Completeness**: Completeness reflects two issues: (1) The use of as many elements as possible; and (2) that the user’s desired elements are present in the metadata records.
- **Accuracy**: The entities should describe the document correctly and factually.
- **Provenance**: There should be a record of who created the metadata.
- **Conformance to expectations**: Assumes that the users’ expected elements are available.
- **Logical consistency and coherence**: Logical consistency relates to compliance with the local metadata schema. Coherence relates to whether the elements are made available.
- **Timeliness**: Timeliness relates to two issues: (1) Currency: when the document changes while the metadata remain unchanged. (2) Lag: when the document is disseminated (distributed) before some or all metadata is knowable or available.
Accessibility: The metadata are available and understandable to the users. The quality scale is measured subjectively as: (1) Very high: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness, (2) High: The dataset can confirm a high degree of correctness, although more than a few exceptions were discovered, (3) Undeterminable: The dataset could not verify either correct or false entities for the given element, so that a conclusion could not be drawn, (4) Low: Systematic false entities were verified to be present, (5) Very low: An extensive number of false entities were verified as present in the dataset.

3 RESEARCH SETUP

This paper will follow in the footprints of the Reference Work by using an identical research setup, though with another document collection: This paper gained access to 150 official Auditing documents in the MS Word document format retrieved from an Auditing firm. Non-official auditing documents, correspondence and draft documents were not made available to this paper. The documents were lossless converted into the MS Word 2007 Open XML document format before analysis. Metadata harvesting and extraction efforts were conducted using the same State-of-the-art AMG algorithms as the Reference Work were based upon. The analysis results are compared using the same framework for referring to “quality”.

4 AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING METADATA FROM AUDITING DOCUMENTS

This chapters starts by presenting what is “right” and “wrong of Auditing metadata in Chapter 4.1. The embedded metadata is then analyzed in Chapter 4.2 before the results of the metadata extraction efforts are presented in Chapter 4.3.

4.1 “Right” and “Wrong” of Auditing metadata

These are strictly regulations regarding the content of auditing documents in order to ensure compliance with the company profile, juridical and professional validity and correctness towards the customer, authorities and other parties of interests, such as unions. As a result, a number of people can be involved in the creation of a single Auditing document. In addition, secretaries are used to write documents based on the Auditors’ notes. Still, there is only one specific Auditor who should be registered as the document author. Similarly, there is commonly a specific date which specifies the document creation date, regardless of the actual date of creation. Due to such issues, the studied organization bends the rules of right and wrong metadata entities as there is a distinction between technically and juridical specified “right”. Of these, it is only the juridical correct metadata which is of value to the organization.
4.2 Embedded metadata

Common document creation applications automatically generate extensive metadata descriptions. These include an author field, created date and a document title. Such metadata generation is commonly performed as long as the user does not explicitly specify that metadata should not be generated. Documents therefore commonly contain extensive metadata descriptions, often created without the user being aware of this. There can be a number of different sources for generating such metadata, including the document itself, template information, system information or information gathered from external data sources.

There are issues regarding the embedded metadata from the documents in the dataset. None of the documents contained meta-metadata which specify who have created the metadata: The original application, a third party application, the template creator or end user. The provenance aspect of the metadata quality was hence very low. These observations are identical to the Reference Work.

Gaining access to embedded document metadata is commonly not straightforward as a result of file formats using their own approach to embedded metadata. The metadata harvesting efforts therefore needed to be adapted to each document format in order to access, interpret and retrieve the metadata. This reduces the quality of the accessibility of the metadata. It also requires ongoing efforts to adapt the harvesting efforts to new document formats or new versions of the document formats over time. No documents were discovered with syntactic false formatting. In terms of syntax, this paper has confirmed that the embedded metadata is of high quality, as no document contained falsely syntactical content. The entities were of high semantic quality as all elements contained valid entities. In terms of pragmatic there was however a number of issues caused by a number of issues, resulting in entities which users would interpret as false. These issues will be presented in the following chapters.

4.2.1 The Title element

The Title element is automatically populated with an entity the first time a Word document is stored. Though, if a title already exists, e.g. from the document template, then a new title is not added or updated. This can cause timeliness issues. There are also issues regarding what content that the application selects as title for the document.

In the Reference Work only 14% of the embedded Title entities were identical to the content which was manually recognized to be the documents’ title, referred to as the documents’ visible title. In this dataset 56% of the embedded Title entities were identical to the documents’ visible title. The false entities were commonly caused by false content selected by the MS Word application to generate the Title entity. Up until recently, the Title entity was populated by content on the first line within the document. As presented later in chapter 4.3.1, this is not an optimal approach. Current versions of the MS Word application do not generate Title entities.
In terms of pragmatics, the embedded Title entity is of a low quality if present. If not present, the pragmatic quality is very low due to completeness, accuracy and conformance to expectations. This confirms the results of the Reference Work.

4.2.2 The Creator element

The Creator element is also commonly automatically populated with data retrieved from the user’s user name or retrieved from the document template. The Reference Work reported issues validating the Creator element, as only 22% of the documents contained visible author information.

All official Auditing documents must by law present the document author. This organization has a strongly enforced policy regarding usage of descriptive user names. As a result, the vast majority of documents contained either a full name or abbreviations indicating a specific person within the organization. In 10% of the embedded metadata entity could be interpreted as the visible author, commonly specified by a full name, last name or affiliation. In the remaining 90% of the documents the embedded metadata referred to another person than the documents’ visible author.

The embedded metadata refer more to the technically correct creator, than the pragmatically user expected juridical creator. However, as there was commonly timeliness issues due to template entities passed on to the resulting document, the quality of technically correct author was low. In terms of pragmatics, the embedded Creator entity was of very low quality caused by the template issue described above, plus that a large number of documents were written by a secretary rather than the juridical author.

4.2.3 The Date element

The Date element is commonly automatically populated with data from the clock of the local computer in which the document were created on. As local clocks can go wrong, the resulting entities cannot be fully trusted if not verified by another data source. The Reference Work experienced extensive issues regarding lack of content which the Date entities could be validated against.

All official Auditing documents must by law present the current date. As such, the embedded entities could be compared against a visible date present on all documents. Though, only a handful of the documents had embedded entities and a visible date which specified the same date. These results are strongly influenced by Auditor documents that should be created on a specific date. Hence, the visible date refers to the juridical date while the embedded entities refer to technical dates.

As with the Creator element, the embedded metadata hence refer to other data than what the users are expecting. In terms of pragmatics, the embedded Date entities are
of very low quality. Technically speaking, no entities were discovered that indicate vastly false entities, e.g. wrong year or month. Technically, the embedded Date entities are of high quality.

4.2.4 The Template element

The Template element is not a common part of metadata schemas. Though, in order to enable efficient AMG algorithms based on visible characteristics, determining the based template is of high value [9]. This since each document type can contain different amounts of content which is desired retrieved and visual appearance and location of this content.

In the Reference Work ninety-five percent of Word documents were based on the blank default template. This template is commonly without any content and hence do not contribute with descriptive information regarding the document.

In this dataset eighty percent of the documents were based on a template other than the blank default template. The name of these templates indicates usage as a specific Auditing document type. In only thirty percent of the documents the indicated usage area and the actual document content were identical. Hence, the same document template is used for a number of different document types.

Nineteen of twenty documents referring to the blank default template had document content with visible appearance and title identical to the template specified documents. This indicate that more than one template is used to generate the same type of documents.

In terms of pragmatics, the embedded Template entity was of very high quality as no false entities were discovered. Though, in terms of Accuracy, the quality were very low, as only a very limited number of document types could be identified based on the present entity.

4.2.5 The Language element

AMG algorithms based on natural language processing are adapted to handle one specific language of the intellectual content. Hence, determining the language of the intellectual content is of essence for such algorithms when they are executed in a multi-linguistic document environment.

In the Reference Work no documents contained a harvestable Language element. This result is identical to the observations this paper have experienced. This confirms the Related Works conclusion that the metadata quality in terms of completeness was hence very low.
4.3 Extracted metadata

In the Reference Work the Title, Creator and Language elements were attempted automatically generated using extraction efforts. The Date and Template elements were not attempted generated as the dataset did not contain data to build algorithms upon. This paper will re-test the used algorithms on the Auditing dataset.

4.3.1 The Title element

Specifying the correct document title is essential for efficient document identification and retrieval for the Auditors. The embedded Title was not of a quality adequate for the Auditors, hence showing a need for other AMG efforts.

All but one document templates in this study contained a visible title field. Though, their visual appearance varied extensively, as some titles were promoted with large letters on the top of the page, to titles further down on the page in plain text as on formal letters. The Reference Work uses a number of AMG algorithms to automatically generate Title elements:

A. File name: Harvested from the file system [2].
B. Embedded metadata: Harvested from the document [14, 17, 20, 28 30, 31].
C. First line: Extracted from the first visible line of text [17].
D. Largest font: Extracted the text section on the first page based on the largest font size [13, 14].
F. Document Code plus usage of the largest font, context filter and alternative data sources: Extracts title section specified in the document code. If not present, then the content with the largest font is attempted retrieved, followed by the embedded tile and file name. Known false data were excluded as part of the execution efforts [9].

Table 1 presents how the AMG algorithms presented on the LMS and on the Auditing datasets. In the Reference Work each algorithm performed correctly or partly correctly for more than half of the documents, with the exception of plain Document Code based efforts. Usage of the document content section with the largest font on the first page of the document showed to generate the highest number of correct titles with its correctness rate of sixty-nine percent. None of the Word documents in the LMS dataset contained Meta or Style tagged sections that indicated a title. Hence, usage of the document code exclusively resulted in no titles found and no entities created. The Reference Work showed how the Document Code approach could be combined with the other AMG approaches and content filters. This content filter excluded content such as the course name (compared against the published location on the LMS). When combining these AMG approaches, as much as ninety-one percent of the titles could be completely and correctly extracted.
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Table 1: Usage of AMG algorithms to generating Title entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title Algorithm</th>
<th>Correct</th>
<th>Partly correct</th>
<th>No result</th>
<th>False</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ref Work</td>
<td>Auditing</td>
<td>Ref Work</td>
<td>Auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. File name</td>
<td>40%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. Embedded</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. First line</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Largest font</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Document Code</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Document Code extended</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the Auditing dataset these algorithms performed differently. Algorithms A to D performed poorly due to a mismatch between the algorithms desired content and the documents embedded and visible appearance: Algorithms A and B commonly retrieved the document type or template name, while algorithms C and D retrieved the company or Auditor name.

Twenty-two percent of the Auditing documents contained a Meta or Style tagged Title section which were identified and extracted using algorithms E and F. All of these titles were complete and correct titles. Most of these documents were based on the same templates or document type. Feedback from the Auditors indicates no intentional usage of Meta tags. Rather, such tags were included in these documents because selected templates contained a Meta tagged title and the Auditors frequently corrected this title rather than creating a new title. Why such Meta tags had been included in some templates were not known by the Auditors.

When moving from algorithm E to F, the Reference Work experienced an increased correctness rate from zero percent to ninety-one percent. In the Auditing dataset the same algorithms generated an increase in correctness rate from twenty-two to twenty-eight percent. This time the advanced Document Code based algorithm (algorithm F) was not able to gain benefits from correct or partly correct entities generated by the supplementary AMG algorithms. This was due to the content filters executed between sub-AMG algorithms. These filters were set up to exclude course codes and the publisher name from the generated entities retrieved from the LMS. Similar information was not available for the Auditing documents. Hence, the AMG algorithm did not have content to exclude. When completing the first two stages of
the advanced Document Code algorithm, all documents were given a valid title either based directly on the Document Code or on the Largest Font sub-algorithm. The algorithm were not able to take advantage of the First line, Embedded metadata or File name data sources. Though, since neither of the algorithms A to D provided substantial positive results, enabling usage of these data sources would not significantly increase the performance of algorithm F.

Due to the low quality in terms of Accuracy, the pragmatic quality of all these algorithms was low.

4.3.2 The Creator element

As the juridical correct author was not specified using metadata harvesting, other approaches would be needed in order to gain de desired metadata quality.

Using extraction methods for populating the Creator element proved to be an extra challenge within the LMS case study [9]. This since only a small selection of the documents contained visible author information. As a substitute, a Publisher element was generated based on the LMS’ user login information. Such publishing information is not available in this case study since the documents are shared though a common file storage.

No documents used the author name as part of the file name making algorithms like algorithm A for generating Title entities without value. To enable efficient algorithms based on algorithm C and D for generating Title entities, visual consistency within the documents is essential.

Visually, the desired Auditor name can be present in a number of different locations: On the first line, on the second line or one of the last sentences on the last page of the document. This diversity is a challenge for AMG algorithms based on visible characteristics. Without positive identification of the document type, 25% of the Author names could be retrieved from the document collection, as one in four templates contained author name on respectfully the last, second to last or sixth from last line on the last page. The remaining 25% of the templates had author names printed inside of the document; normally close to the middle of the page, though not stationary in one location.

A 25% chance of correctness is actually higher than the correctness rates gained by the Reference Work. Here, basic approaches for extracting the first, second and last line resulted in correctness rates between 0% and 3%.

Still, the generated entities would in general be of a very low pragmatic quality as the accuracy and conformance to expectations would be very low.

Author information can be Meta tagged for identification and retrieval by using the Document Code. This way extraction effort could be performed regardless of the documents’ visible formatting. None of the documents contained such Meta tags that
identified a Creator content section. Extraction efforts based on the Document Code would hence not result in any entities, leaving the pragmatic quality at a very low level. These results are identical to the Reference Work.

4.3.3 The Language element

None of the Auditing documents contained embedded Language elements. The Reference Work states that the language of the intellectual content can be identified using Meta tags stored as part of the document in order to enable application services such as spelling and grammar control.

All the Auditing documents contained US English language Meta tags, though one of these documents used these tags. This confirms the Reference Work that extraction efforts need to be focused on the tags that are in practical use and not solely on their presence.

Language Meta tags were used to describe content in Norwegian and New-Norwegian. This paper can confirm that all the text sections were formatted with a single language tag and that these Meta tags specified the correct language.

In terms of pragmatic quality, the generated entities were of a very high quality, sectioning the documents into sub-sections with an accurate language specification with full conformance to expectations. This confirms the Reference Work that a Document Code based efforts would be highly valuable for AMG algorithms based on natural language processing as each of the documents’ subsections are identified to contain intellectual content of a specific language.

5. EXTRACTING METADATA FROM DOCUMENTS BASED ON MODIFIED TEMPLATES

Neither the harvesting or extraction efforts resulted in desired entities for the Title and Creator elements: The harvestable entities were based on technical data and not juridical data while the extraction efforts were not able to identify the desired sections. A survey among the Auditors revealed that very few of the Auditors were aware of the embedded document metadata. Manual creation or editing of metadata was viewed as a waste of productive time. Hence, none of the Auditors were willing to spend their own time on creating metadata. Embedded metadata would hence not be populated and updated even though the Auditors are aware of their presence.

5.1 Creating new templates

All the Auditors based new Auditing documents on existing documents or templates. Hence, there is always a structured document which is the basis for new documents.
This paper retrieved a dozen Auditing document templates which were in use and included Meta tags to identify content of special interest to the Auditors. Meta tags were created to identify the document title, juridical author, customer name and juridical date. The visible appearance of each template was not changed in any way.

The included Meta tags were identical for all the templates regardless of the documents’ visible layout. Figure 3 illustrates where different content sections are located on four of the templates. In addition, various font types, sizes and visual promotion distinguish the documents from each other. All the templates do not include the same sections. The single structured Meta tags among all the templates enable a single AMG algorithm to identify the desired document section using Meta tags regardless of where in the document the content is present and of the visible appearance of the document. Hence, the same AMG algorithm could be used for extracting the desired content from all the different document templates.

The templates were re-introduced to the Auditors to use during their next auditing efforts. The Auditors were not given any training or instructions describing how the updated templates “should” be used. Their usage is hence based on own preferences.

5.2 New extraction results

After having the updated templates in use for a few months, this paper received a few dozen documents based on the updated document templates. Extraction efforts based on the Document Code were enforced in order to retrieve desired content as high quality metadata.
All the titles and customer names were completely and correctly identified and retrieved from the new documents. The various visual appearances of the content sections that contained the desired content and their location within the document did not have any effect on the metadata extraction results.

The Date and Author sections were not completely correct identified and retrieved. “Only” 94% of the Author names and 89% of the Dates were completely and correctly retrieved. Further analysis of the documents revealed the cause: In all the documents without perfect results, the Date section was located on the line above the Author section and both sections were using the same visual formatting. Behind the visual appearance, these documents did not contain Meta tags identifying the Date section, even though this was specified in the used template. Hence, the section which was Meta tagged had been deleted. These documents had lower metadata quality due to lack of accessibility to the desired content section. The Author sections were present in all the documents. However, occasionally the Author Meta tags covered content that should have been Meta tagged as Date. As a result the extracted Author entity did not always conform to expectations, lowering the metadata quality.

5.3 Comparing documents based on the original and the updated templates

There is a clear distinction between documents created by the original templates and the updated templates in terms of the documents’ Document Code. This is even though the documents’ visible appearance is virtually identical.

The AMG algorithms which generated the most correct results described in Chapter 4.3 managed to generate correct entities for a quarter of the documents. These were algorithms based on various visible characteristics. Using the same algorithms on the updated dataset would generate identical results. Chapter 5.2 has shown that AMG efforts based on the Document Code would result in entities of vastly higher quality. This since the Meta tags identifies the document sections that are of interest for that specific metadata element, sections where the author(s) have specified the desired content.
Figure 4: Results of the best algorithm on the different templates.

The limiting factor for the updated AMG efforts based on the Document Code is the human efforts. The AMG algorithm is only able to generate entities as good as the specified content of the document. This is in line with results from [8] where metadata were extracted using the Document Code on conference and journal papers.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

AMG algorithms base their efforts on systematic and consistent properties of the documents at hand in order to generate quality metadata in accordance with predefined metadata schema(s). AMG algorithms need to find common structures in which to base their efforts, even if the dataset is not visually homogenous. The Document Code of each file format is a common structure which is shared by all documents based on the same file format version. Once access to the document is enabled, recognition of the most correct and most desirable document properties is essential in order to automatically generate high quality metadata. This paper has shown how such common characteristic can be utilized regardless of the visible characteristics of the document.

This paper has confirmed that AMG efforts based on visible characteristics are vulnerable for generating false entities if the dataset do not share a common set of visible characteristics. This paper has confirmed that the embedded document
metadata entities have extensive quality issues regarding pragmatics. The little awareness of the existence of embedded metadata among document authors contributes to this.

This paper has confirmed that AMG efforts based on the Document Code do not generate entities if the desired content is not present in the file. In the original Auditor dataset this resulted in no Author entities being generated and only a limited number of Title entities being generated. Some Meta tags are automatically generated by the used Word processor application. This includes Language Meta tags, enabling verification of the language of the intellectual content in high quality to sections as small as individual words.

This paper has shown how Meta tags can be included in document templates without changing the visible appearance of the original template. By including such Meta tags, document content can be uniquely identified and extracted regardless of the visible characteristics of the document. By doing this, this paper has enabled generation of metadata of a significantly higher quality in terms of pragmatics compared to the possibilities with the original documents. Still, when the user does not see or is not aware of the benefit of following the template, false content can be Meta tagged or desired content might not be Meta tagged at all. Both issues were discovered in the updated dataset.

There is a need for a close relation between the user, the used document template and the AMG algorithm in order to enable automatic generation of detailed and high quality metadata from common documents. Without such a relation, AMG algorithms cannot live up to their potential.

Future work should include: (1) Long term evaluation of how users use document templates when they are aware of how their documents are used for AMG efforts. (2) Research on the use of multi-linguistic documents in generating of semantic metadata using natural language approaches; (3) Analysis of the similarities between Latex templates in order to generate generic AMG algorithms based on the document code.
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